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Office; 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H.

on the

bank

of the river.

Gravesend:

Wesoon reach

This town is on the right bank

of the ‘river, is 26 miles from London
Bridge, and is noted as a holiday resort of
the Londoners. - It Yhas good hotels and
lodging-houses, handsome villas and numer-

it, we see the numerous vessels which

have brought up the fish’ of the season to

supply London and its neighbortiood with

this luxury. A- visit tg this market in they ous churches, while behind the town are
early morning is not without interest. We ‘many lovely walks and places of resqrt.
To whom all letters on business, remittances of come next to the Custom House, a splendid And; here, as all along the Kent side,
the
&c., should be sent.
All communications
mpaod for publication should be addressed to the pile of buildings close to the river.
A large hills rise at a short distance from the river,
‘Editor,
amount of business is'done here, the num- in striking contrast with the marshes on
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if pmd strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50
ber of employes in the various departments the Essex side. The river here is about
MEMITTANCES must be made in money or- being 2,280. Let us go still farpher down
three quarters of a ‘mile wide, and at low"
ders, bank checks, or. drafts, if possible. When and sde the sights,” >
water about forty-eight feet deep.
a
The
neither of these can be p¥ocured, send the money in a
| water is quite salt,
Just opposite, on
THE TOWER OF LONDON.
registered letter. All Postmasters are- obliged to

«

3
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BURLINGAME,

L.R

register letters whenever requested to do so.
The

regular

charges

for - money

checks, and Post Office money

ordeis, bank

orders may be -d¢

ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances’
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
‘received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law.
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NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
person who takes & newspaper regularly

1. Any

from he} post-oftio
whether di
to his name or
another’s, or w!
he ba subscribed or not—is
nsible for the payment.
:
Te If a person ondors his Juper discontinued, he
y all arrearages, or
the publisher may conmust
payment is made, and collect the
tinue iy send it until

whole amount, wh other the paper is taken from the
offise or not. .

*

~ It is enclosed with a wall, and surround- the Essex side, is Tilbury Fort, an impored on three sides by a deep moat which can tant stronghold for the defense of the river,
Additions have been recently made to it, to
be filled from the Thames, and thus the for-.
tification becomes an'island.
The tower adapt it to the present modes of warfare,
The

contains numerous buildings, and is famous

river

as a palace,a fortress, a prison,and an arse-

Gundulph, Bishop of Rochester,and in shape

it resembles the Keep of Rochester Castle,
which was erected by him and called by his

name,

a maritime

HE DOCKS.

sion, or otherwise,

with

the

privilege of returning

them.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1871.
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*Work.

.

;

——

Down ami up, and up and down, Over and over and over;
Turn in the little seed, dry and brown,
Turn out the bright red clover;
‘Work, and the sun your work will share,
And the rain in its time will fall;

We
-

inclosed by them is called the Isle of Dogs.
These docks were opened in 1802, they occupy an area of 295 acres, and are said to

Turn out the rose and lily.

‘Work with a plan, or without a plan,

be the largest in the world.

your ends they hall be shaped true;

turned

‘Work, and learn at first-hand, like a man—

Ceasing not your praises;
Tarn out the sweet spring daisies,
‘Work, and the sun your work will share,

And the rain in its time will fall;
For Nature, she worketh everywhere,

And the grace of God through all.
—Alice Carey.

;

- Down the Thames.
All my readers have heard of the Thames,
and know that it is the river on which Lon-

don is situated. It is the most important
river in England, but being on an island, it
of course bears nq eomparison to the large
rivers of this continent, its whole length being only about 220 miles. It takes its rise

in Gloucester, and runs its zigzag course of
Bridge, whence it is

48 miles to its mouth in the German Ocean,

Following the courseof

of Queen Victoria.

A large crowd was

gatherell on the occasion.

As its name in-

dicates, the bridge here was originally the

only one for the agcommodation of the citizens of London; and while there are now
sumerous

other bridges across the Thames

at London, it is still the lowest in the series.

. The present bridge has five arches, the center one being 152 feet ‘wide, and 29 1-2 feet

above high watemmark.

The total length

of the bridge is 928 feet, and the width, 54
feet.

8

- It is a busy scene which one looks upon
here. Above the: bridge are the wharves,
barges, steamboats; the bridges crowded
with persons passing to and fro; the long
trains of railroad cars passing every fow
minutes on the railroad bridges; while below, although there are no bridges, the
river is thronged with ships and steamboats.
London Bridge itself is densely crowded.
Twenty thousand vehicles, ‘and one hundred and

;

of Christ

natural body.

is ag

Union

strength every where
among Christians.

fatal as in the

is an
else,

element

of

and of course
.
s

And it is increasing. The church is making progress in this direction. There is less
of sectarian strife. and bitterness now ‘han
there was half a century ago. A larger charity abounds, and a more genial spirit. The
relation of local and

denominational

bodies

Events of the Week,

Many of our readers know of th¢® labors
and struggles;the-sacrifices and successes of

Christian union ?

sailors of the royal navy.
pital

Beyond the hos-

is Greenwich Park, famous as a holi-

day resort for Londoners, It contains 174
acres, is richly woeted and stocked with

deer, which are.so tame that they readily
come

‘the steamboat.

We now turn north again, and just as we
come to where the river bends round to the
south-east,we see the East India Docks; and

beyond these the Vietoria Docks, which
were opened in 1856, and which occupy two
hundred acres. These are all on the left of

the

river.

Woolwich.

Passing east, we

soon reach

It is on the right hand, and is

famous for the Royal Dock Yard in its yarious departments, the’ Arsenal, and the Roy-

al Military Academy and its adjuncts.

‘We

pass Barking with its ancient Abbey church,
and

Dagenhgi

on our left; and notice the

embankments which confine the river within its present bounds. The marshes on this

side of the river extend inland from éne to
two miles, andl the river formerly spread
over them; and these dykes were built up

to remedy

this.

They extend along the

river #ide, up creeks and tributary streams,

islands and about the marshes, and’

are spid.to have a total extent of three hun-

not victory, is sought, for ourselves as
much ag for others, the best results may fol-

spirited

“community

has

been

forming

by the Joint High

Commission.

Thereis

around the school as a nucleus,
and a good every reason to believe that the tregty will
degree of prosperity is enjoyed. Bro. Fee | be ratified, when the text will be immedihas long and ewrnestly desired the ‘active ately given to the country.
Senators excodperation of our own brethren, and he press themselves as satisfied with the terms
furnishes what has seemed to us -clear evi- agreed upon, all important points at issue
dence that thereis a very promising field of between the two countries having been ami-

labor at that point for Free Baptists.

Not-

cably arranged.

It is probable that a final

withstanding - he has often sent appeals
which we were not able to answer as he
hoped, yet he does not weary of his effort to

decision willhave been reached by the time
thatthis reaches its readers. Other matters

following extracts from a private and. very
brotherly letter just received from him, and

ger.

enlist us,

to come before the Senate will prolong its

We take the liberty to print the session at east two weeks, and may be lon-

ask the attentionof our brethren to it. It
may be that some of them will hear in it
the call of Providence addressed to them.
He says:
;
With your people we should have large
sympathy, in your extemporaneous preaching,experimental religion,hearty ‘ Amens,”
and all active aggressive measures for righteousness. If some of your brethren. could
come out here to cooperate with us I shoul
rejoice.
:
Here is a healthful region in Central Kentucky, a community of quiét, ordefly people
—persons who have come from east, west

north and south—colored and white—not a
particle of whiskey sold in our town. We
have in our college an able faculty, good
men, some 300 pupils,—colored and white,
—harmonious as few institutions are, * Our

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
The annual national convention of the
Grand Army of the Republic was held in
Boston last week. There was a large attendance, representatives being present
from nearly every state in the Union.
Among these were several distinguished
men,

who

served

with honor

during the

false

theories are exposed, truth and love increase. Instead then of seeking to suppress
discussion, let.it proceed in the spirit of love

Burnside as Commander-in-Chief to succeed
town is growing,we necdhiGihe nterprising Gen. Logan.
men.
:
LABOR-REFORM CONVENTION.
Here isa firstrate opening for another |The
Labor-reform
League of the United
store,=4 wagon maker,—a_ good blacksmith,~good shoemakers,~a man “who States met in convention in New York last
would cut, make, repair and sell cloth- week. The sessions were thinly attended,

ing,—another good physician,—a good man

to keep a hotel and livery stable,—a good
carpenter and cabinet-maker,—a good man
who would start a broom factory to give
work to students,—a woolen and flouring
mill,—a

his

good

house

man “who

boys

who

would

take

want

boarding,

into

nounced as cowardly and time-serving;

re-

ligion was denounced for teaching that there
is evil in human nature, which

denunciation

the boarding hall with the larger students;
—scores of good men who would buy
lands and cultivate’them.
|
This is a good region for all kinds of fruits
found in the Middle states. The “people in
our place have not been disturbed since the
war closed.

the Convention itself, and this soon

we

do

not

wish

to

pat

One of our citizens,

into

who

had

bilious

state.

+

divided

convention than this has been.

COAL MINERS’ RIOT.

>)>

Another riot among the Pennsylvania min-

Patient Ministry.

ers occurred at Hyde Park, May ‘9th.

There is something higher in an unsuccessful ministry carried out faithfully to the
end, then there is in a very brilliant and
successful ministry.
Any man can work
when every stroke of his hand brings‘down
the fruit rattling from the tree to the

years, and to die, as Moses did, without the

sight of the promised land—that

missionary who has spent his whole life in
unrequited service, shall himself be amazed

amidst the amazement

open

and

more

;

:

A still better Way to promote’ Christian

union is to live ourselves in the spirit of the

gospel.

The more Christ-like any one is

the more will he draw others to himself an

to

Christ.

The more

Christ-like ‘any

church is, the more it will promote union
among Christians where it is located. The
more Christ-like any denomination is, the

better*will be its influence to promote gen-

eral Christian’ union. As a people we have a

great work to do in this respect within our
own pale,—to strengthen the churches, and
win sinners to the Saviour,—to increase the’

number and

efficiency
of the

ministry, —to

cherish the Sabbath school interest, temperance reform,

mission

work,

home and for-

eign,—to establish and furnish our schools

of all

that

behold,

to find how high he rises and stands in the
He goes up as one that
carry him;

and behold, ¢¢ he

shines as the stars that shofie over him in
the firmament.”
!
And that which is ‘true of pastoral labor
isjustas true of lay

labor in

of labor in reformatory

churches, or

enterprises which

are carried on outside of the, churches.
Those that labor in the cause of temperance, and those that labor for the rectifica-

Some

of the strikers who desire to resumé
were holding a meeting to discuss

work

themat-

ter, when they were set upon by the wives
of the more refractory portion, and a serious
time ensued: The women were soon joined
by their husbands and friends, brickbats
and pistols were freely used, quite a number were wounded and beaten,and some will

The militia was atonce or-

to restore quiet, but as

they

gen-

Santiago de Veragnas, threatening Panama
immediately,
ahd consequently there is great

alarm. . The president in a “proclamation
notifies
the troops to prepare for a fight, and
‘they have been supplied with arms and ammunition. The peace commissioners have.
startedto confer with the rebels, and also to

proffer their offices to reclaim the steamer.
Montijo and

the prisoners on board.

rara, a rébel

commander,

has motified

Herthe

United States consul not to interfere by sending the United States steamer Resaca for the
recapture of the Montijo, because he says

that the United States officers will not be
are dis-. permitted to come on board of that wessel,

tion of morals—how often "they
couraged ! Itis. comparatively an
thing to'put a broken

bene

again, and reset the joint in

itisnot an

in its
its

easy
place

socket, but

easy thing to suppress the

Jjedlousiés and hatreds

and

rancors of the

human heart. ' The man that undertakes
to rectify the times in which he lives undertakes to do, not only a gigantic work of
faith and patience, but_.one that he must

forty-fifth
Missionary

May

7th.

During the past year the number of ministersof
the gospel in the employ of the society has been
940 in 28 different states and territories. Three:

missionaries have preached to colored congrega-

tions and 42 in foreign languages.

Number of

congregations supplied in Whole or in part, 1957;
number of pupils in Sabbath schools, 71,550, Diring the year, 98 éhurches have been organized.

and 43 became self-supporting. Ninety chukelies
report révivais of religion, and 407 missionaries

who- report, 2021 hopeful

conversions.

The res

ceipts for the past year are $246,567; expendi-

tures $208,617, leaving $16,023 still due the mis-

sionaries for labor performed.
In addition te
these, past due appropriations and daily becom-

ing due amount to $148,456, making the total
pledges $164,484 to redeem, and to apply to
other appropriations. There is a balance in the

treasury of $2019.

§

AMERICAN SEAMEN’S FRIEND SOCIETY. This
Society held its anniversary Monday evening,

May 8th, -It expended last year, in prosecuting

its work, $63,830, or $3,470 more than was retributed

.

+ UNIVERSAL

PEACE SOCIETY.

The fifth anni-

versary of this society was attended by a small
audience, over which “Alfred A. Love presided.

Mr. J. K. Wilson, Mrs. Mary F. Doves and Mrs.
D. L. Lowerby were the principal speakers. A

resolution was passed condemning the system of ,
standing armies and military schools, and declar--

and that they will fight them to the bitter
end. All the foreign consuls have address-

The

twenty-third

day

evening.

anniversary was

There

have

been

held Tues-

received from:

various sources during the year $93,677,665 &x-penditures, $1565,650,10.
The missionaries in
Mexico are; prospering, many conversions being
reported, “besides the formation of churches and

schools.

The missions in South America and in

Italy also report progress.
The Society labors
among all classes, both Catholics and Protestants,

and has every

reason

to be encouraged by the

success attending its efforts,

i

THE HOWARD MISSION.. The tenth anniversary of the Howard Mission /fand Home for
Little Wanderers was held at the Academy of
Music. The report of the Treasurer,
Wm. Phelps,
for the year ending May 1, shows receipts, $51,

535,46,including $4,141,93 from friends in Europe,
and expenditures equal to income, less about
$500, on hand.
The Superintendent's report
shows: Children in Day Schools, 1,245; average
daily attendance in Day Schools, 381; families

‘connected

with the Mission through the schools,

of whom 146 are widows, 546; Mothers’ Bible
Class, 216; Young Women’s Bible Class, 64;
average in Sunday school, 395; average at prayermeeting, not less than 200; taught in sewing
classes, 93; taughts on sewing machines, 27;

placed in homes and

situations, 121; missionary

visits, 4,326; baskets of prqvisions and loaves of

bread distributed among the sick and poor, 6,936 3
pecks of coal among the same class; 1,697; gar--

ments, pieces of bedding, and pairs of shoes, 10,~
834; meals eaten in the Mission, 108,185.
:

AMERICAN ‘WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION. The anniversary meetings were generally

well

attended,

the usual speakers being om

the stage.” The old arguments in favor of female: .
suffrage were
were adopted

fort by woman

duly presented, and resolutions:
which recommend a concerted ef--

suffragists to obtain from their:

state legislatures an act authorizing womento
vote at the next presidential election, under the

authority ‘ conferred

United

States;

by the - Constitution of the

approving

the

effort to

obtaim

suffrage \for women in the District of Columbia, Michigan and elsewhere under the provis-

ions of the 14th and 15th amendments;

declaring

that for woman to participate in making the laws
she is requibed to obey and to an equality of rights
in all directions, has

nothingto do with special

social theories, and ‘that the recent attempts in
this city and elsewhere to associate the woman

suffrage

cause

with the doctrine of frée love

and "to hold it responsible for the crimes and follies of individuals, is &n outrage upon common
sense and decency and a slander upon the intelligence of the women of America.

AMERICAN BIBLE SocrETYy.

Bible

Society

held

its

The American

fifty-fifth

anniversary:

Thuriday morning. The receipts of the last year
were $720,464, and the expenditures $651,185. .
Seven publications in foreign languages have
been issued, and the entire numberof volumes /

printed by the society during its fifty-five years?’
existence is 27,630,000,

AE

AMERICAN CONGREGATIONAL UNION. The
American Congregational Union held their eigh-

teenth. annual business meeting at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. It has paid during the last

year to aid in the building of houseses of worship-.

ed the president, begging him to have the for Congregatiodal churches, $32,404, and has
national troops remain for the protection of now pledged for the same object $10,500,0r $7387.
the lives and

property

of foreigners. - The

insurgents captured the city of Lima, the

capital of Peru, on the 28th of April.

more than is in the treasury.

SOCIETY

FOR

v

PROMOTING

CHRISTIANITY

AMONUG THE JEWS, The first anniversary
of the-

“American Society for promoting Christianity:
THE FRENCH SITUATION,
among,
the Jews was held last Friday, The So-The Versailles troops have’ ocoupied Fort ciety has found ample opportunity to expend both
@'Issy, which was évacuated by the insur- money and effort, and it hopes to materially ben-

make up his
to pursue, not according
But let ug go on board a steamboat dred miles. Some date them back to the and colleges, and thus open to all our youth to sight, but mind
according to faith. ‘And no
time
ofthe
oceupation
by the Romans, while the blessings of sanctified education. The
and go down the river, and thus get a
gents. But little attention is paid to Thiers’ efit the Jewish race. The report shows that a
greater our progress in this way the more man, I think, ever puts: the plow into the proclamation asking the Parisians to throw good work has been done-the past year; that
glimpse of the objects of interest on either others think they belongto Saxon times,
there are a quarter of'a million Jews in the Unit. ,
We how pass Erith,a pretty village, 16 1.2 shall we commend ourselves to all the good, furrow and does not. look back, and sows

side.

The general course of the river,is

edstward, and just here, the northern side {miles from'London, It {s on the Kent side and draw them to us, and ‘with us to God.
we
is, in, the county of Middlesex, and the of the river, and has an ancient church, built (—J. J. B.

southern.

in Surrey; but a very short dis

tance s down; the latter gives place to Kent,

in the thirteenth century® Purfleet, on the

Essex side, comes next. Hare are the g5vernment powder magazines, which will

y Prayer

is an

antidote to’ every

ill; and

good seed therein, thats harvest. does not -open the city gates and thus save a German’ States, and that sixty-five thousand of these are Srl
follow. If he doesnot reap the fruit of his. attack. Dire madness possesses the heads fn New York city.
sowing, other men Will. If yéu are laying of the insurgents, and like the ruffians that
THE WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION. This:
right.

foundations,

though

you

may mot

build on them, other men shall, and the
hold- thirty thousand barrels of powder, we can pour all our complaints into the topstone shall yet go up with shoutings of
;
+ BILLINGSGATE,
:
Then we have Greenhitheon the right, a bosom of a compassionate
God, however “ Grace, grace unto it."—Beecher.
The first objectof interest i this celebrat- very picturesque village, 21 1-2
es from | perplexed, we need never he in despair, but
ed fish market, the rough and coarse speech London, and, Gray's Thurrock on the left,
If you would know 4 mais true characof the frequentprs of which has given'us a with its church outside the village, all alone Should quietly wait to see the salvation of
ter,
see him in the bosom of his family.
{SLAY
ER
J
¢
¥
™\
\
and’ the formerto Essex.

ow

fh on heh

while ‘We have a ‘throne of grace open, where

°

ceived, It also sent to sea 726 libraries and dis-

the chief feature of.the meetings being the
ing that all international difference ought to be:
denunciations flung out by mest of the adjusted by recipracal love and justice.
speakers)
The banking system was deAMERICAN AND FOREIGN CHRISTIAN UNION.
nounced
swindle; the Press was
de-

was applauded ; Parker Pillsbury was denounced for sayirg that laboring men were
in the habit of drinking; and thereupon he
left the hall ; Horace Greeley was denounced for saying that our industries ought to be
protected ; and in fact nearly voy ning that
could be thought of was denounfed, except

whom

for the truth’s sake and for the blessing it last great day.
brings, and its influence will be the mote has nothing to
potent as’ the means are
abundant,
:

have thus

war. Addresses were made by Gen. Logan The past360,000 copies of the society’s periodicals.
year is regarded ug one of great progand others, all of which gbounded in senti: perity.
oN
oi
1
ments of enduring patriotism, . The Grand |
AMERICAN
TRACT
SOCIETY. This Society is
Army was representedto ‘be in a prosperstill prosecuting its good work,
ous condition, and is seeking earnestly to presented show that prosperit and the reports
y is attending it.
ameliorate the conditions of those widowed The receipts last year were $450,182,
of which
and orphaned by the war. It states that if $370,116 were from. sales. The disbursements ’
will not allow itself to be used for political were $491,787, of which $237,028 were expegded
party purposes, but will ever keep in view in the manufacture of books and tracts. Three
a higher and nobler object. A choice of new periodicals have been established and 45
new volumes issued by the society during the
officers resulted in the election of Gen.
past year,

requires a erally sympathized with the strikers, , not
heroism which is transcendent. It may not much help was received from them. The
low.
Nearly all important questions are shine nor illustrate itself on earth; but it dissatisfaction has assumed a serious and
settled, by controversy. The result of the will be seen in heaven. For there be those apparently settled shape, and still .more
great calvinistic controversy, with all its at- that are first here who shall be last in the trouble is feared before anything Tike order
tending imperfections, has been wonderful other world, and there be those that are | i§ restored.
in producing a harmony
of views on the last'here who shall be first there.
Many a
A SOUTH AMERICAN INSURRECTION.
subject, So also with
ird to church | humble man who has: had no success in
Dispatches from Aspinwall, May 9th,
government and discipline, ordinances, ete. this world, many a pastorin some outlying
state that formidable insurrections are in
As a consequence of earnest, searching in- . church who has labored long and faithfully
progress in New Grenada and Peru, that
vestigation and instruction, the watchmen ‘without any visible results, many a
poor the insurgent army is advancing towards
see eye to eye, obstacles are removed,

OC

We present below abstracts of the reports of

the various benevolent societies which
It was immediately given a few far held their anniversaries :
borin Berea, Kentucky, many years ago, executive nominations to dispose of, but its’
AMERICAN H, M. SBoCIETY. The
and who has cultivated itAvith rare skill, chief attention of course will be devoted to
anniversary
American Home
faith and patience. A'pleasant and noble- a consideration ‘of the treaty agreed upon Society was ofheldthe Sunddy
evening,

into factions which bitterly denounced each
to the Head and to each other is better uy- gone some forty miles from his home into a.
other.
About the only thing that was
derstood and felt. There is much less of rude placé, was cruelly abused; so was
agreed
to
was the proposition to run a can<
Christ
Jesus
our
Lord.
These
things
will
sectarian work done now, especially prosedidate for the next presidency, on which it
re-act.
They
are
but
thé
croppings
out
of
Iyting. Let us join more and more in the
was agréed to disagree. If the condition
prayer of Christ for the great object, and the vile system we so long fostered in our
of
the laborer is to be improved, it must be
bosom.
The
sentiment
in
favor
of
loyalty
see that our conduct is in harmony with our
brought
about by the deliberations ofa less
and
good
government
is
increaging
in
our
prayers,
:
How can wé promote

—

| RE-ASSEMBLING OF THE SENATE.
The U. 8S. Senate re-assembled last Wed-

ground ; but to labor in season and out of
ing from wrong motives or conducted in a season, under every discouragement, by the
bad spirit may be productive of'evil, but this
probably die.
cent building of four quadrangles, which is does not condemn discussion. When light, power of faith, through years and years and
dered out

close to the river. It wus formerly a royal
palace, but for nearly two hundred years it
has been an asylum for aged and disabled

New York Anniversaries.

Rev. John G. Fee, who found afield of la-. nesday,

This is noted for its hospital, a magnifi-

seven thotisand pedestrians cross around

it every twenty-four Hours.

body

A Call from Kentucky.

:

the river,

to you and take from your hand
Londen Bridge is near the site of several the bread or fruit you give them. On one
predecessors which have borne the same of the hills in this parkis the Royal Obseryname. I well remember the day when it atory, known as the place from whence the
was opened in 1881 by William IV., the un- longitude is reckoned. You can see it from

cle

is fixed on the

By compromise ? Mast each side surrender
a part of its convictions and principles? A
we find Deptford at the south-west bow of ‘common platform thus obtained could not
the river. This town is famous for its dock- be one of sincerity and truth. No oneisreyards, in which Peter the Great, Czar of quired, no one has a right, to sacrifice conRussia, labored as a shipbuilder, none df viction and principle.
:
his companions suspecting that he was,
Nor is it done by ignoring doctrinal dif
anything but a common mechanic. Atthe ferences. Some think that the best way to
south-east bow we come to
obtain unity of ime; is to cease discussing points of difference. A discussion arisGREENWICH.

land.

Turn in the wild white winter snows,

London

the curve, we came to the Commer-

in the

down the river for some distance. They
comprise’ sixty acres of water and forty of

and up, till life shall close,

to

Just before we

cial Docks on our right, and they extend

The best way to know is to do!

miles

now come to Cuckold’s Point, where

the river makes a sudden turn to the south,

formed by the bend in the river,and
the land

On the hill-top, low. in the valley;
Turn in the little seed, dry and brown,

172

>

same distance, and then, after making an-

Down and up, and up and down,

Down

©

otherbend, follows its eastern course again.
1 The West India Docks extend from the
western to the eastern side of the horseshoe

:

which

than bythe love of the brethren. ' Schism

it is now

runs in that direction about two miles, then
‘makes a curve, and runs north about the

Turn out the golden millet ;

‘Work, and your house shall be duly fed;
‘Work, and rest shall be won;
I hold that a man had better be dead,
Than alive, when his work is done!

A little further, and we

excavations, the

of curiosity, but

their trains through it.

Dress thie ground and till it;
Turn in the little seed, brown and dry,

And

space for the

utilized by a railway “company who carry

‘With hand on the spade and heart in the sky

of En-

miles; while the German ocean stretches
before you as far as the eye can reach.
wharv€s and the warehouses. The walls Passing around the light ship, we return by
enclose twenty-four acres, eleven and a half the way we came, and find many points of
of which are water.
These docks were interest imperfect]
amined as we came
completed in 1828, The next are the Lon- along.
eT
W. H
ants
+
+
don Docks, which were opened in 1805.
They comprise ninety acres, of which thirty- |
Christian Union.. .
one and a half are water, and nearly eleven
We hardly need remark upon the imporhundred ships enter them every year.
All the objects we have thus far named tance of this subject. Jesus would not have
have been on the left bank of the river. On prayed that believers might all be one, had
the right we have passed numerous wharves he not seen its necessity. The unity of the
disciples in primitive ‘times was one great
and warehouses, and have seen Rotherhithe
church.
Just here the Thames Tunnel source of their success. The world was
passes under, us. For many years this was convinced and won not more by miracles
to supply

a mere object

For Nature, she worketh everywhere,
And the grace of God through all.

on”

Nore sand. This is generally regarded as
the mouth of the river; and the distance
from the Kentish to the Essex shore is six

| hundred and fifty houses were pulled down

We send no books out to be sold on commis-

town.

see the Light Ship,

The, first of these are St. Catherine's, so
.called after the name of a parish which was
A When Agents receive premiums, no percentige depopulated to make room for them. Twelve

A

pass,

pier extending a mile and a halfinto the
river. We next come to Sheerness on the
Isle of Sheppey, at the junction of the Medway with the Thames.
It has a fortress,
and a royal dock-yard, and is altogether

removing
and lea
them uncalled
radle evidence of intentional fraud.

on moneys sent for the Star is allowedin addition.

We

gland.” On the left, in the distance, is
Southend, a noted watering place, with a

that you have seen, was built about 1178, by

’

here is. ofter rough, and the

widens rapidly,

famous in the ecclesiastical history

prominent in all the pictures of this edifice,

:

water

now

the right, the ancient church of Cliffe, which
dates ‘back to the seventh century, and is

nal.
Here martyrs and state prisoners
have been confined, and cruel deeds of
darkness perpetrated. The White Tower,
the large, square building which is most

3. The courts have decided Shat refusing io take
newspapers an
odicals from
the I ice,
office, or

Number 20."

a

It js on our left hand, and is but a
distance from the bridge; and as we

pass

17, 1871.

A

which signifies ‘‘foul language, ribald-

YL
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they are, they willfully devote their fair Association, which is a distinct . organization.
city to ' destruction.,

The

Prussians

are

showing forbearance in delaying an -attack,
as well as magnanimity in remitting sever-

al million dollars of thie indemnity fund.
The énd of the insurrection is manifestly
ane week nearer than it was seven days ago,
but it is not yet near enough t6 be seen.

-

EE.

from the Amerlean Association, also held ffs an--

“niversary on Friday.

Resolutions

were

gdopt-

ed expressing its views on various social atid
litical questions, and

Elizabeth Cady

was chosen President.

The Society is

laboring and’ patiently waiting

po-

enfmestly

for thee

chisement of its sex, which it hopes ‘to realize
at no distant day,

:

THE MORNINGS
rr —————

.
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Bible Wines.—No,
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INTOXICATING WINE.

cause of +“ woe, contention,

out-canse, redness

Prof. M. Stuart says that there are, inthe
_ Hébrew ‘Scriptures, two generic Words to

_ «designate such drinks as may be intoxibut are-not 50 when
cating when fermented,

meaning, designates grape juice, Or the
The simple
liquid pressed from grdped.
“idea of grape juice is the basis and essence
of the word. And we must determine from
the connection in which it stands

/

Dr. E.

is intoxicating or not.

whether

:

pestricted in its

meaning

by

send forth at
ter

of the

fruit

the

ep»

it

the

marked through the past the footsteps of
God, who has.‘ endured as’seeing him who
is invisible,” the beginning

A.D.

tw

the touch of God's hand on every slight circumstance, feels the resistless moving of
Deity to its ends.
On that moment of real-

“ Beefsteak for Ministers.”

ization he stands as. on & shining, midway
step. - A moment his feet tremble there,and

subject.

They

quite as much for ministers

and

then he steps out—up—alone into the presence of the Infinite. - Again, caught up into
the bosom of God, he sees below

needed

are

people

ing

in

down

are the exception, rather than the rule.

“This word is used in the following cases,
meaning an intoxicating drink: Prov. 4:

=

in

N

life;

the

passing

whirl-

beford}

that ocean

of

sweetness

and

men, he knows but the

F.

:

An intimate association with public men

and a
Borne

that is hid with Christ in God.”

ey

BORER

PA

gence.”

for the
of different professions,
thirty years, has produced the settled

of

h among

Country ministers generally are not in dafger of ** being tempted to epicuréan indul-

the

fragments

‘‘things unutterable.” He turns,
Saviour’s love’ehfolds him around.

“8. C. K's.”

statement in the Star of April 26th,is true as
to some ministers and churches; but they

some other

of a stronger,

higher life. From that moment of realization he looks down through the past, sees

time ‘ sweet wa-

same

and bitter ?”

an. important

Nott says,

vine,

But thé momeiit of realization, even of an
earthly hope, is, to the Christian, who “has

Rev.” Mr. Talmage's article under the
above heading, recently copied into the Star,
gave many timely and needed truths upon

wordor circumstances, comprehends yinous beverage of every sort. Butrit is often
restricted to

wounds with-

of eyes;" the: other of

‘+ yayin is 8 generic term, and ‘when not the country, as in the cities.
¢

J

but it is the

« peace, gladness, joy,” and is the emblem
One, then, is the emblem of,
of salvation.
eternal damnation ; the other the emblem
| of eternal salvation. ~ Can this fountain

‘unfermented. . They may bemew or old, |
sweet or sour, fermented or -unfermented.
In Hebrew the word yayin, in its broadest |.

!

y

the temperate

or intemperate use of either,

-

rll
A,

coming spring, the coming rest. Yet trust
is not realization, Trust was through the
use that is condemned in the one sense and* days of work, the trying changes; realizaThe one is the tion, in the present freedom from care,
| commended in the other,

There is nothing said about

HE

ER A Cl ll rl rR

ftanteiet—————

te:
’

@ommunications.

~
.

PLAC

»

Gleanings.

=

ae

last
con-

17. '* They drink the yayin (wine) of vio* Who hath
lence.” Prov. 23: 20—30.
that tarry _viction, that no other laborers, of equal talThey
?
sorrow
hath
woe? Who
Lents and culture, are so poorly paid as
long at the yayin (wine); they that go
Christian ministers.
12.
56:
Isaiah
.”
to seek mixed yayin (wine)
They are obliged, in too many cases, to
yayin,
fetch
will
I
they,
say
ye,
Come
“¢
live
in a stinted way, wallet, kitchen, parcand we will fill ourselves with strong
Jor,
study and wardrobe crying out, ‘‘ LEANhave
also
They
*
'
drink.” “Isaiah 28:7.

WroNG Morives.

When religion be-:

comes popular, or when people can serve
their secular interests to better advantage

by assuming the Christian name, multitudes
are eager to avow themselves Christians.
History gives a striking illustration of this

fact.

A

heathen,

who

saw

the

i

$.-8. Departme nt

Early Sketches.—No. 11.
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© Smith's histories
of the Old and New Tes-

taments furnish a model for this work. They
opén up to us a summary of the men and ui
et
- times who gave to us the inspired Word.
SYSTEM AND ORGANIZATION.
If war is
The pores] and digestion of such books
Children’s Réading.
“| woul d throw ‘light .upon' every ‘ chapter;
nagessary, an organization of the forces is
-{'and make us feel acquainted with the men
>®
a
—
od
requisite. It begins with companies ;—these
are combined into regiments, these into " What books shall our children read? is who mostly are thought of as mere dead
men. .
:
corps, and the whole into one grand army. a most difficult question for parents to anIn’ our schools is needed a system for
swer..
Hundreds
‘of
books
for
childréiarc*
Thus in the “Holy War,"churches and computting before all—especially the * Biblepublished every year. There are scoresof classes—the outline and connection of the
bination “qf ‘churches make a denomination.
magazines for children, from The Nursery
i fincipal events of Bible history.
A con- "Those who know how eminent Elder Ran- to! Our Youn Folks., Sunday school and
densed
hand-book, that can be im
nted
dall was in seeking propriety, system and Circulating Libraries abound in literature upon the mind; will make
a good foundaorder in all he did, will readily suppose written on piipose for the young. Some tion for: Bible soady, A series of printed
that he was great as anorganizer.
Few, if of these work s are excellent, others are un- questions, arranged
by a competent superobjécgionsile, while ‘many are of question- intendent, will be of use to any school.
any, who have ever founded a denominaable taste if not of unquestionable’immoral- "Let the aim be this: Get the outline,
tion, have excelled him in this respect.
Most of them are of that weakly,
ity.
then fill it up by a lifetime of study. There
The first organizations were called Month- wishy-washy sort, too goodto be bad, and is-light in the Bible; let there be Hght
ly. Meetings, Hence, when Randall bap- too bad to be good, and too insipid to make thrown upon the Bible.—Baptist Teacher.
much impression anyway, yet positivel
tized persons intowns near New. Durham,
sm
injurious from their weakness, and their
Sy
\
he recorded that he added them to the New tendency to enfechle the mind. and vitiate
SuxpAY
ScHoOL
WORK.
A correspond-.
Durham Monthly Meeting. The Monthly the taste of whoever reads thern,and
cloy the
ent
of
the
Christian
Radical
has a very
Meetings were .in part churches, and after appetite for better books. ‘Sweetened chalk’
sensible
article
in
a
recent
number
of that
and
water
may
not
be
poisoneus,
but
to
a time were ealled so.
'
drink much of it is a sure way to lose flesh paper on this subject.
He thinks, very
BY JOSEPH

In 1783, but

church

was

FULLONTON,

°°

three years after the first

formed, he devised the plan of

and

a desire

for

milk,

+

if not for all other

truly, that there is too much that is super-

stimulus,

well-broken fallow?

food. Shall parents allow their children to ficial—too much sentiment and show in our
Quarterly Meetings. It was in the autumn, réad whatever they lease—such books as Sabbath schools, and not emdugh of thorand he was returning from an eastern jour- they find in the stalls or on the library ough, howest dealing with the scholars. ‘He
and run the risk of unpleasant conney, and at Little Falls, (now Hgllig, Me.) shelves,
sequences?’ Or-shall they make a careful says:’.
:
:
attended a sort of Convention called for the |! selectionof such books as are unobjectionTeachers ‘of Sunday schools do too much
purpose, when he laid his plan for Quarter- able and profitable?
mere seed-sowing; they plow too little—
This subject .is more ‘important than is subsoil nong. .
ly Meetings before the brethren.
Tt was
What power has a seed over
part of the the natural elements to convert them into
readily adopted, and on the first Saturday generally supposed, A large
ife of every intélligent youth is drawn from
and Sabbath ‘in December following, the literary sources. Our young folks begin to fiber, and sap, and grain, and so mmture it- self into “‘the full corn'in the ear,” unless
first was held in that place, which Elder. read earlyy* and read a great deal.
ey you can get it down out of sight
into the

Randall

attended.

He

recorded

in his

wealth

find ideas, sentiments,

pictures,

None. It-is our op

journal: “It was a most glorious time of ‘entertainment, fascination, and ideals of jon that this is the poorest-done work of the
The black-board syStem
and
splendor
of
the
Roman
Bishops,
said,
the power of God.” The second Q. M. life and character in books. They ure con- Sunday school,
erred through yayin, and through strong NESS, LEANNESS,” in such tones as men of
stantly dipping the threads of actual life is complete. Christ and the gospel are put
like
capacity
and
econemy
in
other
callings
“Make
me
Bishop
of
Rome,
and.I'll
be
a
was
held
in
New
Gloucester,
Me.,in
March.
Prov. 23: 31.
into these ideal dyes, and giving experience ‘into diagram to such perfection that it looks
drink are out of the way.”
Christian, tog.” By motives equally base, He recorded: “It was a most marvelous
i
a color, and character borrowed from the as if they would soon become sabjects of
+ Look not thou upon the 'yayin when it do not heat.
The
spirit
of
many
a
servant
of
Christ
is
some,
it
is
to
be
feared,
make
a
profession
literature
they peruse. Books are compan- the exact sciences.
and
wonderful
meeting.
Sinners
were
|
cup.”
the
The picnic business
in
color
its
giveth
it
when
red,
is
ions
whose
influence is more powerful has risen to a climax of success that defies +
weighed
down
with
anxiety
as
to
how
his
awakened,and
saints
rejoiced
much
in
God.”
of
Christianity.
Deut. 32: 38. ¢ Their yayin isthe poioftentimes than. that of living persons.
The concert business is
family is to be fed, clothed and educated.
MURMURING AGAINST PROVIDENCE. With The third was at Randall’s house in New They seize on thefancy, captivate the im- improvement.
son of dragons, and the cruel venom of
all the phases of Sunword,
a
In
complete.
And
then,
it
has
become
a
regular
custom,
Durham.
He
wrote;
“It
was
a
refreshing
some, everything goes wrong ; nothing
agination, move the sensibilities, and leave day school exhibition and,’ ‘fun” are
ect,
* -asps.” - It is evident that the wine ‘here
‘among the ministers with whom the writer pleases them. It is either too wet or too season.” This was in June. The fourth an impress in memory as no ordinary indispoken of is intoxicating, and consequently
antl, as poor Burns would say, all thatis
has associated for the past twenty-five years, dry, too cold or too hot. If they meet with was in Sept., at Woolwich,Me.
vidual can. The ‘‘Sorrows -of Werther” “nailed,” us we have seen, abundantly,
He wrote:
forbidden, And there are many other paswith sentimental sobs, “wid Seripturc.”, But we need plowing,
to attend Anniversaries, Yearly Meetings, misfortunes to which all are liable, reproach “The brethren igall that section were much filled half Europe
denote
to
used
is
word
this.
sages where
and made suicide fashionable. “Robinson inward spiritual work, a piercing
between
|
and
General
Conferences,
and
pledge
twenengaged,
and
there
was
an
increase
of
the
is
cast
upon
the
Almighty,
asif
he
had
erred
that the wine is intoxicating.
%
Crusoe” did more to stock the navy and the joints and marrow, and soul and § irit,
ty-five, fifty or a hundred dollars, and re- in the administration of his government. | work of God.
Glory to the King of kings.” merchant service of England than all bounThe Hebrew word khamah occurs eight
Plowand living truth.
turn home, to scgimp and pinch themselves He is bitterly denounced as a hard master, These were the Q. M's. for the first yeap ties. “Don Quixoté” and “Uncle Tom's with God's nakedthere
so
is
and
inustbe now, if even
ed
poison,
render
ing, sub-soiling
times and is
‘and their families, to save money to" pay who delights to tyrannize over his creatures. they were held.
: Cabin” were rexolutions in print. Almost there be less exhibition and religious fun,
translated six times. Deut. 32: 24. “The | those pledges.
every man and woman who have a name
railroad
’
less pound-cake, lemonade, -and
What
impertinence,
what
folly
for
man
to
From
that
date,1783,the
Connection
went
Their wine
poison of serpents.” 32: 33.
in the world, have confessed their indebt- excursions, and pitifal ambition to have °
What
a
relief
it
would
be
to
the
minister,
rise up against his Maker.
With becoming
on with Quarterly, extra or general meet- edness to some book for the direction, if
is the poison of -dragons.”
Hosea 7:35.
big schools, that there may be the brag of
if private members would bear their share reverence antl cheerfulness all should sub- ings, nine years to 1792,- when Randall's
not for. the -eriginal impulse which deter- success against the devil; we say, first of
<¢« Made sick with bottles of wine,” khamof these burdens. How gladly would he mit to the wise dispensations of Providence, fruitful and organizing
mind saw that an- mined their life career. More than half our all, ‘and as a primal condition of blessed reProf. Nordheimer calls it
ah, poison.
devote himself wholly to the appropriate. gnd bless the name of the Lord, as did other thing was needed. This was Yearly criminals stuffed’ their young brains with sults, we must have great fallowing that
«maddening wine.”
;
revelations of vice and confessions.of vilwork of his calling. He #ighs for time and Job.
Meetings. He wrote a plan, laid it before liany, reveled in the deeds of highwaymen, the seed of God's word may hide away
Then we have shakor, a generic word,
birds of pride and lust until it has
‘meansto give his people ‘‘ beaten oil” in
WarcH. - The period of our departure the New Durham church, which readily ap- and familiarized themselves with the meth- from theroot and. acquired footing against
“indicating a liqiior made from dates or oth-.
struc
his
sermons.
Let
him
see
clearly
how
his
from this world is to us wholly unknown, proved it. Then it was. agreed to hold a ods and exploits of robbers and ruffians, heat, storm, flesh and devil. But plowing!
er fruits, barley, millet, &e., but never from
grapes, and this may J may not be intoxi- current bills are to be paid; and new rays of ‘The all-wise Creator has seefi fit to keep, Convention in Barnstead to consider the until the chambers of their minds were Ah, what trying work is not this,both for soil
sun light would cheer the hearts of both this secret from mortal view; but the great subject. It was held at James Locke's in hung with pictures of. cruelty. and crime, and plow! For lack ef this the Sunday
« cating.
and their souls were saturated with the
its
pastor and people.
i
Redeemer has. expressly commanded us to thag town, May 25. Randalls record is: spirit of wickedness. It makes a vast dif- school is shallow and feeble to-day, as
GOOD WINE.
literature and machinery demonstrate on
These are not words of croaking and “watch.”
This appears absolutely neces- “After unitedly looking to God for his bless- erence in the happiness, career and charac-.
hauds. (punty conventions, state con“Tirosh means ¢ither the grapes, or the fault-finding, but of * truth’ and sobeiz~s.” sary; for we know not how soon we may ing and direction, it was agreed to have ter of a man, whether his boyhood!s leisure all
ventions, monthly
concerts, and blacknew wine just pressed out and unferment- They are written by one who thanks God be ushered into eternity. The commission- Quarterly Meetings as before, and that is filled with reading such books as a‘ High- boards, and “soft talk,” in the shape of
wayman's Confession” and the ‘Police Gaed. 'Tirosh 1s connected with corn, and for the privilege of laboring in the ministry,
ed angel may be just ready to execute-his the one held in June be a Yearly Meeting." zette,” or “David Copperfield,” *Pilarim’s | Sabbath school addresses, can not take the
| place of deep plowing. This'is solemn,
fruit of the olive and the orchard, nineteen not because it is an easy way of getting
The first Yearly Meeting was held in New Progress,” and *‘Plutarch’s Lives.”
Yor this reason, all should
summons.
corn- alone, eleven times;
times; with
iencing June 9. Randall's | It was Dr. Johnson who said, “Let your | silent, awful work that the teacher must do
« beefsteak™ for the body, but because ‘it is watch arid live in steady preparation for that Durham, ho
| as he has opportunity.
:
with the wine three times; and used in God's appointed way to feed the souls of momentous -hour,—death.
record is: “‘A glorious season. On the last boy read what he likes; for while you stand
translated
is
It
debating
which
of
two
books
he
shall
take
times.
t
all, thirty-eigh
men with the bread of life.’
BeAr YOUR TEestiMONY. That is, a tes- day I baptized five.” In the autumn of the
he will read both of them, and be the better {
Our school began
A Rivar ScmooL.
wine, in our version twenty-six times,
They are words written for the cause of timony for God. You will be in danger of same year a Y. M. was held in Edgecomb,
for it.” But in Johnson's day, books that ‘with over fifty scholars.
The boys and
and eleven times ‘’ new wine.” Prov. 3: Christ, and for such of his ministers as are backshding, should you withhold it. By Me., and also one at Gorham.
:
boys would read were few and not specially | girls saved up all the pennies they could,
with
out
burst
shall
presses
Thy
*
10.
Time, with the blessing of God, proved objectionable, The Sunday school library, {and freely gave them; and the older ones
laboring without an adequate support, and bearing your testimony,you will'Show to an
* The sons of
‘new wine.” Isaiah 62: 8.
Elder with its sentiment-and-water stories, its | | gave what they could ‘‘to have a school.”
unbelieving world that you have chosen God the excellence of this arrangement.
who carry very heavy burdens on the heart,
the stranger shall not drink thy new wine.” as they ‘have long carried them.
for your portion. There are many oppor- Randall felt satisfied with it, and wrote: tales of, good boys who never told a lie*and | But ‘only ten dollars could be raised in all.
died young as a. compensation for their The county is well settled, there being about
Hosea 4: 11. Whoredom and wine (yayin)
If the churches and the people would tunites to declare the goodness of Gad. “Monthly Meetings were represented in’ pink-bowed piety, its httle girls who had’ | 10,000 children in’it already; but it is a
and. new wine (#irosh) take away the heart.”
parare
meetings
Quarterly Meetings, and Quarterly Meet- fathomed all the significance of the Cross | dense woods, except where ‘the settlers
have God's ministers more successful in Prayer and conference
As the grape was one of the principal crops ‘breaking to them the bread of life, let them
ticularly designed for this purpose. — Those ings in Yearly Meetings. The higher organ- and understood all the mysteries'of the God- | have cut a clearing, and a corner along the
of Palestine, and corn one of its principal supply their temporal wants more freely, who neglect their duty in this respect, liv- izations could attend to any difficulties the head, and wanted to die that they might {line of a railroad. In 1868, I went to the
sources of wealth, might not ‘‘new wine” take .and pray for thém more earnestly.
The churches have wings like angels—had not been de- capital of the county to bold a Sunday
ing year after year without saying pne word churches could not remove.
vised by the Adversary. There was. no school meeting.
It is the stronghold of
must
private,
away the heart as well as our bank stock
or
public
in
either
Christ,
could
become
acquainted
with
each
other and such thing as juvenile literature in thé days ¢spiritualism’ and freethinking.” A friend
for
EXPERIENCE.
Num. 18: 12. «All
and railroad shares?
know of their trials and prosperity, and in of this vigorous-minded, omnivorous read- hired a hall for the meeting, but the owner
have little spiritual enjoyment.
the best of the wine, and of the wheat, the
NEVER GIVE UP. Are you a follower of these general meetings quicken and stir up ‘er. What slashing work wopld. this re- | } failed to keep his promise, and on Sunday
i
A Glimpse of Experience.
first friiits of them which they shall offer
Jesus Christ? If so,never give up. If you each other’s pure minds by way of remem- morseless critic have made with the lit- morning locked the doors against us and
erary
conféctionery
manufactured
by
the
left town, so that our meeting should be
never
@nto the Lord, them have I given thee.”
heaven,
the smiles of
brance.”
”
The «desire to enjoy
wholesale” to destroy the intellectual diges- broken up.
:
A few weeks ago it was-winter.
give
_ That the wine, tirosh, here spoken of is.the
saved,never
be
to
expect
you
If
give up.
Quarterly Meetings, then, have been held tion of our children, and make them goodhe returned, opened the
afternoon
rays
the
In
scattered
the
beneath
|
frozen
follows:
lay
what
earth
from
evident
is
grapes,
up. Be as wise at least as men of the world. eighty-seven - years, apd Yearly Meetings for-nothings by taking all natural healthi- hall, and himself conducted a kind of chil«¢ And whatsoever is first ripe in the land, of light and heat that played above its sur- They never despair. The miser puts forth
seventy-eight. They are substantially the ness out of their hearts, as though sickli- dren's dance, or lyceum, which was called
" which they@hall bring unto the Lord, shall face, but could not penetrate its heart. Did renewed exertions for the acqusitiion of
ness were saintliness, and weakness purity. the “Spiritualists’ Sunday sehool.”
The
same as when first established.
Slight
We must exercise a far greater care over children were taught to sing foolish songs;
be thine.” And it seems very evident that it any one doubt that spring would come? wealth. - The student makes the most asSometimes there were a few days of warm siduous efforts to ascend the hill of science. changes and modifications have been made their intellectual diet than over their food, took -hold_of hands amd marched about the
is a fruit offering.
we not have them suffer in mind and room to the playing of a fiddle ; went through
was
weather. The snow, melted away, leaving Let not the children of light be less diligent as circumstances seemed to demand, No would
When we remember that all leavén
life
ds
they never can from physical debili- the various forms of the dance; were 'addenomination
that
we
have
an
account
of,
, forbidden as an offering to God,we can not the ground bare and saturated. For a day in securing that which is infinitely more im- has so many general meetings and such a ty. Of course, it is impracticable for par- dressed by the leader, who told them amusearth,
the
‘believe that they . would require fermented or two, strong winds’ chastized
portant. Then, never give up; press on- complete representation of the churches in ent# to” read every book before they con- ing stories about the brooks, trees, clouds,
liquor. That against which God has ut- driving off its moisture, shaking every thing ward ; persevere. A wreath of glory will them.—The necessity of a General Confer- sent to place it in their children’s 2 nds... and nature generally; and sail the Bible
But they should keep a sharp oversight of was about as good a book to study as any
tered the most scathing denunciations; and that could be shaken, testing the strength of | deck your crown of rejoicing.
ence
was
seen,
but
not
till
nineteen
years
their children’s reading, and see that they old geography several hundred years out of
most
a
up
is ealled * a 'mocker,” ‘a poison,” and everything in its way, keeping
Power.or THE Press. Napoleon once after Randall's death. It was established peruse only such books as are calculatedto ~date. We held our Sunday school meeting
and
windows
loose
of
rattling
the
persistent
the cause of the * priest's erring ” from
refine their taste, improve their morals and in another house; and the
tion adverremarked that four hostile newspapers could in 1827.
:
:
door-latches, fretting, “irritating in-doors,
invigorate
their
minds.
They
§hould
show
tised
it
well;
so
that
we
‘a
full
house.
way, would be nowhere commended.
do more than one hundred thousand bayo4
7
more
interest
in
their
children’s
reading;
.
Ove
school,
organized
in
a
poor.
log
him
convinced
These wines are classed among the stoutly resisting out of doors.
doubtless
Experience
nets.
Q
and by talking with them about it, making school-house in ‘that region,
required one
Then came a short-interval of mild weath- of the truth of this assertion. Besides it is
blessings of life. When Isaac blessed JaA Wife's Power.
:
suggestions and reflections upon it, entice man to “tend the door.” The door had
cob, he said, «“ Therefore God give thee of er. The severity of winter habits relied a a well-known fact that well-conducted news| them to the best books while hel ing to im- lost its hinges, and as the wiad blew hard, °
out,
went
fires
open,
left
the dew of heaven, and fatness of the earth, little. Doors were
The power of a wife for good or evil is press what is best in every book indelibly the door was put in its place, and a rail
papers do exert a powerful influence. The
up against it,to keep.
and (lirosh) wine,” The blessing was the and body and mind lost something of ‘their lovers of morality and religion should there- irresistible. Home must be the seat of upon their minds. They should be encour- from the fence propped
actual growth of the field; the direct gifts tensjpr. The sky grew changeful ; and, ‘as fore make unusual exertions to extend the happiness or it mustbe foréver unknown. aged to read books beyond their years, re- the wind from blowing if down. But when
quiring
thought and effort on their part, ahy one wanted to come in, the man inside
to the south-west lay
of God. Again we have ¢ thy corn, and evening approached,
circulation of religious papers and periodi- A good wife is to a man wisdom, courage thus developing power while communicat- must take away the rail and tip the door to
rich,
its
painting,
royal
a
like
sunset,
the
thy wit Giradh) and thy oil, the increase
and strength; a bad
one is confusion, ng entertainment, and‘'educating the taste one side. Once, during the exercises, the
cals. If they do not, those of a doubtful
of thy kin and the flocks of thy sheep,”—all glorious colors reflected in. faint flushes of character will be circulated.
weakness and despair. © No condition is while setting the faculties on fire with no- man forgot his duty, and the door blew in
ble ambition.
If parents would take more
a great crash, Howbeauty all around the horizon. But during
the na‘ural products grouped together.
BETTER THAN GOLD AND SILVER. What ? _hopeless to a man where the wife possesses interest in their children’s reading, and by- upon the floor with
it did not disturb the school very much
Albert Barnes says: * New wine (terosh) the night the weather changed again; and, A good education. Do parents have cor- firmness, decision and economy.
There is contagious sympathy and ‘cheer lead them. ever,
for they seemed to be used to log-houses
denotes properly must, orthe wine that next morning, winter ‘sat with determin- rect views of this matter? It is to be fear- no outward prosperity . which can counter: to select only what is proper and profitable, and doors fastened with a rail. I hear of
Then
nature.
of
face
cult problems would two conversions in that school this fall.—
* was newly pressed ffom the grape, asin ed sway on=all the
ed that many do not. “Some suppose that act indolence, extravagance and folly at oné of the most
:
v
Isaiah 24: 7. ‘The new wine mourneth, followed days of cold and storm, days of property is the only thing necessary for a home. No spirit can long "endure bad do- soon seftle itself, and tons of ‘children’s S: 8. World. .
of
days
gloomy
books"
would
go
unread.c-Golden
Age.
snow,
driving
and
sleet
‘The
18.
A
3:
Joel
mestic influence,
Man is strong, but his
the vine languisheth.’
child's future prosperity and happiness.
"mountainss drop down tiew wine,’ (tirosh). heavy atmosphere and dull sky. Yet it oft- greater mistuke can scarcely be committed. heart is not adamant.
He delights in en2;
A Goop
gn
Stephen Sewall, of
$=
:
‘When we know that there is not one drop en happens that towards the close of such a What, is sordid wealth compared with the terprise and action, but to sustain him he
GETTING
THE
OUTLINE,
One of the best Winthrop,
hidMe.,
mentions
as one inducesun,
The
away.
breaks
gloom
the
that
day
know
we
grape,
any
of alcohol in
proper culture of mind and heart? Hence, needs a tranquil mind; and" eSpecially if he aids to study is to get the general drift of a
intoxicating wine did not “drop from the | den, all day, retires unseen ; but, a moment, a good education, moral and mental, is bet- .is an intellectual man, with a whole heart, subject. [Having the main‘ ideas—the frame- ment for leaving off the use of tobacco, the
smountains.” In the light of this fact read and his lingering rays have wrought with ter than gold and silver.
‘he needs his moral forces in the conflictsof work—+the after-reading and thinking will fact: that he was a Sabbath schoql teacher.
door,
the
to
grass
step
the
id
‘
:
You
causeth
power.
He
*
wondrous
15.
14,
dilibe
104:
should
Prov.
life. ‘Fo recover his composure,home must forni/about them as flesh upon the bones. He says:
DiuiceNcE. Every one
The example I set in this respect was
te grow for the cattle, and herbs forthe scarcely conscious that the dullness has gent, especially the Christian. Life is so be a place of peace, of cheerfulness and of Tod often the Bible is not looked upon as a
unit, as the offspring of one. pervading pernicious, and I discoyered oné of my
service of man ; that he may bring forth passed, and lo! the bending, encircling short that, unless diligent, little or nothing comfort. There his soul renews its strength thought, but rather as a collection of books. scholars using tobacco. These things awakstood out of the earth ; and wine (yayin) that heavens smile upon youin more than earth- will - be accomplished. - There is much, and goes forth with fresh vigor to encount- In the buildingzup of the world, amid its ened my conscience and led me to reflect
but still I
maketh glad the heart of man, and oil to 1y beauty. As you stand beneath the radi-. very much to do.
The salvation of the er the labor and troubles of life. But if at upheavings and “commotions, one’ creative on my course in this matter;
‘fake his face to shine, and bread which ant dome, resting lightly on the bounds of world, under God; depends upon Chrigtians. home he finds no rest, and is there met idea was marching on. In like manner, loved Sabaceo; wud pe 5 saw a fn

&

Y

:

, ~ strengtheheth man's heart.”.

These are all earth, you 160k into the eyes of a glad spirit

If they will be inactive, myriads will live
natural productions, hence it must mean in the-sky, superior, smiling; and the soul, and die totally destitute of the blessings of
“‘ new wine.” Zach. 9: 7. 4 Corn’ ‘shall enwrapped in mean garments of earth, the gospel. What is done must be done
yoting men cheerful, and’ new wine meets it full, deep sympathy the one whose soon, Ileed the language of Scripture,—
theke
‘ma
robes are the clear sea green, the'crimson or “Be thou faithful unto death.”
{tirosh) the maidens.” Why not grape juice the
shining light. Then, with thé bending
‘Ho,
Isaiah 55: 1.
as corn ?s
era
well
che
‘no one withhold the truth
brightness. above, the earth beneath, comes | TrurH. Let

‘every ‘one - that
« ‘thirsteth, come ye to
‘the waters, and he thdt hath no

3

:

money,

ye, and eat" yea come, buy wine
come

‘the consciousness of eternal strength,
the enfolding of eternal love.

effectual in turning

men from the error of

presented in any form, is destructive “to
‘men’s highest interests, ‘here and hereafter.

n,” that * biteth like
a ser-

like an adder,” as the

By presenting it

with simplicity ‘and ‘earnestness, it proves

iy “their waysto the service of God. But error,

Does the prophet
mean, here to put
+ wine, that which is a ‘‘ mock-

eth

as it is in Christ Jesus.

| How To Dig WeLL.

It is the anxious

with bad

temper,

sullenness,

during all the ages and through all the

jealousy or

prophets, the Bible was forming as God's
gloom, or i§ assailed by complaints and cen- revelation to ws, As a revelation, it has a
sure, hope vanishes and he Sinks “into des- growth, a development, a history. It made
pair. Such is the case with too many who, : use of men ; ‘it has periods and crises standit might seem, have no conflicts or trials of ing ont like mountaing,
Every teacher should strive to get hold of’
life; for such is the wife's power.
G.
thé outlines of God's rcvalation to us. The
great
} | =the creationof
oriods or wield
- | man, the deluge, the ivanding ofthe king-

Praying for Father.

whiny

A little girl had heen taught to-pray specially for her father. He had been sudden-

-

ances,

to-die well, must
strength, in wish
to
well,
If we live right, we shall die right,— ‘en hearts may learn a sweet lesson from part
flood of
shrinking and. trusting, in labors almost “die the deathof the righteous.”
this ¢éhild, - Let us remember:to thank God

In weakness and 1

“
man.” Can too great ‘to’be borne, the days wore on,
andth
re
which cheeGod
closed, the days of rest
this is the - same kind of the days of labor
that le
it be possib
? came. Not once had failed faith in the

(fivosh)

eine; tas is 50. soverely . condemped
bey

Ny

th

should

be laid holdof,

It may not

a general survey is not only possible
concern of thousands to know how to die devotion, her voice faltered, and as her eyes but
pi sssefiiia),
>
1 th
met
her
mother’s,
she
sobbed,
‘Oh,
mothorbing
all-abs
the
tobe
| well. This seems
nly with this
general range
will the
er,
I
can
not
leaye
him
all
out.
Let
me
say,
be certain of dying
Bible ah,
us to plan, any divine ro| sensitive frame Sr from the cold, er the interest. If all couldhappy.
. But those who thank God T had a dear father onve, so I cedure. Only thus can any single book be
be
would
they
‘well,
sunthe.
of
strong in presence
rit
grew
spi
to live can keep him in my prayers.” Many strick- clearly understood. The relation of one
first learn

| set's
se glory.

;

Rutland, 0.

fo |

8, H. B.

t

[ol

py os

it nig ht notbe after all i

I

fr.

;

ye

:

imagined, ‘and continued to use ita little '

longer, though
RE
1i
f

rather aifubnct my conscience.
effect
I would notice what
on professots

of

religion,” and I found it the Ghse generally
acquaintances that those who
among. niy
spirithabitually ised tobacco were not very
ually-minded,

active,

devoted

Christians.

gnd intelthe use of tobacco was a moral.
tectual evil.- I therefore, from principle,

besought the Lord to help

me to abandon

the cost, the sacthis evil habit, I counted
rifice it would require, before entering the
conflict. I was, therefore, enabled by Di-

vine grace, to gain the Victory, and since
that time, ‘1888, I have not used tobacoo in

-any- form whatever.

I thank the Lord for

e. Sincethen I have
his restraining
light. Only thus willthe Bible be- urged my ne dors and fellow-men to
come’ u living book. The boundary lines abandon forever the use of tobacco, which
for mercies past, as well as to ask for _bles- of biblical history ‘must be clearly drawn, { ‘consider not only destructive to the health
ion ey ‘and the Jeading, men digged out,
of the body but also to the soul.
san
sings for the future,
b 4

7

professors of religion us!

oH

dom, the disription—should be planted in 1 inferred, therefore, that it had stupefied
the mind. - The prophets, their, orderof ap-. the conscience and blunted the sensibilipearing, the general drift of their utter- ties. All these things satisfied me that

be possible to load the mint with all the
Kneeling at her evening -names ang details of Old Testament history,

ly taken away.

-| and

2h i offi

the whole

will illumine it witha

-

~

LE

i

— THE

MORNING

STAR.

MAY

17, 1871.
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_ Double-mindedness, therefore, is unnat| ural, It is not in harmony with the Nature
below us, or with that above us.

<

’

vv -

reat

wn

sia

he

=f

:

The

“

The beast roars -out, ‘It. is

were not. deceiving hypocrites.

Christian,”

~~

7"

;

go

o_o

Jy

are the stings of condeience, which give to thie
pure minded such exquisite pain.
pile
I sée there is no such way to have a large

ie

A Godless House.

«

yo

+

‘| the very word exigency frightens him,
He d
with the tide; for, though he

As we forgive them that trespass against us—

4

Be

ofa

By

our characters, -

Cboxsiing our property ;

By abusing our persons;

‘And lead us not into temptation, but deliver
us from evil— |
3
:
Ei
Of overwhelming afflictions,
Of worldly enticements,
© Of Satan’s devices,
Of error’s seductions,

Of sinful affections;
Thy kingdom

power, and the
ei

governs all,

Thy power subdues all,
Thy glory is above all,

So it shall be to thy ggaise.

ie

Itis unnatural.

——

It is in discord with that

partof Nature which

plant does not display

lies

below

it.

An ancient

prophet

the other side is always soft batter.

The

stinct is to throw out its stemand

You pity one who lack single-mindedness, as

you would compassionate the man who
-{ should possess no backbone in his body,
made of India-rubber, efually

pliant in all

directions.

constructed

If

a creatupe

so

bow to a person in front, or with the back of

Double-Mindedness.
—

wind.

made a bow in front, he would from his pe‘| culiar elasticity, make a Sebplemenial one
the exact reverse of it; so
t ou could
not tell whether he meant with Ris face to

So it is in thy Pps,

So be it in our prayers,

o

breath of every

described him in the perhas sarcastically
son of Ephraim:
‘He
is a cake not turned.” Only ofie side bf him is done at once ;

but only the mockery of a vertebral column,

Amen. xu3tiin
8 it is in thy Purpo
urposes

us.

The

his head to-a person behind, or to both of
them.
The double-mind /is despicable.
No one res
the woman who knows not
her own mind regarding two lovers, and vi-

brates between them, until she finally seplant's in- cures
the contempt and failure due to her
spread its

fickleness. No one respects the soldier who
leaves just where it can secure in the high- does not know on which side he is—who
est dégree its own health and symmetry, never can discover what uniform he prefers,
It never wavers as to. its choice. Plant a what flag he glories in, what-leadership he
seed in the ground, with its stemlet down, follows. Ngq.one can respect the doubleand it will mike a definite choice. It will faced politician seats himself
the top
not grow gemmule down and root up; but rail of” the fence, and does not onknow
on
the stem will turn and curl upon itself, and which side of it he means to descend.
grow out of the ground. Put a flat stone Thanks to Providence, he
sometimes topples
upon a seed, and the stem will advance
over and tumbles down on what proves to
horizontally until it strikes the edge of -the be the wrong
side; and then, if he rolls in
stone, and then it will assume vertical the dtrt and hurts himself there are few who
wth. It will have air, light, and dew can keep from clapping their hands—Dr.
rom the sky, and it will not make any oth- Scudder in I
lent.
er choice. The aquatic plant shoots up
from the bottom of the lake, be it never

so deep.

Vietors or—Vanquished.

The higher the surface the more)

it extends its supple stalk, till it reaches the
top. It must struggle upwards until its
leaves and flowers lie upon the water; and
jit will make no other choice. There is no
double-mindedness in plants. The vegeta‘bles repudiate it.
Neither

does the

animal

exhibit it.

At

-

for distant flight,seeking some summer shore
that shall be its Elysium. It neverfalters.
It is thoroughly single-minded.
You may

many

a

public man

has

had

his

whole career decided by his course on some

one great Question of right! - The emergency has put him to the test. He is led up in-

to some mount of temptation, where some
plausible, and powerful iniquity bids him
w down to it, and promises him in return

hero, or—a

vanquished,

fool.

He

is either

victor,

or

‘The die is cast. If he has been”

true to the right, then the advocates of right
will be trué to him; if not, his bones will be
shoot it asit flies; or it may, overwearied, left bleaching on the road to a promotion he
fall into the sea and be drowned; bnt it can can never reach. The history of American
not be deflected from its track. :
ea
politics, and of most of our moral reforms,
The beaver, from generation to genera- furnishes abundant illustrations of this fact.
tion, never hesitates as to what it shall do.
Every man’s life is a battle-field.
That
A body of water that shall never fail is its was a hard struggle for N. Ripley Cobb; of
heaven, and it goes to work to win this. Boston, when he "degided to accumulate no
aed
sharp teeth it cuts down trees, di-. more than $50,000 during his life, and to
vides them intoshapely logs, dives with
ive all the surplus to the treasiry of the
these
the bottom,arranges them in layers, | rd. But after the noble resolution was
anchors them with stones, compacts them once taken, covetousness was a vanquished
with mud, and, erecting with amazing skill Passion in that good man’s breast forever,
its dam, creates

for itself a lake

where

it.

may live in peace. . It discerns its work,
and does it. All the beavers are singleminded.
Let us descend for a moment to a minuter
form. Ask the little creatures which build
the coral edifices of the sea if they know
anything ‘about double-mindedness; and if
they could reply, several millionsof them
might be able with conjoined voices to utter
a.sound

that

should

audible to us, and

surely the utterance would be this: “We
khow nothing: about it. If we were not

e had come

off more thang conqueror.

With Joseph the decisive struggle was in
Potiphar’s house; he came out a victor.
With David, the struggle was on his qwn
house-top ; he came down vanquished.
How many a minister of Christ has been

sorely beset by the smooth-tongued spirit of
“worldly wisdom.”

Policy has

suggested

to him a treacherous silence on some great

and exciting

question-of moral:

right.”

His

‘yes " or his * no!” has either called forth

from his Master the precious benediction,
Well done good and faithful ! or else such an

single-minded, we could never build these upbraiding look as that Master gave to the
coral reefs. Though we. are .small, so that denying, bowardly Peter in Pilot's hall. We
your gross eyes need a microscope
to find' all
have our moral
Waterloos and Gettys-

us out, yet, without vanity, we tell you that burgs, where we win, or else lose the crown
we are grand architects; for, while men of
Christian character. When, these decisive
build cities, we build the islands that Rold confligts come on between our conscienge
up the cities. We toil .and die, and leave on the one side and some selfish scheme, or:
out skeletons in our work. We choose this, satanic suggestions on the other side, let us
and do it. A double-minded polyp would try to observe afew simple rules of moral
be Ped from our community.”
warfare ;
All

Nature

below

us

is

calf is

sometimes born,

would likely attempt
and

walk

in

two

(1.) Never

single-minded.

It is true that such a thing as a two-headed
which,

if it lived,

to be double-minded

directions.

One

head

could the banner

‘the murderer, and

the

impure, and

place ‘“ on guard ” a doubt-

ful principle.
Your sentinel will be quite
sure to betray you.
(2.) Never change iid position in the
face of the enemy.
This policy cost the

might wish to go one way, and the other Russians theirdefeat at Austerlitz. It has
another way, and the legs and the tail cost many a disgraceful defeat in spiritual
. would not know which le ‘to follow; but warfare,
such creatures seldom live, and seem to be
8.) Never abandon the high ground of

as

He could not desert

tireless

energy. Geology has: opened to us
the depths of past time, and, if any deep irg- us. * Hé saved others; Himself He could
pression is made upon the devout student not save.” Blessed is that Christian solof eology, it is this, that through the ages dier who endureth to the end! He shall be

God's
thought is one.
developmen of
vegetable and animal One
life has succeed

saved
; and to him belongeth

¥-Beat"

trial

shall |.

tation

shall

come,

oe
storri* of rain

as, the

Syrian

house built-on

. Hl,
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General Agent for the Unired States and Canada.

of welcome.

A voice ‘will not

believing

that while

no further seeking.

whisper

all remained the same, Christ had been

:

and

he

ge and

ob

ofl

doctrine

found instant acceptance,
and once

accept-

they read clear

in nature, in

in

of

the

exerted

Being

the

who,

revolt of mankind

absolute

as

it

would

Sovereign

seem,

Will,

to pray and

us

sins are forgiven
became gradually

thee.”
more

clear, it leavened,

softened, and finally de-

stroyed the Calvinistic system, but not until
it had stamped its impress upon congenial
natures so deeply, that to this hour no
Christian is so sternras the convinced Calvinist, no skeptic so full of revolt as the Calvinist who has shaken

his faith. "No Red ever
bellion as the apostate
Right.—Spéctator.

off the influence

of

goes so far in redefender of Divine

the blessed-

we counted

forward

for

antly

crown

triumph: ruin, ' Heaven is the Yiome of the victorious.
abysses of

to its issues: through
the
time, It is his trea- dwe hear through the Hell is the doom of the vanquished.—7".
25
ie
wii
ages, and we can not mistake it, any more Cuylers:
than ‘we can mistake the familiar step of
one well known to us.
is very apt to live like one,
.
ih

I.

An infidel, who expects to die Tike a beast,

Hd \

A

6mll

* No,” said the Christian,

‘1

must set-

for the

sheep;

I shall not be satisfied without.
must tell me how much.”
*“ Well,” said the skeptic,

pay for them you may’ give
sheep were worth when
field; and-pay me-six-

And you

ih
“If you must

me

‘what the

they got into your

he himself had borne.

The

that scene are only known

full results of

to

God.

One

| thing is certain, the infidel was seen to fre‘quent the house of prayer, and we may be
sure that he afterwards believed there was
some power in the «gospel, and that all

ALWAYS

Portable Steam Engines,
a

Lo.

& CO.,

When

envoy

AND TRIUMPHS

A NEW

By

to Sweden,

in 1655, he

times.

Send

NOTED

The

for cir-

>

Electrotyping in. all its Branches,

not sleep said :

DONE

sir, will you give me leave to ask

pil

JAMES

30w2

FASTENED

; bress your heart, chile,

nothing

to eat even but the

ittance furnished her

by charity—but ‘“I'se

ound

now.”
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and not being weary ; of being able to bring
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it may be illumined; all that is rebellious,
that it may be subd:ed. Consider this, and
who it is thdt invites, beckons, entreats,

their own hearts.
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A real impetuous laugh dissipates many
giniing up to the point now attained there
this battle hangs sour eternity. | Faith,
laid as much more down beside, it,
and illusions, sweeps the twilight out of our im1s the progress of one divine, thought. It ofrayer,
obedience bring victory. Yonbeliaf
went his way, leaving a logd on his neigh- aginations, and brings honest daylight. But
a one plan, one sublime elaboration.
Nodry, hacking laugh.
Impenitence, or even procrastination bring bors heart almost as heavy as that which it must be real.
od’s mind falters not, but moves
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shallow foundations ‘to-day, and level us
with the ground.
Worst of all, the future

possibly be, but doubts were sins unless accompanied with absolute submissiveness to
that law
when once interpreted. ' Justice! Had not
Sd doomed his own «nnocent Son? Electidn! Were there not men
born so filled with grace that virtue to them
was a pleasure and vice pain, and men so
penetrated with the thirst of revolt that even
‘pleasure was distasteful if pleasute was her bosom, and you will find the rest, the
commanded?
To some natures such a be- | strength, the cheer and succor your soul
great want is God.
lief, a loyalty so submissive and unquestion- most needs. The soul's
ing, seemed impossible; their very instincts We want Him infinitely more than He
recoiled, and they either rejected the teach- wants us. He is-the Source and Supply of
ing, or, after struggles such as Mrs. Stowe every deed, and -every hunger, and every
has so often tried to paint, sought relief in’ aspiration, and finding Him we shall need

_. born simply to show us in typical form, right for the low lands of policy, or mere I want to settle this matter,
I have laid
the monstrosity of our double-mindedness. “ expediency.” . Before You
awake nights and
aned overit; and I
aware, you
There is a Nature above as well as below
And now I am
be caught in the thie al, or else mired -have come Jo A get rid of it.
us. We call that which is above supernatu- will
at your option. I will do just what you
in the morass of ruin.
ral; Ie why is it not as ‘natural as that
(4.) Put on the whole armoi of God. An say. Ifit is & few Jour in State's Prison,
- whic is below?
We know little of the anc exposed spot may admit the fatal weapon of I will suffer that. .
gelic, seraphic, cherubic, and archangelic
spheres which rise tier upon tier above us the foe. A certain king of Israel was woundarm and money at
in the boundless domain of intelligence, as ed through the joints of his harness. A have all you ask.
part; but
star-clusters rise one above the dather in Christian's back 18 a very valuable
begins to ‘ter up, and get rid of it.”
the illimitable territory of ‘space; but, it in- he can only be hit there when he
The infidel was amazed.
He began to
4
i
;
stinet in the plant, the bird, the beast and the | retreat.
With Christ on your side, never’ surren- tremble. ‘If you have got them sheep
lyp is single-minded, we may readil
I don't want
infer that, the, loftier instinet of truth andVider! TItissaid that but few of the old Im- you are welcome to them,
erial Guard survived ‘the wreck of Water- nothing of you, f you willonly go away;
purity which aimptes nd ‘regulates celes-, 00.
Towards the sunset of that long bloody —a man who will come to me as you have,
tial beings must “divest them of all double- day, when
the scarred veterans of fifty fights , —Ssomething must have got hold of you
!
«+ mindedness.
A double-minded angel would were
summoned
to lay down their arms, that I dow't understurid, = You may keep
be another name for a devil,
they cried out, “The old
guards can die; the sheep, if you will only go away.’
Beyond the angelic is the divine.

God is but they can not pl
J
Jesus, the
single-minded.
He ever cliogses the highest Fapiain
of our salvation, could die for us,
and the best, and he paffues his work with
and did die for us. But

me
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Man, the subject,could not but carry out his
Will.
Doubts about the Law there might
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be

vealed in nature, doomed all who broke the
Law, the just as well as the unjust, and

ish amid the universal
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‘all the world and the glory thereof.”
into the air, it surveys the lands. beneath it, From that mount of trial he comes down, a
and, selecting its course, spreads its wings

ose;

ay have a rudder,he has no tiller, and the carried back for féar of mere, defeat? That
rudder swings
as the wives may chance to the Calvinist became stern to cruelty is true,
In an emergency where he but that was because the will of his Soverstrike it.
should be like-a steel shaft, he is a flexible eign was stern too, because his law as resapling, that tosses its tufl of leaves to the vealed in writing doomed the idolator, and
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Pierre Bernard Mas writtéh few things more tthe product of a shattered . nature, the sigh Calvinism
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*“This little fellow,” said Martin Luther of
wing:
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beautiful than
of a lapsed and degenerate eondition. If wherever thoroughly embraced still produc- godly family, where he was taught in thes.a ind going lo POG. has chosen’ his shel¢ 1.Our Father—
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aly”
to.God.
Its
entire
man were not injured R sin,” this disposi-| © passionate loy
of divine truth.
ter and is
quietly locking himself to sleep
ht of creation,
L
system is.an assertion, in a_ thousand vary- simplé-elements
tion would notbe found inn hin,
“The good seed fell into good and tender without a care for to-morrow’s lodging;
By Peniful provision,
It" ¢ntails “failure. The double-minded |.ing modes, through a hundred austere dog- soil, and the child learned to note the differ- calmly holding by his little twig, ‘and leav. By gracious adoption;
a | man confuses himself. He looks first at one mas,by a score of subtle parodoxes, of - the ence between a prayerless and a ‘Christian ing God aloneto think of him.”
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:
hus
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en
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¥ho
object and then ut another; and tha .more “absolute, - irresponsible, irresistible sover- ‘dwelling, One Se as some one was conThe throne of thy glory,
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That
he
looks the more he is perplexed. Mental
Let a man be
in earnest with, “I
The portion of thy children,
versing with the little fellow about the great
.
confusion leads notto success, but to. failure. - this, the ecstacy of loyaliy to the Creator, and good God, the child said :
ought,” and he wil end, by God's grace, if
“The temple of thy angels;
{ +
The double-minded man wastes his powers. ‘ was the temper of the Calvinist, Mr. Froude : “We haven't got any God at my papa’s he persevere, with *I will.” Let him' force
{ Hallowed
be thy name-“| He tries one pursuit a lithe while, and then would admit, and the consequence, which house.”
himself to abound in all small offices of
By the thoughts of our hearts,
;
:
.
kindliness, attention, affectionateness, and
a second ; and next, perhaps, reverts to the he also admits, was but the natural se- | Alas, how many such
jy the words
of our lips, ©
houses
there
are
in
old. The energy thus distributed ‘would, if qince of the systems of opinion lie denies. our world and land; houses where there is ‘all those for God’s sake. By and by they
<A 5 the works of our hands;
it were concentrated, give
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om come=
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Thy Kn
ovaonte to defend us,
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fort
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condemnation;
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hour. He vacillates just where he should Sovereign's first act of power were his own
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be
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should
be
sav
,
but
that
|
Giving
the
Heart.
go forward. - Where the resolute man deThe ruin of most men dates from some
Give us this day our daily bread-cides and succeeds, he doubts and throws the sovereignty of John Smith's Lord should
f necessity
for our bodies.
vacant hour. Occupation is the armor of
be recognized by his subjects. What, patbeneficent
most
The
opportunity.
his
away
If we can not coniply with the Fathers en- the soul.
f eternal life for our souls;
ro
;
:
exigenccan
y confer no benefit on him, for ter that logically every effort to save sinAnd forgive us our trespasses— °
;
gainst the commands of thy Jaw,
the grace of thy gospel ;

Bd

Sasa

The plant

Christians

of Power

We believe that the success of Calyinism,
not in me,” The bird Bes wway offended if 80 far as it wasa’ sdccess—and its success
you hint at it, The angel. ab ors it and was limited, for itis one of those seeds
which -require special soils to germinate
God will nene of it. emigre
belongs to man, and it" is unnatur. It is freely—may be explained in » single line,
disavows it,

Lord’s Prayer Ilustrated2h” ;

Calvinism
— Sources
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ow Wor ning

1 ike a

far.

clear,

sharp,

“penetrating

swered, and puttingin a denial
of the creed which has just

W. EDN ESDAY, “MAY- 0, 18m,

ab the end

been recited ; —

[hse are (other tjmes when it comes in like
“a storm upon thé soul,” with a ‘blackness in
@mosen 3 DAY, Baitor,
the heavens ‘tht ‘shuts out the light of sun
and star, and a roar;in the” billows on eipr Al communications derignsd for publication ther hand that threatens to overyhelin and

should be addressed: to the Editor, and all letters on

destroy.

And at such times,

if the ancient

business, remittances of money, &., should be ad- || words are repeated
.

«dressed to the Publisher

lieve ; help thou

at all,— Lord, I bemine unbelief,"—the first

sentence is tremulotis

Dealing with Doubt.

all hearts as a natural growth, and defy all
attempts to tedr its roots out of the soil.
Sometimes it thrives only beneath a con-

stant and skillful nurture, and ‘every item
of fruit represents much labor, and strnggle, and conflict, and heroism, and prayer.

fear,

and the

second halts with misgiving and brims over
with agony.
Such doubt: This is no Oversament.
Many of
ers
as these are all about us.

A genuine Christian faith often shows an
“1a

achievement rather than an inheritance.
does not always come unasked, and stay in
‘spite of neglect." Ip does not spring up in-

with

them have ;grown

up.

in

thenticity of the

voice,

coolly asking questions that can not be an-

Christian

family.

than

in

some

othef

The century is audacious,

soldiers destroy froin without.

cesses that belong to

by the proof mat-

ed, and the universe part with, its mysteries. .-And so we have our phases of unbe-

lief to deal with ; and our

wisdom

with

treated,
shall

faithfully

analyzed,

moved

if possible.

How

¥

grow faint, nor feel .doomed

or our

‘to be forever.

and brethren; let them work out into an
earnest service the truths which are still

use in

and
we deal

te
“+o

are several classes of doubters.—Some
nature to question and

i

Sd |

much, even * supposing a serious

hierarchy is not an offense alike to human

made to carry them out,—which is not very

nature and Christian liberty. And the answer is not far to, seek. The sentence of

likely.

the bishop against Mr, Cheney is a faint echo
of the Pope's bull of excommunication.
against Dr, Dillinger.

The

one suggests

are no

liberties and our

The New York riot in'63 was of minor

importance compared with this; and the
first indications of a similar outbreak in
Boston were summarily quelled. Although

mind

seems ihstinctively to shape itself into an
interrogation point. The man gravitates the country was plunged in war, there was
to the opposite, side as by instinct, when- “still strength enough in the national arm to
ever a statement is made with emphasis
strike down at once those who would thus
and generally approyed.—There is the igincrease its perils.
to
assent
his
refuses
norant doubter, who
With the Paris mob the cade is quite difthe doctrines of the gospel because they lie
Its continued and defiant existence
ferent.
wholly beyond the domain of his thought.
is showing that. if possesses more vitality
There is the stupid and Jjndifferent doubtthan is ordinarily

inherént

in

mobs.

If a definite contract were made to

sell us out, I believe there would be a failure to deliver the goods;—for the most of
them wouldrefuse to

be

delivered.

agréement were made to buy

If an

the

liberal

a blank cartridge fired from an ancient" and brethren,—and I do not think they are in
rusty cannon; the other calls up the idea of “the market at all,—the denomination would
a modgrn toy pistal meant for the snapping. very likély withhold its ratification, from a
If fragof percussion caps. There is not much in dislike to that’species of trade.

to go on from worse

our

effort is

“INDIANA DIVORCES, " The glory of Indiana divorces is gone. The law which for

But in the oe
case the evidences’
of attempted fraud were so plain and un-

Buildings mistakable that the legislature -unhesitatingly declared Mr. Jewell duly elected.
But it is no apology for the intended crime
that it has failed. Tampering with the ballot-box has become too systematic a procedure to be passed lightly over. There may
be excuses for the minor riots ‘in country

ments of the two bodies were to come together to form an independent

denomina-

tion,—which would be an offense against
the very idea of unity,—it would

very like-

ly be found that each section had been led
So many years was a beacon light of joy for to expect that it would receive about évery- :
distressed husbands and wives, has
been 0 | thing and be required to give almost nothamended that'it offers now only the merest | ing; and the coming out of the real facts,
glimmer of hope to the would-be divorced. which could not long be concealed, would
Three years’ bona fide residence is required not insure abiding harmony.
And so the
ere a divorce for any cause can be obtained, project, however looked at, seems calculatand m case of the application Being made ed to foment discord, encourage schism,
on the ground of acts committed in another waste power, disappoint hope, and bringin
State, it must be shown that those acts are

the weakness that it seems trying

legal grounds for divorce in the State where

Ithink

we

must

look

nearer

to cure.

,

home for

: The|’

is

Current Topics.

immedi-

DEAR BROTHER :—
I am deeply interested in the F. Baptist

Connecticut Mijorjiy makers i

grateful to ourselves, and

it

isa

specimen

«er, who carries’ a stagnant brain and a’
condition of affairs in the city may have manerveless heart, and who doubts simply beterially changed before anybody reads this,
the
to
up
himself
stir
to
lazy
too
cause he is
but, judging from the present amount of
activity that faith will require.—There is disappointed expectation, there is no good
|.
proof
a
it
the egotistic doubter, who thinks
reason for expecting its immediate improveof superior intelligence and courage to proment. The Versailles troops have been
claim. himself an unbeliever, afid. so pa« just oni the point” of entering
the city each
as
just
attention,
get
rades his skepticism to
hour of every-day for the last month.
- the newly appointed policeman flourishes
Nearly every day has brought fresh reperts,
this star and billy.~There is the sycophant‘of German intentions against, the mob, and
ic.dounbter, who ouly echoes the opinions
almost as frequently has starvation reported
of some stronggr nature that has mastered itself as just ready to Wing the, Couiennnists
tyrannizes

gress sure and large.

~ Without

these

ship, and our - heartiest God-speed.

They

will have these; and: I believe they will
doa noble work while toiling for a wider
fellowship in their own larger body.
For
ourselves, I think the very hint of selling

out-or buying in would show

that we held -

both ourselves and our C. Baptist brethren
at low figure, and also belittle the whole

transaction in spite of the sounding name
by which we agreed to call it. - We want
to, maintain a true Christian

dignity.

don’t want to do anything that

We

looks lke

playing the pharisee or the sycophant.
don’t want to whin e over

We
fact that we

the

aré not deferred to.
We don’t want to
keep crying out that we: are as good Baptists as anybody else. Let us take éare of
our character and our duty, and‘ our repu-

‘tation may be safely leftto take edre of itself. Our true growth will . spring from an
earnest service, and not from the policy
suggested by Bunyais, Mr. Worldly-Wiseman.
‘3. WE NEED A FRESH. POWER FROM THE
HIGHEST MOTIVE.—I do not despise disere-

tion.

I believe in enterprise.

[ confess

the value of true tact.
Good methods are
worth a hundred times more than bad ones,
and a thousand times more than no methods at all. There is much for ue to learn
even here. I hope we shall be teachable
and practical pupils. Bat, after all, the one’
thing needed is, not a new gospelor a fresh

rallying cry, buta

new

acceptance

anda

higher use of the old: Till the enthusiasm
which bound Paul to his great theme and
work is in us, our
amount to little; and

new projectsx will
till the old® watch-

word,—** Christ and him ecrucified,”—stirs
the soul to its center and rallies its full en~

ergy, no mere human battle-call will start
timid and nerveless men up into heroes.
If we can’t work and watch faithfully and

patiently,—in hope and in joy, through
long days and dark nights,~uander the influence of love

men, willing

to

and

Christ

and

glad even

the

souls of

of a humble

place in the vineyard of such a Master, then
we lack the spirit that alone can buy or win
a great trinmph. There, is no way of sue-

cess but

through toil Sonflicl

faith and

of manly diplomacy that will have its influ- things real gains are impossible.
If we prayer: - Who pays this prite: always takes
The sutewd citizens of Connecticut are ance upon the whole family of civilized natake proper care of our character and work, the blessing. Is it ot best to make up our
not only skilled in making piné nutmegs tions, and lessen the probability of war. It
God will take care of the consequences, And minds to these conditions at once} pug less’
and white-oak hams, but they can also is generally assumed. that. the Senate will
so we may keep our, courage and hope, ‘faith in mere ' expedients, and settle down |
make majorities for Governors,—nicely cov- ratify the treaty, and by something better
thank God with a joyful heart, and: find to steady, earnest, prayerful work, such as
ered by. trickery to be sure, just as the than a mere party vote.
We have expect- actual strength coming in where weakness has never failed of fruit ?
wooden hams were with leather, so that the ed this result. We have never believed for seems to have taken up its abode. There |
‘I'am
a plain, simple man. Ido not pro
frand would not be easily apparent to the an, hour that” América and England would
is no good reason why we should not keep fess to know very much of policy. But I
public eye, but manufactured nevertheless, go to war over these questions, nor that
brave hearts.
honor prineiple, and have great faith in deand with quite as dishonest intentions. If it they would long consent to leave them
voted and patient service.
I love the de2.
IT
18
NOT
SAFE
TO
PUT
ANT
GREAT
DEhad been known on election day that the re- upadjusted |to Dose a source of irritation.
nomination. I have been identified with it
PENDENCE
UPON
HELP.
FROM
ANY
OPHER
sult would have been 80 near a tie, there is Titeredt ‘ind duty ythe “logic of expediency
DENOMINATION.
—I prize the sympathy of many years. I pray daily for its growth
little doubt but the valiant ‘democracy | wh the affection Finship, manliness and
ajl
Christ's
friends
and servants. -I gladly. in grace and power, that it may honor God
to terms.
would have: settled the matter then and],
on alike plead for concord; and so we
Its successes make
. Promises and rumors of promises have there, first, by throwing in a few more of} eka not allow any such questions as. these see and feel that there is a high semse in and bless the world.
me
glad.
Its
_
disasters
burden me. My
which
all
Chrisgians
are
one.
Ina
more
thie far failed of any fulfillment. Saturday their own votes, and second, by throwing to put us asunder, and sum our love into
interest
in
it
prompts
me
to
write these few
peculiar
sense
all
true
Baptists
are
one,
I
night leaves the mob in about as hopeful a out a few more of their opponents’. But malice and
our Sympathy_ininto - Seadly
1 plitin. words; I believe them to be
true.
rejoice
in
whatever
tends
to
bring
abont
a
condition as Monday morning foun:
the chances of a republican victory we
trite,
nl
know
that
they
spring
from
kind
feelings
real
heart-born
union
among
'the
different
with the exception of a few short steps’ fi not discovered in season to prevent it on
toward all my fellow laborers." If they are
branches
of
the
Baptist
family
j=-one
artithe direction of the city, the governuib
election day; and so they have tried to | BAPTIST. EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION.
ficially effected, by means of oubteard pres- at-once condemned, they:can not do much”
| troops seem proportionately far from victo- remedy the matter since.
The Baptists have just been holdingan edu- sure, common dislikes, Tbiirgains, and mere harm ; if they are approved, I shall look”

i]

¥

deny.

it.

It: is their

The

to

but they

lookers-on' will properly. ask whether the

Re
ately suppressed. .
Re-unite and oper ») |
AND: “At the denomination. I presunie you are. I think
the gates to us. The work of the cannon
time
of
our
writing,
the
textof
the treaty it has done a good work in promoting rewill then cease, and tranquillity and plenty
for
the
settlement
of
questions
between ligion in times past, and that, if the right
will take its place.” "The Commune will
England
and
the
United
States,
has not ‘spirit and right methods are maintained, it
not be thé Comrfiune that murdered Thomas
been’ made’ public.
The Senate, which met may do still more in the time to come,
and Lecompte, nor will the Frenchmen who
constitute it be the Frenchmen’ who’ have in Washington®on the 10th, is discussing it The ministers belonging to it will’ largely
its . character
and
mission.
thus far upheld it, if the least attention in in secret session. But we undoubtedly determine
the world is paid to this appeal. ‘At the have the substance of it given in the full Herce I address this circular to them,—to
risk of a bloody attack by the Germans, at dispatches from the capital. It appears the whole 1300 of them. They are at libthe risk of seeing their city razed and their .evident that the commissioners, represent- erty to show it freely to their brethren and
country loaded still more heavily with oblo- ing both nations, discussed the questions friends, for Ihave nothing to say that
quy and reproach, they will probably ‘fling that arose in a Spirit that does them honor needs concealment or to be shut up within
this appeal back in defiance, and continue and augurs the best results. There has certain localities. I put my" thoughts unbeen very little weak - sensibility
or false der three heads, and wish to know whether
their mad career to its utmost limit. pride
exhibited.
Mere
punctilios
have the suggestions
are Spprov ed by your
If this were an oppressed class struggling
Old avowals and judgment and heart.
for its rights, or a band of citizens in whom not been insisted on,
and assertions, special
the principle of free government had found threats, denials
1. WE NEED NOT BE" DISCOURAGED OVER
pleas
and
pettifogging
replications have OUR CONDITION AND PROSPECTS.—We are
champions against imperialism, or if. they
were standing between their country and a been put aside, that the real work in hand not very rich in a worldly way. - We have
doom that threatened it, then there might might.be approached at once and taken not a great many splendid houses of worSo far as the ship in the large cities. Our colleges and
be good reason in this rash resistance to its hold of in a manly way.
laws. But it is'simply a mob seeking the Alabama claims are concerned,—and -this academies need more funds. Our missions
control of affairs that they are utterly in- was the most difficult matter of all,—it ap- call for added means and men. But we
capable of managing. They would make pears that the English commissioners have have workers enough, and money enough,
Paris, with a few other French cities, inde- conceded in substance just what: has@lways
and churches enough,and schools enough,if.
pendent municipalities, acknowledging no been asked by our own government, and they are. properly consecrated to God, to do
laws but those of their own making, and what, until now, has been positively and a high work.
Ifwe had more of these,
receiving the support and obedience of fhe sometimes not ‘very courteously refused, and they were gained at the expense of
remainder of the country. It is needless to The treaty concedes that England was our piety, they might do us more harm
add that no ‘country would submit, un- wrong in her lack of diligence, that she re- than good, and thé world might be worse
less by absolute force, to. such conditions. grets her dilatory policy, apologizes for it, off rather than better by means of what we
But we are steadily
The mob is animated by a theory of gov- recognizes her liability for the damages called prosperity.
ernment that would be at war with all gov- done through the escape of the privateer, gaining in these elements of influence, and
ernment, and to establish which, is, to all and is ready to pay whatever an impartial are likely to gain still, as we show that we
The other deserve success and-can bear and properly
human appearances, utterly hopeless. And court shall pronounce just.
use prosperity.
Faithfulress, self-sacrifice,
it is this that makes its continued ‘ existence questions at issue: have found a basis upon
which a settlement is to proceed.
and mad resistance still greater marvels.
patience, .and the steady service that holds
We rejoice over this result. Itis honor- right on, trusting the promise, that true la|
able to the English government, it will be bor shall not be in vain, will make prog-

The Mob still Prevailing.

skeptical.

may mean well, ‘aiid have 'ideds,

may, indeed, fail to alarm us because someless dangerous
peace.

de-

‘Ron’t, get the meaning and-the ideas out in
enle as this, or else be ejected by a bishop a very clear way.
But I don’t think any
from his pulpit and .compelled to silence, | one of these theories, will “really. come to

When honest citizens can safely

time accustomed to them, but which

ones’ in both

nominations. I‘don’t very much wonder at
these differences in opinion, for the talk is
loose enough to suggest all these things,
and perhaps several others,
The talkers:

dogma, unseriptural, unreasonable and pu-

thousand times repeated, and out of . which
‘has often come the heroic and solid faith
whose achievéments are-the glory of Christian history.
Let them not despair, nor

it?

are constitutionally

easy and’ discontented

preacher of the gospel, gnust either - affirm a

the war unless the insurrection

First of all, it needs to be truly understood. It has various phases. It is not all
It is singular with what tenacity the Parof one kind. It does not always-denote the
is mob is holding on to life. Oar own naThere
=
same niental or ‘moral condition.
‘tional experience has furnished nothing like
men

i

mit of anything else, but so much the worse

for the theory.. When a man of eminent
ability, piety, faithfulness and’ success as a

they must maintain is one that has beena

denying that. There is little courage in
plain and sacred; let them look up to]
. ignoring it. There is no wisdom in flingheaven through the leaves of the New
ing an impatient and indiscriminate conTestament, and repeat out of the heart the
demnation at its ‘head, as though it were
throbbing supplications of the Ppalms;; let
simply criminal, and deserved no charity
them wait with patience for the coming of
«or sympathy, Itisa patent fact. It has a |.
the day ;—let them do all this,and they. may
meaning.’
It utters a call to those who are
be sure that the doubts will sooner or later
charged with the work of defending ‘and
dissolve like morning mists which seem to
urging the claims of the gospel. It is one
leave the skies bluer than before, and which
of the chief obstacles to the triumph of)
make the glory that falls on the earth more
Christianity. And so it needs to be studgolden and more grateful.
reied,

We

Denominational News and Nts,

their hearts to their wisest and truest friends

is no

remains to be seen.

——Just here comes the news that affairs
in Paris have approached a crisis, and that
the end is just at hand. A similar report has

folly, our fuilure or our success, will be de- tortured by questionings ‘which ‘they can
termined, in part at least, by the method of “not, silence, and chilled by shadows which
Let them open
treatment which we adopt in dealing with they can not dissipate.

the doubt around us.
For doubt is here, “There

likely

executed,

do not suppose the Episcopal theory will ad-

tinkering, the results which they failed to | not in Hoosierdom alone, but in nearly
*
secure on election day, is only a mild ap- every State in the Union.
an
plication of the theories that are adopted by
come frequently before, but the anticipated such politicians. ‘Tt is an evil that is yearly
end has still delayed its coming. But this assuming a more serious aspect, and to corThose who suffer thus from doubt need
report receives.a slight tinge of probability rect which merits the #ttention and help of
not be surprised and alarmed as though
- A Circular Letter.
some strange thing | had happened to them. | from a proclamation by Thiers, who says to every good citizen.
the inhabitants of Paris:—* The Germans
Their experiences, in the main features,
NOT ‘‘ PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.”
have been widely shared. - The fight which declare that they will mercilessly resume

ter. The language of «the heart is often
sneered at as though of little consequence,
while the terms of natural science are
brought forwardas though they were the
“ open sesame "in answer to which all the
secret chambers of truth were to be openi+

are

it to be

——————————

towns, where passions become for the mo- they were compgitted. These are important strength. True men are not caught by
and worth.
ment heated, and the doings of one hour-are modifications of an obnexions. law, and in guile, but won by frankness
We may well encourage- our liberal
armies. ‘Those who have seen Paris in its repented of in the next. But in many of case they. are rigidly enforghd, they will do
splendor, may rejoice; those who have our large cities the abuse is so habitual as to away with the scandal and pest of Indiana brethren in the C. Baptist household.
not, will hardly see it restored in the pres- be actually alarming. This attempt-of the divorces, which have for years been the They need and nobly deserve our best and
ent generation.
Connecticut democracy, to #chieve, by after- fruitful source of unhappiness and crime, ‘bravest words, our warmest hand of fellow-

the land of promise from the tribes that had
long held it.and still fought to the death
for its possession.
And surely such souls

of mor-

the .domain

hope

ren

I

[vote only under the piotection of the - mili- either case besides harmless noise’and ‘badtary arm, there is a state of things which smelling smoke.

had added new beauties, have fallen alike
before the destructive violence of the two

tic. Nothing escapes a question or a challenge. The “old foundations are not left
as these, of all the souls that the Christian
undisturbed. - Proofs are demanded on all
her has to deal with, require a handling
4
sides, and, when afforded, they are freely,
such as only the best skill of the brainand
disputed. So much attention is given to
the richest sympathies of the heart can
the chemist's crucible and thé physiologive.
als and religion are dealt with

matters
to worst.

remarkable both on account of their history
and their Beauty ; avenues of trees of almost a . century's growth ; portions. of the
imperial palaces; the celebrated Arch of
Triamph; natural objects that art had
adorned, and works of art to which nature

the realm of doubt as the Israelites wrested

periods.

It can

#0 have its rights secured to it only when

com-

circles. * Nay, not a few of - them are inthe. Gemimune, The clergy Are treated tvith
churches, with théir names on the list of contempt, and places.of worshipbecome the
members, There are occupants of the pul- scenes of dissipated reveling. Suffering
pit; who only need to look within or remem- goes unrelieved, and. wants of the common| ber their ‘own past experiences, to-find est kind go unsupplied. ‘Desperation is
something answering to this description. thus sustaining the populace to a remarkaNot many young men, ‘who think frankly ble extent, and a mistaken patriotisi seems
and independently, looking facts and phi- to find as valiant champions as the genuine
losophy in the face, wholly escape these passion. What Communist violence spares
struggles with unbelief. And this sort of within the walls, the guns of MacMahon's

critical, egotis-

gist's experiments, that questions

‘The German

mander, General Von der Tann, has; in a the sanctity that belongs to the ballot is
communication to the Comimuné, protested faithfully observed. If majorities at our
against the excess of 200 troops in the garri- elections are to be détermined by a few
son of Fort Vincennes.” All of which is base’ scoundrels, who first stuff’ the ballot
, quite characteristic of the contradictory re- box and then manage to steal from it their
ports that the cable is ©
ally bringing opponents’ votes when it is discovered that
| Bs. The Communist leaddfs to-day are al- the first villainy was not quite extensive
most sure to'be superseded by ‘those who enough, what but the most deploratie consehelped to constitute the rabble yesterday, quences can follow2
and those in authority to-day’ may be in
It is just these knavish practices that, have
prison or in disgrace to-morrow. Office- given our chief city over to the control of
tenure is manifestly an uncertain thing in thieves and swindlers.
With an honest
France.
throw of ballots New York might change
Anarchy and ruin are the chief results: of her political aspect as soon as the votes
. this state of affairs. No place or profession could be deposited. With her present. enis too sacred to be outraged by the lawless forced system of voting and counting, bad

Every age has its own foes “to faith.
Doubt feeds ona great variety of nutriment, and the plan of attack against the
gospel whith appears today, differs from
doubt needs wise, generous, sympathetic, .
that which a previous generation adopted.’
“appreciative
treatment. Protest and cenunbelief
of
phase
Each century hasw fresh’
to meet, and the ¢hapter of the *‘ Evidenc-, sure, suspicion and threat, "heated exhortation and egotistic warning will not an'.es " ‘which it is required to furnish, must
swer, especially when coming from those
differ somewhat from any that has precedwho never knew what it was to wina
ed it, if itis to do its proper work and
Christian
conviction through a heroic strugmeet the special and urgent necessity.
gle,
or
to
wrest the territory: of faith from
Our ¢ra is no exception.
There is less
reverence

two prev ious. dispatches; ¥e of its rights inn the. ballot.

comes the following:

ieee

—

him, or of some social clique that

.over him at
his opinions
rections for
ful doubter,

will, and. which furnishes-him
ready made, with specific ditheir use™—There is the wills
who is bent on ways of life
condemns,

"+ which Christianity plainly
jin trying to
so he:
at plague and
victio

and

destroy the conscare and punish
him. Shae 8 thes thoroughly wicked
The latter, even if they could readily
doubter, Who Has chosen’ iniquity - and bé- | Vaccomplish it, do not choose to enter the
so
-and
satan,
come the willing, servant of,
rebels occupy forts whose
fights godliness with all the energy ofa city while theturned
with deadly effect up-.
guns could be
“bad heart and, the yy. ofa fried and on them. They would capture the forts
They rep-

first, and the city afterwards; but it is just

this

that

the

communists péisistently

| though in | contend against. They have some military
"They Oi skeptics
phic very
sagacity, even if they aré ‘a mob, and can
because they are partly weak and partly detectan adyafitageons position about as
» fo

y and s

They need. diverse treatment,
wicked.
though the element of rebuke and warning needs fo be put into every prescription.

Kifidness and patience are in ‘place even
whén dealing with them, but exposure and

reproof find also a fit sphere whenever they

are takerin ‘hand. ©

Lo’

soon as their opponents can.
dent to French
day only to be
week's actual

tional convention

al 1d men

but that in all probability Mr. Jewell would
be the victor when it came into the House.

in

Worcester.

The { policy, shouldbe very much afraid of.. I: only for the. response madeby a fresh deam very happy to believe that close com- votion to the ¢ause which I trust we all
discussed were munion is beeoming more distasteful to haveatheart.
A FREEWILL BAPTIST.

of the denomination

tion day showed that of & certainty neither represented.
t
by the people,
-candidate had been elected

The topics

difference between the figures ‘returned by

practical dnd vital. They were dealt with
in ‘a direct way. The spirit of progress

called out most interest were,—The

need

many in the C. Baptist ‘body, and that it
will not long be made a test of fellowship

there. = But I don’t think we can depend on
the C. Baptists to build

us

up,—not.even

on those who are called liberal. They have
their hands and hearts full of work at home,
Their attachments are there.
And when.

the * catalogue

for gov-

from what were promised in | lpst week's

|

———

. Two Tottors from Korie, and - that means
Maine, or New England,—are open before
us, How cheering! How welcome! One
says,

I have thought of you and your mis-

sion every

and censure on account of
spreadinga free table, they will have no

ments of its progress at the Yearly Meeting."

of Academies, under denominational direc: persecution

management are being con- several wards at the first: count and those| "tion, in which the children of Baptists could
MacMahon is deposed one which the investigating committee publish be trained either for active life or the highs
hy
re-instated the next; and this as the correct results of their ‘work. For er institutions; and,—The opening of our
results are quite different instance, the official return from the fourth colleges, &o., to women, so that their edu-

Wordsin Season.

their own body is liberalized enough to end

‘motive for leaving.
around

They. will

happy

family

their own

stone.

We must depend. on

day since I heard your state-

The other says, ** I enclose the contents of

be truly a ten mission
hearth-

ourselves and

ward of New Haven gave J ewell
cation may be similar and equal to that of
Plans that are adopted in ernor 579 votes. The subsequent count by men. Most of the able and practical edu- God. |:
programme.
spewhose
in
~of doubters, nor exhibit those
I can’t see the promise in the “talk about
the legislative Committee showed only 479 cators favored this -last ‘mentioned idea,
yd,
There are those who ‘council are usually abandoned when jt
, signaunton which abounds in certain quarters.
comes to active operations in the “field, and ballots in the box. Moreoverthe

But these do not exhaust

=

were well

was in the ascendency. Plans for the faSo the ballot-boxes were locked up and put ture were developéd and approved. New
away, to be produced at the order of the methods “were advocated, and views that
Legislature, when the contents would be are yet accounted radical ‘were openly and
\
officially announced.
earnestly urged. The two subjects that
Now, it so happens that there is a wide

In the meantime, the usual dhibges. inci-

tinually made.

And this is the way it was proposed todo

it :—The count of votes at the close of elec-

boxes for the first quarter.
Write to our S. school soon,to engourage
us in our work.”
We wish sometimes we had ten hands, so*

1 the Sunday

schools,

and all’ parties urged the need ‘of larger
It isn’t plain talk. It isn't always self-conacademical_ facilities within the denominasistent, either, It is general and misty. the F. B. church and8. se
tion. The papers were able and the discus- Sometimes it seems. to mean one thing, and ham, Me., per
J. N. Hall; and
a box from .
gions spirited.
EE
R. I.
Scituate,
North
then another and different thing, Qne of ‘Lydia J. Westcott,
my: eighbors insists that it means the sell- Many thanks for all these tokens of Chrishave been accessible
——Mg. CHENEY TO BE PuNiHED. ‘The ing out of the F. Baptists to the CC. Bap- tian sympathy and interest in our mission.
Mr, Jewell since electidn ; that ecclesiastical court sitting in Chicago, on tists, and at a small price; and he is great 1t is five months since we returned to our
the battle
unsealed ; and that. they . were the case of Mr. Cheney who omits the words ly listurbed. A brother not far off con-. work here, and we rejoice to say
the
joined
have
‘thigty
Nearly
well,
goes
louks that could be easily pick- of the Episcopal prayer book that imply tends that it means the coming of tHe liberreclaimed.
been
have
otliegs
and
church,
baptismal regeneration, declare him guilty al Baptists over to ns, with talent,and oney,
A word for Shepherdstown. That church
ive
necessitate and deserving a deposition from the clerical and enterprise,and victory. A letter

if one should try to sketch to-day’s move- tures of about 550 republicans have already
‘unbelief Ob meray and . fierce- ‘ments by yesterday's telegrams, he would been obtained to’ the statemept that they
i come ck ae the hundredth
Se
with poor success, ,
in voted for. Mr. Jewell on last election day.
t meet,
Iv
at spite of protesgnd
in other
And the Communists only odrry - “the Similar discrepancies are found
The great problems of life do not
that
add
to
necessary
only
is
wards. It
i to them fairly and fully solved in the same faults to a more ridiculous extreme,
to the opy seems

oT

at

times at

war

All in one

day

it is stated,~First, ‘‘ That

stumbles over facts. ‘the Commune has ordered the immediate
soem to get the better of ‘releade from confinement of the commahd-

:

once: believed are

‘these boxes
ponents of
they . were

fastened by
ed.
|
comThe
"Next,
.
disloyalty
of
suspicion,
t of Fort Vincennes has ‘informed
The conclusion that these facts
i the Commune that retiction has reduced the is one that may justly provoke the indignaant of Fort Vincennes, recently arrested on

n to 150 men, an d asks for reénforee-

ments;” and finally, as if to show

the

au-

tion als well as the solicitude of every good
citizen. A ¥éabiie finds the chief guaran-

Bishop Whitehouse is expected to ed the other day from an earnest minister,
pronotince the sentence in a few. days. predicts that the end will be seen in the
Whether Mr,Cheney’s parishoners will allow formation of a new sect, made up. of un-

office.

is our
There

youngest sister, and needs

help.

theif

house

is a debt of $158,00

that must-be paid,

on

Who will help us? The
!

-

%
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o

-

1871.

oi fi Duty of’ the "Laity,—8.
| Sweden, ‘while Sweden has the greater, ‘number ship,~Ge
"Shi ‘wins |
| Ministers and
Churches,
Hoxie. The Jugwore n Shirish, Mrs. Dart. The
house was too cold to use hroagh
“HY
§
of
ministers
by
185.
Girstian
Mother,
re
3 Hoxie. Rationalism and
|
and
ter, but they have good meetings now, able
C. Brown
The Gaulods vouches for the truth of the fol- Christianity,—M.
be
soon
will
A full attendance is misty ro ested.
- 2 pame of Rov. J amos Libby, of the 1st Pol
with a little help to start,
ROWN; Clerk. : lal win,) os — i Jnet Register by | lowing, which smacks of the old’ French days to go forward alone and help others.
that we used to read about in our’ boyhood.

Any

| y
please

ean help us, will

one who

The Commune having issued a decree

Yoh

*
* Tr a
send the money directly to me, as I have
|
ugh
thro
t
repor
will
I
The
chureh
at
South
Fintan destitute
and
pay,
to
the debt

We

the Star.

not to faint or fall

promise

of a pastor; the committée
invit
stfu
with the pastorate
in yiew. .

back in this good work, while Ne how
day,” an
for us ‘every
Christians
Jesus nll

Address A. 8, Hilton,

dstite

South Parsonsfield, Me,

Rev. W. B. Hamblen writes from Waltham;
Iowa, that
he finds the Star a constant visitor

Lost Opportunities.

there.

on Washington Island, at

|

two months

Green Bay, Wis., an island five miles in
diameter, During some of the warm
from Detroit and
"weeks many resorted

and a church

different religious sects.

Arthur Caverno, who

Master and the

has

been

long and active service a¥ pastor

during

a

8, 6,600,000; Roman Catholics, 195,000,000 Protestants, 98,139,000; Mohammedans, 160,000,000 ;

among our

Buddhists, 840,000,000; other Asiatic rel
Ry
200,000,000; Jews, 6,

churches, has taken up his residence in this city.

He still keeps
a good degree of vigor and vivacity.

Héis ready to supply vacant pulpits within any
reasonable distance from. Dover, as his services
may be desired.
;
:

Chicago, who were given to worldly pleasure, and balls were held svery night and at
been

only two meetings for twelve, years. The
Sabbath was disregarded, and profani-

has just re-entered its main audience room for
public worship, after expending ‘sothe thousands of dollars in repairs and oping:

The roofof the bullding has been newly

y
Tryon have a discharge from
sive or otherwise, partial loss of the
taste or hedring, eyes watering’ or
and stupid or debilitated, .pain or

slate

the audience room freshly carpeted, upholstered

“of the scoffs and opposition at first, nor of
my own conflicts, A number of baptisms prosperity.
were enjoyed. Among the converts was an
intelligent lady, daughter of the lighthouse keeper. ‘She was a member of the
Congregationalist church in Detroit. Iam

guilty of neglecting the place, and now

HrLLspALE
COLLEGE. The
attendance of
students at this institution during the past year
has been very good, and there have been symptoms of prosperity and promise. At present a
cloucrover-shadows the institution. _ Dr. Calder,
the Président, has signified his intention to, leave
‘at the closg,
of the present colleggiyear, in order
to accept a position tendered him'at the head of
the Pennsylvania State Agricultural College.
Prof. Whipple has saddenly terminated his con~
_neetion with the institution under cireumstances
that are extremely painful and trying to ‘all his
friends and to those of the college. But there is
no purpose or expectation that looks to anything

the

Methodists attend to their wants, and the
island is, I learn, much settled.
-At another time, by mere 'accident,I visit-

Wis.

Seven

or

eight

miles

" away on the west shore of Green Bay was a
lumber town, and most of the people

were

from Maine. There was oply one minister on
that shore,and he was at Oconta. For nearly

in the direction “of progress.
occurs on the 14th of June.
the notice in the proper

remained two weeks; a blessed revival was
enjoyed, and a church was formed which
Q. M. - These were

THE LYMAN CHURCH.

the 1st

the

candidate for baptism.

well

Brother Twort has come

tous from the Methodists, feeling that

the

Free

up or sent in, it ‘would

have

told ,well.

I

come on, they recur to memory and

awake

“the most unpleasant reflections.
>
W. B. HAMBLEN.

Mg,

I commenced

first Sabbath in January.

the

I found & goodly

extra

meetings,

whi

meetings.

Senator Harlan, although a Methodist

the first three days of .our meetings; since
then we have had but very little extra. min-

most interesting’ revivals of religion I ever |
rapid,

but déep and thorough; some twenty-five.
have already been hopefully converted, besides those ‘reclaimed from a backsfidden

state. . The: work: still continues,

and we

. have new cases of conversion évery week.
The work commenced with those connected
‘with the Sabbath school, which has been

* continued through the winter, A number
of strong young men are among the eonverts, also some 4 or 5 heads of families’
To God be all the praise, ~ E. G. Pack.

Daxviiie, N, H.

N.H.Y.

ship was given to" éighteen.’

Then a very

communion / season ‘followed, -'in

of the brethren was made perfect in the con-

fidence we have that these accessions will
add an effective working force to our
‘church for years to come.
|
P. 8 Bomba,

. Lowen Mass. a: Wo have Seconlly had
5s
revival ‘interest in our church. We

and shops are

LISBONgo

reports are e

for. an abundant in-.

én’ the

has

for more than a-year.. Our beloved Pastor is

Iaboring to build up. the cause of God in

According

to the Baptist

hand

Book or

En-

gland, next to Great Britain, European Baptists

our church. The membership .are well u- are numerically strongest” in Germany, where
nited and earnest for the blessing. God has ‘ there are now 72 churches and 18,509 ° menibers,
already given us new courage by these tok- Sweden comes next, with 207 “churcheg and

. ens of his love, and,it is our aim to reap 8,120 members. The statistics of churches and
| members, respectively, in these two countries
‘still richer harvests
DR.

WALLACE,

are remarkable, comparatively viewed,—Ger| many having 6,389 more commuYigute than

:

2

N CHICK,

Postiger

Wis,

rOD

A

Au

dele A Ma a,

«

1 o%cloe!
the churches and fu

-

J. M. DURGIN, for Clerk.

day,

Wune 7 and

8,

commencin

Those attending the Mich, Ministerial Asso. held at
Plsie will find teamsin readiress for them at Ovid,
on the D. M. R: R., on arrival of eastern and western

train May 318t and June 1st,

|

IRA ALLEN,

of Tosus

es.

M

Book)

gn,
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2.40

.30
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Lessons for ove Sunday
the Feary Ques. Book)
do
"Appeal to Conscience,
do’.
2.40
\
Communionist,

"19,06

ChoSii
horalist

8,30
:
25
2, 50

single,

in
single,
dozen,
single,
doen,
gle,

1.88

1.20

12.00
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28
24

1.21.
2.24
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2.00
.14
1.35
.08
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20
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24
2.44
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There
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864

OF
AND

CHURCHES

TO

Sd

Superintendents

=

of S. 8.

12,00

5,00

Andy Luttrell,

Treas.

May

150

Sabrina Brackett,

150

Aunt Mattie
Light from. the Cross,

"Contradictions; or, Higii Life in Edgerton,

5,00
LC. 0. LIBBY.

Rainy Day
A Rainy Day at School,

}

Boy’s Heaven,
Bright
°
Bright Days,

Sunny Skies,

-

Day

Series.

N

=~.

. Starlight
Starlight Stories,

150
1.50
+100
17
160
125
S100
155

Midian,

When we were Young,
:

5

So
TT.”

|

55

90

Child Life,

to agents who sell 100

55

1925
,90
190

100

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage,
‘on receipt of the price.
Ames, commencing Friday, June 80, at 10 o’clock, A.
Parties designingto. get new Sabbath Sohoél Li.¥ The society for rel fous improvement connected
braries, or to. replenish old ones, can send us their
h the YM will a
at 10 o’clock, Thursday, Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and
il 929. The following asbignments have been
Bas P. Mand on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at orders which will be immediately filled with our own
P.M
made. If persons choose they. can write on ‘other
| pnblications, or will be filled with the books of othér
sul
For Great Falls, 10 100A. M., g 2, 5.4, oP.)
P.M,
publishers; and willbe furnished to - Sabbath schools
Moder Infidelity —Rev. hn P. Ramsey. Poetry wor Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M.,
n Librariés, at wholesale prices.
and Religion, ~Ms. V G Ramsey. Church Buil
Wolfloro and Centre x Pre
a: 10 A. x, 3 2 40,»
ing,—Rev. E. Crowell. by Th
lin
Whatever profits may acerue from the sale (at re:
Crowell. Our weak Churches,—Rev. J. M. Lang- For Lawrence and dor, Wi at 5.50, 8, 10.85 4. M., 505 tall or in libraries) of these publications at our office |
yohy, Intermediate State of the Dead Rex.
.
P. M., and on Monday,
ednesday and Friday, at
‘n Dover, (but no others) bélong to the Denomination
1.
on. Ministerial Usefulness, ‘Rev. J. M.
740 P. M
and pre to be used for ifs advancement. Address,
Crandal
Secret Societies,~Dr. Moreness., Chyris- Leaveé Boston for Dover at T30A. M., 12M, B,5P. i
tian Prof Bey. 8. 8. Cady, Christian Fellow; L.R.
BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
and on Monday, Wednesday Holy Friday "at br. m
CENTRAL N.Y. Y. M, will hold its'next

.

;

gession

“J

at

BOSTON AND. MAINE RATLROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Dec. 1, 1870.

»

ert

or more.

Or-

ders are solicited.

Who is Jny Reignbor ?

Claudia

our, hands. * Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents.
Specisl terms given

125

Triumph over

;
8ybil’s Way,
i “Rescued from Egypt, ~

sale this whole Edition will soon be off

M5

5

willie Maitland,

Special Notices.
|
|

others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of

76
Sd)
5

5

Miscellaneous,
of Animals,
3Anecdotes
loomfield,
y
Glencoe Parsonage.
.
Early Choice,
Hill,
© Strawberry
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

GLISH CONCORDANCE OF THE New|"
Testament,” a work of the highest
value toi; careful students. The regular pride of the work, here and elsewhere, i1998.50.
0:
oon)
) out

ne

Series.

Brother and Sister,

paid, thé ¢ CrrricAt GREEK AND Ex-

This little book has been revised by

nouncement is sufficient to “show that

12
1 PA
1.

ompeil and Herculaneum,

Aron) bald Hamilton,

’

.

ms

Series.

Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
» Jamie and Jeannie,

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple an-

a5

;

Rainy Day at Some]
J
Mrs. Child’s
The Christ-Child,

Dover, N. HI,

a5

5

Fireside Angel

Ellen Blaisdell, olin 5of

Yip

“.
*
“
ete

Fifteen hundred copies ‘of this the
first volume, have already been sold.

160

75

New Year,

13 oy Rev. J. Runnells,Mr

150
150

Series.

Birthday Present,

eh

1
1
1
1
1

J

(No ow Ready.

150
150

B

:

The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.

$150

Shining Hours,
Master Bud Pupil,

2

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 3 cents.

. Catalogue of New Sunday School Bok just published; by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and dclivery.
o>
Prize Series.4

10,35
3,30
2.50
3,00

Deyotion, Tholuck,

Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Bt. Lincoln,
Child Life in Man
any Lan
Ruthie Shaw ; or,
The ao Girl,
Nattie Nesmith ; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Ji immy ;or,
;
The Good Boy,
Johhny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
Trifles,
Flower by the Prison
Daisy Seymour,
4
Torch Bearers,
Olive Loring’s "Mission, .
Susy’s Spextacies,

every Baptist family. - Let every pastorand church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts. in paper
covers, 15 cts., ‘Postage extra ; ‘on the

4
single,
.75
95
20
is no discount on the Minutes by the

TO PASTORS

ours of Christian

$1
1
1
1

the author, has_been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance.
It should. be in -

Minutes of General Con#3

$1.25
1.50

The Jadge’s Son,
Heiter’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones

L. IR. BURLINGAME,

.
172
19

20
JA2

Price.

Milbroo

nz

1.44

.

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

15

.41

Books

.

1.44
2.00

dozen, 720

New

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

:
28
04

singzomye,

do"

appli-

For the Sabbath School,

18.62
1.40
12.92,
29 |
2.88
17
1.72

08

9.60 . 2le

single,
Qu
dozen,
orks of Jesus single,

o
Butler's Commentary,

A Fine Premium.

|*

do

5
Wondertul

_ To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in’ advance, $7,560, we will send, post

10 . o’clock,

1.60

15.36
1.20
11.52
25
2.40
.15
1.44

.

Purinton and Miss Etéa Wood, both o Bristol, Vi.

Wednesday, A. M. Ministers’ con roe will commence af 10 o’clock, on Tuesday, June6.
.
HAS. }. PERKINS, Sec, Ex. Com.

'

Stor,

™ Starkesboro, Vt., Feb. 1, by Rev. R. M. Minard,
Mr, Wm.J. Tucker and Miss Johannah Hannan,both
of 8. May 1, Mr.S. F, Simonson,of Newark N. J.,and
Miss Jennie Grinnell, of S.
May 9, Br. Edgar

R. I. A880. OF FREE BAPTIST CHURCHES will be
held at Carolina
Mills, on yeduesda
and Thurs-

single,

free on

aq

More

188
1 1.26
14

2.66
1.20

80°

MARRIED.
In Tamworth, April

Butler’s Theology,

TERMS.+-8ingle: copy, 80 cents a year.

Sample copies will be sent

Total

58
20

BIBLE AND TRACT CAUSE.

Jonn B. Emery an MissR.

- 2.28
d6
1.96
08
94

Price. Postage,

2.10
1.00

.

Randlett,

A friend, N Winfleld, N Y,

single, 1.00
dozen, 9.60
zen, 1.10
dozen, 10.56
single,
.85
dozen, 8.18

L. R. BURLINGAME, Dobchefiigh x

cation.

Postage .on the same

ozen,
single,

6,

C.0. LIBBY,
’

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,
0
do Emboss’d Mo
do
do
do .
do
32mo.
do
do

remittances. for the paper

a year; and no more on 10 copies or any .
number between one and 10, when sent to’
one address, than on a single one. The
postage is payable at the office of delivery,
The volume begins with the first number iin
April. Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.

Books.

also

single,”

°

of the Myrtle, under the new law,is 24 cents

RBRURLINGAME,
$i
DOVER, N. H,

Single and by the dozen;

All orders and
should be sent to
ver, N. H.
BR

WORK

LR

e addressedto ‘‘ THE MYRTLE,”

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTaGE.—The
postage on a. single copy

do
do
' The Book of Worst,

N' H, per C Haiti, a
450

i Dover, N. H.

. will hold hs “next session with the

A

348
29
2.76
29

VA,

iv

Clerk.

WINONA AND HOUSTON Q. M. will hold its next
seséion with the Pickwick church; on Richmond
Ridge, June 9, 10.
H. A. CAREY, Clerk.

En
>

W,

Me; per J

Somerset, Mich, per.8 J Fowler,

P. ParLuvs, Clerk.

than

gathering of souls. Sabbath, May 6th, 8 any of his predecessors, In one or two instancwere baptized and admitted to. membership, | es, a Pope has almost reached the twenty-fifth
of his reign, but not one has fully entered
also 2 by letter. This is the first baptism year
upon it.

Creek,

ve

60
04
.36
04

0 L Ho
, Center Sandwich, N gs perQ..
=
H Kimball,
2,59 |
ea X, MoD
e, Mich, per H Keyes, .
1,00
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
1,00

WHITESTOWN Q. M. will hold its June session with
the Prospect ah
commencing Saturday, June 3,
at 10 o'clock, A. M. A'he Slerkaw 1 please remember
the reports for the Register.

The Metropolitan Tabernacle Church, London,

longer

Honey

vel

2.88
.25
2.40
.25

7reas.

Mission,

Estate of J C'Wentworth, Dover,

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will hold its May session with
the Tittle Falls church, Soatmenem
on the last day
of the month, at 9 o’clock,
M.
inigiers’ Conference on Tuesday, the 30¢h, at 2+o’clock, P. M. Itis
most ardently hoped that every-church clerk will see
that full and correct returns are made.
Ww. PF. EATON, Clerk.

from the consola-

chair

i

A

Ohlo. Arrangement is made with the Erie R.R.
ass all Joreons home
hon
free that go over their road
or jay of
to the convention. Those
aol g will take the Atiaatto & Great Western RR.
ange cars at Greenville, Penn,, and stop at Conneautville, Penn,
W. WHITACRE, Olerk.

tions of twaddle, and has made the people a nation of thinkers,

will have occupied the Papal

v
Foreign

tion shoul

TROGHES,

dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

A.8. DUDLEY.
=

Rk,

do
do
do
z ] Treatise,
0
Thoughts upon Though,
9,93
8,500

It is printed on paper of a very supe-

use them fo "Dover, N. H.

Prices of Freewill Baptist

1848

:

Ziydia J Wescott and friends, N Scituate, RI,

OHIO & PENN. Y. M. will convene June 23 at Pier- |

C,H, Spurgeon, pastor, has resolved to petition
Parliament for the disestablishment of the English
‘have had some extra meetings, and'the re- Church, *‘ which daily becomes more and more |
a feeder to the Church of Rome, and whose posi
sult of them is, the conversion of several tion as a Government favored sect
is an insult
persons. The exact number and the extent’ and a wrong to all other churches,”®
of the work of grace Ican not tell, but hope
If Pius IX lives until the 16th of June next, he

that the seed is ‘sown

AT SHEPHERDSTOWN,

OW Young, South Hancock, Me,
Mission boxes, chandS 8, Bowdoinham,
a
Seth Lancaster, Corinna, Me,,

ou

The London Spectator thinks that Calvinistie
theology, by forcing the clergy of Scotland, to
forever divorced the pulpit

MEETING-HOUSE

1869."

EVERYWHERE,

Church Member's Book,

{

SILAS CURTIS,

Xy

church
P. M. yy

Notre

something,

riday, b) une 16, at 10 Delo,
N. TRUE, Cleri

WoLFBOROUGH, N. H., Q, M. wil hold its nok ses:

closed, the theaters

preach discourses which mean

FOR

with
14, at

8. D, Barus, Clerk,"

sion at Water Village, June

Sehool boards ‘of England—32 priests and 27 laymen,
It is ‘a significant fact that during this new
reign of terror in the French metropolis, while

which an unusually large number of this the churches
afd other churches participated. The joy are open,

A

:
5
Bath, Mich, per L B Potter,
Q M, Mic!
re Angin,
MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will hold its next session’ Hillsdale
Toledo, Iowa,
Lowa, per ¥
Newell,
with the church in Auburn, Sept. 6, 7. Conference on Summerhill,
ord A Griffouly.
Wolo at 10 clog 2k» AFM
Odessa, N Y, per
2619
Ww. T. Swarhy ‘Olerk.
Mipsion
x ‘of Dea bh 24
Columbia, NY per-

Dame has been sacked.
There are np fewer than 59 Rominists

June

-

-

:

receipts

800,

“i

pun, tommencing on
ig

$15,

Gaulois estimates the ‘number of Roman
w

commence

CURTIS,

Society.

Concord, N. H.

Wis0ONSIN Y. M. will hold its next session at Wau-

Sixteen places of Protestant worship. are now
open in Madrid,
3
It is reported that Rev. C. H. Spiipeoh is unable to occupy his pulpit, in consequence of an,

Catholic clergy arrested in Paris

Falls, to

MI1S81ON.

Mrs Fran E Burlel h, 1,00; Rev L D Wiggin, 1.05

550 3 BrookHne, $21,120; Newton Center, $39,665.
There were over 800 contributors in all.
The Church of the Disciples, Unitarian, Boston, Rev. James Freeman Clarke, pastor, is - conducted on the free-seat principle, but its financial

The

its next

A

do
do
~ dozen,
History,
single,
:
do
dozen,
Ix 59 Christian Baptism, Bound, singles
3,00
do
do
do "dozen,
1,00
do
do Paper Cop.single,
do.
.-..do
do
dozen,
41.49
Life of Macks,
gingle,
Treas.
do
~
dozen,

Mrs A R Kimball, 1,42; L Kimball, 1,66; Sam’l Dinsmore, 1,07; Sophia dh 81; Emma Sanborn,
1:60; Abbie Hugtress, )
other mission boxes, 9. 29; Sandwich. NH, Jer
p C H Kimball,
EG Cilley, 6Grand aids, Mil

of Maple-

The next session will be held

ais

M

ly recorded : Cambridgeport, $12,462; Old Cam-

The

M.

26

5,20

SILAS

Education

OHIO CENTRAL Y. M. (formerly the Ohio Northern
and Marion Y. M?s) will hold its next session at Marion, O., commencing
Friday, June 9, at 2 o’clock,P

over $10,000 each to the $200,000 endowment of
Newton Theological Seminary which we recent-

condition is reported: excellent.
last year were $6,385.

will hold

church, town

10 o’clock, A. M., and continue two days. The committee have made arrangements for speakers on special subjects and will report the programme of business soon after the == of the Conference.
Dguville; May 4,”
P. S. BURBANK, Clerk.

has beén

Boston,

Y. M.

MeDicton

the church at Great

ed to be degraded from the priesthood.
The following Baptist parishes contributed

bridge, $21,009; Clarendon street,

SOUTHERN
the

a

BRONCHIAL

per doz.
Address,

3,06

THE MYRTLE.

rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

asteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz. $2.88.
Postage
fo xtra) on a single SOPy bound in pasteboard, 4 ots.;
on a d0z.48 cts. ; bound in cloth, 8 each, or, 60 cents,

*

Dover, N. H.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,

and much improve;
rinted on
Poe
Ray
ade from hew
}
throu hout
ge
humpber
ofselecte
Tiga
choice
Tunes
‘} It has a
as well as many of our‘
best Hymns It 18 compact
in form, can be easily’/carried
é" pocket, and is
well adapted to use in social meetings. Price per
single book, when bound 1m cloth, 40 cents; per doz;
$3.81. Price per gingle book, when bound in thick

per G H Ball, " 15%0
4,75

i

No. 39 Washington il
|

The Sacred Melodies

10,00

ra oncord, N. H,

FAGE, .
or Grubs, Pimply
on on the Face,

ENTITLED

CokUnion Q M. 111,
per J 8 Manning,
Birminham ¢h, TI.
»
J 8 Jordan, Raymond, Me,,
A
oy

Y. M. AND’ Towa ¥. Bi Ebuca-

ton, Blue Earth Co
inn , June 23-25, Conference
opens at 2 o’clock, P. M:. Friday, June 23.
2619
GEORGEA, TAYLOR, Clerk.

Last Sabbath wasa attack of gout.

day to be remembered by us.’ A large ‘audience at the water-side was very attentive
“ while fifteen happy converts were buried
with Christ in baptism. In ‘the afternoun
the church was filled, and with the usual
preliminary exercises the hand of fellowprecious

MINNESOTA
session ith

peo- found guilty of contumacy and disregard of the
: sentence found by the former court; and sentene-

We are being blessed with one of the’
The work has not been

}

Minidter,

of Chicago

NORTHERN

Sec.

CY

TEE

N H,

Address,

L. R. BURLIN GAME, :

| SOMETHING NEW!

Adda More, Lebanon, Ill,

80, then stop at Waverls: Teams will be in waiting
‘to convey persons to
the place of meeting. Trains
arrive at
3 P. M., Sood the south, and
at 12 M., from
the north.
N. W, BIXBY.
2619

is likewise a Quaker’s son.

The Rev. Mr. Cheney

LANL, BRAEUTY,

"tv

SOLD

A C Brush, Hartsgrove, Ohio,
oh
2.5
Rev FB Moulton, Winneconnee, Wis,
i"
6,00
Daytonch, N Y,
hs
1,50
Lisbon ch, Me, per C B Jordan,
. 18,0
J 8 Jordan, Raymond, Me,
,00
D ToppinMshley, Iil,
=
per DG Holmes, 50 200
J B Padfiel
ebanon, Ii,
25,00
Mission boxed, Matilda Robinson, Ashley, H, %
2,23
Josphina Rohinson,
4
2,25

TION SOCIETY will convene: at Horton, Bremer 'Co.,
Towa, June 9. Persons coming by rail should stop at
Plainfield, four miles from Horton, unless it should
be a wet season and the water high in the river:
If

that the State school Supt. is a Quaker, that Hon.
G. W. Julian is the sonof a Quaker, and’ t]

Bro. D. C. Burr, of Brunswick, was with us

witnessed.

Iowa

numerous in Iowa, and that they rather take to
the free and easy life of the west. They even
sing in meeting, much tp the disgust of the more”
sedate members.
Our correspondent also states

time we have Jéld meetings two evenings

isterial help. Yet the efforts of God's
ple have not been ini vain in the Lord.

2020

Orders are solicited from all parts of
the country.

equal to that of any other paper of its class.

Mission.

FREEDMEN’S

‘and upon reasonable terms.

6m52

J B Drew, 15 Shepard building, Chicago, Mn.

3

printingof cuts and printing in colors,

can be done.in good styleat short notice

All communications inténded for publica~

Drew

Rev G W Moffatt, Sheridan, Mich, via Ionia,

Dale ch. mission boxes, N Y,
Pierpont ch,
oa

It is believed, therefore, that all

kinds of Job-printing, including the

will most invariably give instant re-

BROWN'S

EXPRESS.

Atticach,

of the country.

lief.
Kor BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
CATARRH, -CONSUMPTIVE, and THROAT DISEASES,
they have a soothing effect.

AREER:

L G Hicks; DePue, Ill.
E Murraa ten Montville, Me,
Jane H
Hall, N Buckfield, Me.
AA Coburn, Patten, Me.
S Franklin, E Pharsalia, NY.
N Milliken, Buxton, Me.
MN Cowan’. Augusta,M
Miss Lizzie Seamans, Port Allegany, Pa.
Ira Allen, Elsie, Mich.

Mrs Oliver Chase, Sandwich,

of the best offices in the, ; largest cities

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and oheap imitations are offered, which are good for Bowring. Be sure to Sera

Forwarded,

East Orange ch, Vt, per 8 W Cowell,

i

SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS

Norton--ig

Bias ads an experi-

ence of twelve years, and that in some

W
Requires immediate. attention, as
SO
Ny
neglect often results in an incurable
: BR
gNCHIAL Lung Dis
ease.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

G § Ricker, Lewiston, Me,

Treas.
5t18

Va., June 7, at 2 o’clock, ». M.

A correspondent states that Quakers are quite

were

held five afternoons and. evenipgs
in a week
-. for five weeks in successiofi; since which
in the week, besides our S¥bbath

-

L. P. REYNOLDS,
-

eeler---E Young—E

Home

gi

phia.
; The Rides

A COUGH, COLD or SORE THROAT

Rev G'W Moffatt, Sheridan, Mich. }
“ZF Stovenotr, Jordan. Ind
“
Bord Ros kland, Me.
+ % John
oy
NY.
Isaac Kil, bie
AM
ik
Ohio.
Asahel
Level,
Ohio.
Amos yy uttsh, Moorheadyille, Pa.
‘W W Kurtz, Athens, Ohio.
Abel Wheeler, Marlboro, Mass.

to

in October.
MORRELL, Clerk of MC.Y.M.

i | type made by first-class manufactures
in New Yorks Bostod; and Philadel- -

use
Perry's Comedone and Pimple Bemedy.
pr i inv:
ble to th e afflicted. prepared or
onl by
DERMOTOLEGIST,
NEwFORT, Sold by Druggists IRR
od os le

BY MAIL.

Storer College.
The annual meetin of the President and Trusgees
of Storer College will be‘held at Harper’s Ferry, W.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
General.

session of General Conference,

desired.
April 18, ’71.

received a call, as stated in the Star of May 3.

number of Christians ready to labor with
the minister for the prosperity of the church,
and the salvation of sinners. In March, we
commenced

the

It is to the Shapleigh, and not to the Limerick,
Me., F, B. church that Rev. 8. Poindexter has

Bow-

house,

that

Several have lately been baptized and joined the
chureh, and the Sabbath congregations are large
*| lind attentive. With the divine presence the
chureh is ¢xpecting still richer blessings.

pas-

toral labor with the F. B. church m
doinham, at the Ridge meeting

A note from Pawtucket, R. I., states

ght—G

gv Moulton---R M Minard---W R
Miller.
Ha
;
Books

Hillsdale College.
The annual meeting
of the Board of Trustees of
Hillsdale College will be held at the college on Monday, the 12th day of June next. The session will open
at ‘o'clock, P.M., and on account of the importance
of the business to be transacted a full ‘attendance is

F, B. church there is in a prosperous condition,

Revivals, &c. »
BowpoiNaaM,

of fare to the next

be held in gw

stylish pa

PIMPLES THE
ON

atch—R G Platt —E G Page—Mrs A Prest—B E Parker =B H Prescott—S Purin-

Warren—EN

General Conference.
"By request of Yearly
Meeting Clerks in Maine,
New Hampshire and
Vermont,
v. C. O. Libby, of
Dover, N. H., willact as agent in obtaining reduction

united among themselves; have now a settled
pastor and expectsoon to make extensive repairs. on their house of worship. May God’s
blessing attend them.
Ww. H. YEOMAN.

refer to these cases to warn my brethren
against neglecting favorable opportunities,
When failing health and waning strength

M

J Me hi
J Nash—J

" Notices and Appointments.

settled. To my sorrow I neglected; that Baptists are the people of his choice. He is a
section, when I ought to have settled ‘there young man of much promise, of deep piety and
and spent my labors with them. Though I good preaching ability ; and the church anticipates much from his labors. with: them; All
have done a little jn other places, yet if the things considered, this church was never in a
little had all béen there with the union of better condition than now. . They have recently
other laborers that might have been raised |. had several additions to their numbers; they are

47 ‘Washington Siroct, Boston,

For Coniedones, Black-worms
Eruptions and Blotched

Rich—D W Read
Reed—J
Smith—J W Stewart—D G Smith—J D Smith—A D
Smith—E C S8afford—0O Smith—E B Stevens—S Smith—'—%
Scenery Silvernafl—E C Stuart—S 8 Small—=M Smith
H F
Smith—J H Thrasher—B V Tewksbury—A Taylor—
J Tarbonry Treat—N H Webb—S D Willis—W
Walker
—Sar ah A Wakeman—W Winsor—J Welch—F Jy atker—
FJ Vallance—J Vail—E H Webster—F A Waterman

SPECIMEN copies of the PORTLAND TRANSCRIPT Sent
free to any address, Terms
$2 a year, and subscriptions
. taken for three or six months.
A first-class 1
rary
weekly, which has just been Deu, enlarged and imroved.
Address
ELWELL, PICKARD & CO., » Porciang,
Ah

Brother W. J, Twort, their new pastor, was the

Green Bay.

Q

The Job "type is entirely new, and
has been selected, with great care from

ut would do well to take advantage, piihe
of

2% NS =

Sab-

and administered baptism and the Lord’s supper.

;

Une Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It ip the8 only Ireliable and harmless Remedy known
: Fina evs g Brown discoloration. Sold by Drugts everywhere.
DEPOT, 49
43 BOND 81. N.Y.

Hyatt—Mrs M Hewitt <A Harris—M A F H
A Hart—-D br
reed H Jones—Mrs INM

the most wholesome, nutritious and delicious charactér; and the price of this new staple is less by one
half than thit of any other article of the same class
containing a like amount of nutriment. Need we say

best in use, and is, of course, capable
| of doinig most excellent work,

Fur Moth Patches, Freckles and Ta,

Bev.
T. White, Efifield; Me. *
* B.H. Damon, Potter, N.Y.
“ E.Smith, Sutton, N. H. -

Moss Farine they can produce unequalled; custards,
puddings, jellies, Charlottes, creams, sauces, ‘&o., at
less cost than before the. war. The depot of the company is at 53 Park Place, New York.

bath in May with our little churchin Lymau,Me.,

first ever baptized on the west shore of
I learn that the whol region is now

I spent

Personal.

ment Will convince the most skeptical that with Sea

‘meet

ing of the Trustees will be® held on the 12th.

, the river six miles to hold one meeting,and
joined the Waupun

annual

& Oo,

Morning Star Officé, This Press.is the

Wahine on Street, Boston,

HouLTONQ. M. will hold its next session with the
Linneus church, Sammenoing June 16, at 2 P. M. and
not May 16 as before
y
; Ww. P. KINNEY, Clerk.

|

Company

. PEASLEY

JOHN J. PEASLEY

:

Post Office Addresses.

of every philanthropist for introducing this new
source of excellent and agreeable food, at a price
which places it within the reach of all. One experi-

As will be. seen by

place the

its next selsion
to the Q. M.
v. W.
itteid.
SmiTH, Clerk.

Williams—G C Waterman—B M_Ward-W
engaged in its manufacture are entitled ta the!thdnks. Wardner—A
A Whitney—Mrs M E Whitney -Y White—A H Wade—F

Commencement

i

Ask
your Druggist for Homal’s
Persian
Wash, and you will get the best kn wn remedy
for REMOVING MOTH PATCH, TAN, and FRECKLES. Manufactured only by B. F. BACKLEY,
Druggist, DOVER, N. He SoMby all Dyuggisie,
:

Obtain

has just been put |into operation in the

17
SUMMER CARPETING -~Canton, Japan and Calcutta
De Mott
$— the finest
8 Gualitios and the be
best st; es,
Hotels, Bea Houses, ett
th these go:
slight advance on cargo au
n prices, Dealers are
invited to inspect our stock.

- | same,

New York

peste {hi naw being opened by

.

MOKOON,. Clerk.

Science has converted a wild product of the' Irish
coastinto an element of immensurable dainties of

enterprising

A new Steam Job. Printing Press

1y18

houses throug
ow

LB Potter—D,

The wealthy and

’

CATTARAUGUS % M. will hold. ite next. session with
the Ashford chure y SOminGROIng Sat., June 8, at 10

Cheaper than before the War—Epicures, | IID
‘are you aware that you can enjoy the luxuriés of the
dessert at a much cheaper rate than ten years ago ?

else than strong and decided movement hereafter

two years he had enjoyed neyevival. I told
him as I was detained I would help him.
“Tt is not time yet,” he said ; but I went up

Brussels

May 4, sent to this office money on Star account, will
send us his name, }he shall be duly credited for the

that Sea Moss Farine ” is the article referred to?

prepare,

NEW SPRING DESIGNS. Don’t be induced to
Yurandids I until you have seen the new designs be

ptters Received.
have the Catarrh. Thousands annually, without
JJ Allen—T AtMin—C C Abbotti-A Burch—0 G Bean—
manifesting half of the above symptoms, terminate in Aurinda Bratt—DBoyd- AP Bunnell-B T Baker—J 8
Consumption, and end in the grave. No disease is so Barred C Burr—G W Barrows—L J Bates—A W Baile
—J W Brown—A
J Bi
re—dJ Cross—J C Crane—L
common, more deceptive, or less understood by phyoflare B _Coleman—Judith
M
| sicians. R.V. Pierce, M. D., of Buffalo, N. Y., is the
proprietor of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy—a perfect | 5
Dinsmore—W Dewe, DP Dutch
ZA Dyer—d C Dyer-¥1H Damon—Mrs
ay~W 8
specific for Catarrh, Cold in the Head, or Catarrhal
3
r—B
-¥ AFlint—A a
th—G
Headache, which he sends to any address, postpaid, | WE
Gleason—G
W Griswold—W
Greenlaw—G W Gould—
for sixty cents, or four packages for $2. Sod by ARE Galfth-W H Henshaw-I1 P Hutton—=Mrs M Hanscom—L, A
Howe—J C Hart—Mrs K Hoyt—M A Hotsingmost Druggists everywhere.

dition, Rev. A. H. Heath, the pastor, has so far
recovered from his illness as to be able to ocenpy
the pulpit regularly, and there is not a little
earnest prayer and hopeful ooking for spiritual

SON CAN

CLOTHS AT REDUCED
PRICES of
Just ri
olce of new a
esigns
the fluest qualities anufustured §
Fe
"
JOHN J. PEASLEY
43 Washington So. Boston.

| hiead, take cold easily, you may rest assured that yon

and the people wished mie to seftle there, : and frescoed, and everything put in the best con-

The church joined Fond du
Q. M., and
Elder Peter Warren was to
take care of it.
But death took him away. 'I'need not tell

714 Broadway, New York.

"It the personin Bradford, Me., who, under date of

the nose, offen‘sense of smell,
weak, feel dull
pressure in the

eac

§#" DESIRABLE CARPETINGS.—A very’ choice assortment of
lsh
Amerioan Carpetings are now
be
ofere
fs by 5 J. PRASLEY 4 G0. 47
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Diseases,
TROCHES

oe fool
Selonout man orionEE
only * Brown
mayor

The Roger Williams ehurch, Providence, R. I.,

ty was common, Finally a blessed revival
was enjoyed; two Sabbath: schools were
formed, ten copies of the Star taken,

or Throat
BRO ay BRON!
iF etioney by
by a4 test of

olde aand Co

ons,

which

90,

one. This book is to
r Remedies are given

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold its next ‘session with
the 18t New Sharon church, at Weeks’
ills, June 14,
15.
« ALLEN, Clerk.

o'clock,A. M.

Church, 69,692,700; the six other oriental chureh<’

working

tenomination

PHYSICIAN,”

o 3 pi JLOOTOLL

newest nd

The adherents of the

principal religions, counting the whole popula‘tion,
are supposed to be mearly thus: Greek

®

“ Rev.
the mouth of |for
his

one time on the Sabbath.” There had

Sevétal
Free Baptists from Maine, with

their families, have settled there,
will soon be formed.

In the summer of 1854, by the request of

LAWRENCE , N. Y..Q. M. will hold
at Ellenburgh,
ne 9—11. Address
8. Somvention, Friday evening, 1) Be
8.

Latest and best authority gives the population
of the globe at 1,850,200,000: in Ameries, *72,800,
000; in Europe, 287,000,000; in. Asia, 798,600,000;
in"Africa, 188,000,000; in Australia and Polynesia, 8,800,000.. These people speak
about: 3,600
different languages, and are cut
up into 1

| at liberty to supply or to settle alsewhae.

ANNE S; DUDLEY,
J
May 6, 1871.
Va.,
Wsburg,
Mattin

seases,

called God J”

effect the last Sabbath in June., He will then beé

“FAMILY

Send yur direction
to Dr. 8.'8. FITCH 4 % SON,

Parsonsfield, on Wednesday and Thursday,
ne 14, 15. It 4, oe
that all tho churches will be
roproseh
ure!
8 are
uested to
ake tull ret:
of their: Tespoctive churches to the
Q M. clerk for
ster of
Ministers’ Conrenceon Tuesday, une, 13, 4 |3 orclook. P.M.
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clr

the visit to prisoner A. of Citoyen B., who says
Rev.J. Rand has resighed the pastorate of. he is the servant ofsomebody \le' nomme Disu]

light shineth through!”

two or three brethren, I spent

¥

his

8, free by mailp to any
for Phirty ue their om Joe

lant
CARY, (
. M. will hold its next session at

pt

epovaaley of
ade: an exeception, and
oe
‘to a’
kt ‘wotded - thus:
“ These presents authorize the Jailer to allow

May 8, 1871,

Shen-

is pur leader. “The

prohibit-

DR. 8, 8. FITOH,
Semis

ton with the
, June 9,at
|Sa ht

BGs
RIE,N. Y. QM. will hold its next
oneortl church, commencing on
Wiseslog, ich CoNHBLE trong

ing priests from attending prisons—except, to be
shut up
m on their own account—the other
day, one of the hosioiet; wearied out with the

“in
andoah Mission has faith in God, a trust
humanity, * a hope for all darkness. The ! ‘the Blackstone, Mass,, ¥. B. whiirch, to take

ed Oconta,

‘15%
“THE WONG. STAR :
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

at
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7283333
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New

Question Book,

BY
MARY LATHAM CLARK,
*
Isnow complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have =
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
‘This book received the prize offered
not long ‘since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommendedto pas- . .

tors, superintendents and

teachers

as

being in every way werthy of their
patronage..

Orders maybe sent at any

:ime and they will-be filled immediately. Price 15 cents ; Posae:
4 cents.

extra)
(ex
jh bth
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STAR,

p—

wicking teto.”

for

[ ticular reason

And

she -

awaited in suspense the answer,

i“ 'Not to-night,” said Mrs, Camp,

firmly.
and

«¢ Mr. Camp and myself are going out,

We do n't tike to leave the new nurse alone

A Lesson.
y
!

pointing

said,

out

a

that are persecuted for righteousness’ sake,

care,” continued the stately woman, settling vou, and persecute you, and. shall say all

“Besides, you

She wearies with repetitions—

: #¢ The

wearing

Its red flakes over his book.

I thought that he did not notice;

. + But puddenly, sweet and low,

that

upon

of these

you;

The best chair in thesplace;
And I saw a quick fish brighten
Her haggard and listless face,

Jou

meetings

look

is

‘thinner

a

little;

Hannah, pull

thank

you;

What

was

looking

at Mrs. Camp;

He sounded her frozen heart,

‘ She is greater than you or I;
She has struggled and won where we,love,

And Satan hath tried to strip her

' Even of her woman’s pride.

"4 Love, let us be very tender:

small voice

whispered

in language

that

she could not mistake,

¢¢ My child! my child I
Hannah sprang up and cried out with
wild joy. Bob Camp was just coming in,
passing the parlor door.
« Hallo! Hannah, that's ‘the way folks
act down at the meeting. I've been
there everynight this week, ‘having lots o
fan. Hurrah! Hannah’s-got religion.”
“Oh, Bob, don’t,” Hamnah responded

She has fought in the dark with demons,
With evil on every side;

-

The lowliest soul may be
A temple of priceless treasures,

That only a God can see.”
So the woman left our study
:
‘With the face of an angel of light;
And she is my noblest pattern
‘Who came as a beggar that night.

with solemn voice and’ shining eyes.

* Oh,

Bob, I'm saved !”
;
Poor Hannah! she was not prepared for
what followed.

Christ and the Children.

Bob went

over

the

house

with the news that Hannah was turned pious.
The

Little children! how he lbved them!
Passing all the grown folks by ~

servants

laughed,

the .children

were

uproarous.
“ Now we'll see;” they cried, putting
their heads together; * let's try her; let's
torment her about to death.”
The trial commenced on the following
morning. They pursued her with ques-

Just to raise the little children,

On his breast to let them lie!
Do you think you would have loved him,
‘Would have tried to win his smile?
Jesus’.arms to-day will
take you,
Let them “ come I”—thats, to love him,
And to do his bidding sweet;

He has‘many little errands
Fitted well for little feet.
Sometimes what he says is harder:
.
% Let the yestless feet be still.” .
If the little’ heart is patient, _
That is doing Jesus’ will.
. “He it is,he says,"‘ who loves me,
That will my commandments do.”
There are many he has left us

That are plain enough for you.
“Overcome with good the evil.”
When some little playmate strikes,
. If you give a gentle answer,
That will be what Jesus likes.
Let this loving Saviour, children,
Teach and lead you all your days,
In green pastures, by still waters; Jesus’ ways ave pleasant ways.—

Morning Light.

The Family Cite.
Poor Plain Comin
ALICE ROBBINS.

lighting’ the

All the beautiful things gathered

there flashed with new radiance as the gasjets sprang from crystal water-lilies.
.% 1 do n't know whether I'd be rich like
this, or not;” murmured Hannah, with her
patient little smile. ‘It's very splendid to

- have such nice things; but I remember the
minister said how the kingdom of Heaven
was better than all.”
:
¢ Hannah !” called Mrs. Camp. -”
- Mrs. Camp looked the imperious mistress

through and through, as she swept along,
L-

Hannah's

new

resolutions, and

as yet,

untried Christian: principles, were puitto the
severest test. - Did she commit some trying
error of judgment that had never been
noticed before, the taunt was thrown out
that her religion was not good for much.
Mrs. Camp treated her with cold civility,
but the children she won through hér uniform gentleness.
DYRAT

* Mamma, Hannah's real good! and I
guess ligion’s first rate,” was the candid decision of her four years old boy.
.
¢ Hannah is very good, no doubt, my
dear, but she’s a fanatic;” was the cool re-

¢¢ Hannah, T do n’t care about your going
{ ply. And whenhe asked” what a fanatic
_ out to-night. Ido n't like to have my serv- | was, received for an answer, ¢ One who car“ants out every evening: You only bar- ries things too far.”
*
ed for Wednesdays and Fridays, you |. Thereupon the child pondered but grew
w; and three times, to my certain no wiser.
~ N
knowledge—"
_ + Oh, but missis, 1 go to church, | you,

~ know.”
~ «J wish you

One day a tall, grave, kindly looking

did go to church, where

things are dlecorous;

but you do n't;

you |

go to ‘those excitable assemblies, that do

manner of evil against you, falsely, for my.
sake.
joice and be exceeding glad, “for
great ge reward in Heaven.”
« Sure then, there is n't need of tears

all; cried Hannah,

at

smiles bursting like

sunshine over her face.
*“ No,

hath

only of humility, that

counted you

worthy;

the

Master

is your heart

lighter, Hannah ?”
“The cloud is gone, all gone,” replied
the girl, reverently; ** God make me worthy. »

Mrs. Camp, lingering as she

passed the

door, had heard a part of this conversation.
“I'll discharge her to-day,” she cried,

and

‘you

an-

man called upon ‘poor plain Hannah,
“ Really, quite a gentlemanly person,
was Mrs. Camp's verdict. .
Hannah was in the kitchen. She wiped

‘her ‘singing-bird/had grown suddenly mute,
her orice green oasis had withered.

-

ii I'm very Btrong;”
she ventured to re~.
£

rl

little she narrated her griefs.. She tried to

live rightly but indeed it seemed very hard,
sometimes, not to give back

the hot words

road

poor, motherless
girl turned plead:

smilé of sweet encouragement, ‘Did you
know that your case is made pa spé-

everything,

80 ruthlessly.
he wishes.”
So whenever you see what appears to be
all wrote down what we imagined
loss which the cobbler had sustain- willful deformity in those around you, try
it-was wonderful how opinions dif and find out if there may not be many ex-

ter do as
Sowe
tobe the
ed; 4nd

do.

Hannah

shall

not

be

troubled

any

more.”

And poor plain Hannah
home

in

that

same

found a happy

family,

and, work

enough for her Master all the way

through.

Literary Brier. ;

shillings and the boots minus. the profit he
made on the boots—which, said the professor, it was not necessary to“take into
consideration.

2

CHRISTIANITY AND Positivism: A Series of
Lectures to the times on Natural Pueolopy and
Apologetics. Delivered in New York, Jan. 16
to Mareh 0, 3911, on the
i “ Ely Foundation. of
the Union
Theolo,
Seminary.
the Col.
McCosh, D. D., L - President bP

“

Mp. Scale Hill, who

used to investigate

the “bills of extortionate

Swiss landlords,

get down the loss with confidence at twelve

shillings and the boots.

TA

lege of Kew

Mr. Smooth Smyler wrote: “I am not
sure, but it seems to me he only lost eight
shillings ; besides the booty and his temns

wrote :

Jersey

Princeton.

New

title-page, puts the information into a plain and
attractive form, and, by’ means of a judicious ar.’
rangement, the emplbyment of questions, the
division of the work into as many lessons ts
there: are Sundays in “the year, renders it wel]
adapted to the regular work of the Biv Claes,
NEW

«Why, of course he

and

walking together down the street, and one
of them, stopping at a certain house, knock-

ed at the door, observing, ‘I have a niece
heaven,’ obhere, who is ill.’ ‘Thank
‘I have got no nieces’
served the other,

and he walked
that be?"

ay

*‘Now, how

could

“Why, it's a riddle,” exclaimed Mr. Fun-

nidog, delightedly.
‘And one that you will pot guess in a huras it is,” observed the professor,

ry, simple

confidently. ‘‘Comé, ladies and
solve the problem.”
«] see——," ejaculated Mrs.
«Hush! whisper in my ear,”
zelton with all the excitement

gentlemen,
Housewife.
cffed Puzof a child

with a toy. ‘Don’t Jet 'em hear it.” ‘Niece

by marriage”.

“Stuff and nonsense.
kind of

gained.

The

landlord

and

ith maps, showing

|-

The

a catch at

‘‘I think

I

In presenting to us the various systems that have

ard. 1871. to

Somebody Trod on It.

thing is not any

at the bottom of Lis class, who
gain promotion.
“No,

sir,” answered

the

hopes to

professor,

re,

ready, but yet doesn’t wish to be anticipat~
ed. “The blind beggar, you say, had a
brother, and the brother died.
Well, of
-course, if one was dead, you know, they

could not be brothers any longer.”
“The ideais novel,” observed the professor gravely, ‘but you have not hit upon
the exact solution. The fact is, gentlemen

and ladies, a blind beggar may be either
male br female. In this instande, she was
a female. They were brother and sister.”
.*I call that a catch,” said Aloes, gloomi~

He never speaks

loosely.

He

never

substitutes satire for logic, and he does not einploy a sneer

to hide

the

lack

of reasons.

His

mind is equally keen and robust, Thorough
mental health is always suggested as distinguis
ing him and his speech. He ever freats
his op:
ponents with a dignified and appreciative courtesy. He concedes to them and to their views all
that can be justly claimed for them, He admits
without hesitation the real force of objections.
He does not charge every skeptical philosopher
‘| with bad motives as a means of bringing his system into contempt. He never jumps the main

for

growth, while at thé same time it gave tok-

en that the forces of life were unspent.
For some moments I was at a loss for words,
but presently my wits brightened.
‘You have the most lovely mosses in your
yard that I have ever seen,” I said; * if it
wouldn't be asking too much, may I gather
a few fora vasel have at home? I love
mosses almost as. well as flowers.”
“So do I, and a plaguy sight better,” was
take as much pains with

‘* Why, I

that stuff as some

would arrive at the truth by mere elimination—to write down the reply on paper. A

Take as any as you

man went

woman,"

to a cobbler’s and bought a pair

I really

n to

by méans of his furious onslaught upon side issues or unimportant details. He takes up square-

ly what such men as Comte, Strauss, Renan, Tyndal, Bain, Darwin, Huxley, Herbert Spencer,
Theodore Parker, Emerson, the earlier and later

Unitarians, the Free Religionists, &e., &c., have
to say over.the great questions of God, of Christ,
of the soul,

of duty, of the

spiritual life, of im-

mortality, and other related topics, and then he
weighs their words and analyzes their destructive criticism and their positive theories with a patience that often surprises, and

an effective vigor

(4 /

that the sovereign was a bad - one, and in-

sisted upon the cobbler making it right;

low creature,~the Journal is ong of those books

hat,

have a peculiarly sacred and grateful minis.

try for the heart, and

which

deep,

earnest and

meditative natures can not fajl to enjoy. The
extended, unique and charming Introduction furnished

by

Whittier,

adds

wot a’ little to the at-

tractiveness and value of the volume.
PUBLIC AND PARLOR READINGS: Prose and
Poetry for the use of Reading Clubs, and for
Public and Social Entertainment.
Humorous.
Edited by Lewis B. Monroe. Boston: Lee &
Shepard. 1871. 12mo. pp. 818,
The compiler of this volume of humorous readings has done a good work.

The field from which

he draws his material is a broad one, and
shown

excellent

taste, as

well

as

in

what he

omits as in what he appropriates.

He truly say

in his preface, that one of the real

wants in

this

country is real and innocent recreation, and so
he has sought to furnish an aid to it in this col-

it to some purpose.

lection of humorous

His style is very direct. . He

literature,

.

be has

that braces up the mind of the reader like a tonic. He has always somethingto say, and he says

He is

certainly

ome which
with “right in his opinion, and his efforts
more felicity and force than he has stated it himdeserves to be appreciated. The variety is large,
self, He is very successful in taking a theory
80 that the merry side of almost every nature is
out of the mist of sounding speech and putting
it into plain terms. By means of a homely illus- selections. The volume’ is put up in excellent
tration, he frequently makes the sophism appar- style, and is to be followed by others, appealing, +
ent which was hidden in a cloud of verbiage, so we suppose, to what is more serious in human
that the exposure becomes a refutation. To read nature. We are sure that Mr. Monroe will not
him is indeed something besides pastime; but lack taste or judgment in the portions of his
often states the

position of an opponent

his words carry a constant magnetism, his rare
Scotch bonhommie preserves a perpetual charm,

and even a common reader finds that, by being
put en rapport with him, the tasked intellect
makes its stern labor delightful.

‘We can not attempt a statement of the various
points which pass under review in these ten lect
ures, and

which are made

up of the

very

pem-

mican of thought, But they cover. nearly the
whole territory whereon the scientific spirit and
the naturalistic tendencies-of the age have come

in contact with the Christianity of the Bibles

and they do not a little to expose the logical fallacies and the mischievous tendencies of modern

egotism and unbelief.

They show that the great

remote burial, inasmuch as they, like their pred-

ecessors, contain the elements of self-destruction,

wisely, so fairly and so satisfactorily discussed.
And so we urge our thoughtful readers to get

and master this book, /{

THE PROBLEM OF EvIL. Translated from the]
rene iof Ernest Bl Hg
pe of * La Vie.
?? etc. b;
Professor
* in the
a Onto Wesley an University, ews York:
Carlton and Lanahan. 1871. 12mo. pp. 830
We. have no idea that the careful reader of this’
volume will lay it down, when the last leaf has
‘| been turned, feeling that the great
r

which has bafiled philosophers, and plagued
common thought,and made even childhood stum-

ble and sigh,—has at least been fully cleared : up,
and that error and sin and suffering are
really definable
and measurable things.

now
The

problem has not been solvedby M. Naville in any
such sense as to produce a result of this sort.
The old query will be repeated, the answer wil]

rstill be partial or tarry, the brain will still toil
with its task, the heart will earry its burden, and
the hope will not eseape shadows. But, while

the theory of our author presents little that is

really new, he does bring=to the discussion great
clearness of thought, # mind at once critical and
want,”
Ke this ’ forbidding constructive, a kindling faith in God and the Bible, a hope that seems as wholesome as it is con| tagious, a large ability to set forth the unity of a

Her name was Claney ; a bright thought
struck me as I was going.
change, sent for it to a neighboring public
“I wonder if I ever knew your mother.
house, and gave it to him. Later in the There was a dear old lady I just remember,
day, the landlord of the inn sent in to say whom I called Grandma Claney! Every.

JOHN WOOLMAN, With an
John G. Whittier. Boston:
Co. 1871. 16mo.
pp. 815.
with a human soul possessprofound piety, the unaffects

scientiousness, the quiet but intense philanthropy, the modest but unyielding fidelity to principle, which distinguished this Jersey Friend of the
last century;~John Woolman, And his Jour
nal is the almost perfect embodiment of his
Simple, hatve and transparent in style,
f having: no word that is used for rhetorical effect,
fragrant with humility toward God and charity
toward men, always expressive of a devoutness
that suggests the saint, and a practical good will
that aims tg help every needy and suffering fel-

and to some purpose.

»| herself, that's one blessing. Do you see that

her forcible if not elegant reply.

1

ed but valiant faith, the serene but heroic con-

garding Thunderbomb with interest, as a
of the
there door ? Well, there’s wood enough in and can only mock the deeper outcries
significant type of some low order of intelthat room to last a year or two, and I piek- human soul which they fain would silence. Having a profound love of truth, and a deep sympa~
ligence; ‘‘they were mot brothers, or I
ed and piled it, every stick. I don’t ask no thy with the souls that can not help questioning
should scarcely have asked the question.”
favors, I don’t. .I've got a patch of ground, over the great mysteries of life, Dr. McCosh has
“They might be brothers-in-law,” sugand I keep it myself.”
me not a little, by means of these Lectures, to
gested Funnidog.
these troubled spirits with a new confi
There
was
a
sturdy
independence
about
the
“Undoubtedly they might be,” replied
dence back to the feet of Him whois at once
little,
forbidding,
uncouth
creature,
that
Puszeiton, with a pitying smile; ‘but they
pleased me. - The fire in the small, restless “ the way, the truth, and the life.” We know of
no other single volume wherein the great religwere not.
eye, spoke of years of suppressed soul- ious questions of the age are so thoroughly, so
“Stop a bit,” said Macpherson, hurriedly,

like one who has not got his answer quite

:

History; General

of the evangelical faith remain undis“Ugh, very kind,” she grunted, getting doctrines
turbed, and that the newer like the older schemes
up and moving to the fire. * Well, I reck- of unbelief are evidently destined to a not very
does

i Shep:

fully’ and pleasantly
out.
The
ought to sell widely, and
much HN
prevailing on subjects of deep concern,

« Somebody trod on jt when it was a little point for the sake of diverting attention from it

get along. "She

175.

Literature, Natural Science, Metaphysics and
Theology have been studied with eminent care

with nearly all its details.

thing,” said a wee girl, as she bent over a

on Old Suke can

the works of the
writers, By Stephen
elogy of Sacred

This long title so accurately and fairly de-

lately appeared, and that are being urged upon
public attention, he shows equal intelligence |
E JOURNAL OF
and fairness, just as, in criticising and pointing
on by
Jamies
R. Osgood
out their defects and fallacies, he ‘shows equal|
dignity and thoroughness. Hjs knowledge cove | It is rare to meet
ers a wide field of inquiry, and he seems familiar ing the simple but

could an-. He indulges in no mere declamation.

swer any of these things.”
S
:
“Very good, ma'am,” said the professor,
“then answer fne this, when I come to seq.
you next: A man bought twelve herrings
for a shilling ; some were twopence apiece,
spme a half penny, some a farthing—how
may did he buy ateach price?”

It

the journeys of Jesus and

Paul, &e., eo
most eminent
Hawes y author of
of ry “8
_

belittled word—the Library.

strip the Christian faith of what makes it a speclal and supernatural and authoritative religion.

the

change for his bad sovereign four shillings
and a pair of boots, and that is just what
the cobbler loses.”
“If one only had a room to one's self,
and the whole day before to do it in,” sighMrs. Housewife,

a His-

in one guise and now in another, is seeking to} 5It is a most fitting undertaking, and kis shill

is neither better nor worse for the transgetion. The buyer of the boots glets in ex-

ed

MANUAL: embratin

sgries the volume compiled by Mr, Hawes, that
we have-no need to add anything beyond the
simple statement, that he hds been very successanated from his pen. It contains the condensed ful in putting a very large amount of generally
substance of the many lectures whichhe has been|
‘needed and not readily accessible information
in+
of late delivering, and in which he grapples so
0's surprisingly small space, and made it purdirectly with the philosephic skepticism that,now
le for a surprisingly small - sum of money.

* “They had néver been taugh n ‘they say,
“the Rule of Three.”
“You are all wrong,” said the professgr,
quietly, “as I expected you would be.
The way to get at the matter isto consider
is

TESTAMENT

torical View of the Gospels; tables of the pare

bles, discourses an
y olyChris
gietious |in We 0d
etament, with hel So
fillment in the new ; classification
of the book
of the New 'T'
nent, wit
ih observations n
each, Biogra)
ns of
Rises. An et!
petechrono!

York:

anfl putting fresh meaning into that

pig
often ab

r. ”»

DO

may be.taken out of -the question, since he

“Two brothers,” began the professor, impressively, addressing the hestess, ‘‘were

ant Uhl i fis

rk;
a copjous ana
is
dex.
8. Austin AlliboneLR
eal Fi
Sunday
ool Union. 12mo. pp. Foy "81.00.
The eminence attained by the author of this
work, as the compiler of the Dictionary of authors, is a guarantee that this Manual, meant for
study ‘in the Bible class, the family and else.

Robert Carter & Brothers. 1871. 12mo. pp.
369. Sold by D, Lothrop & Co.
Now and then, among the many ephemeral ise
sues of the press, there appears a genuine book, |
filling out the complete idea of what literature

dds

ond /whole story of his changing the sovereign,

A Lot of Puzzles.

Containi

evidences of the divine o
i
reservation.
credibility and nt *br Various m o Holy Seript.
hon jn account
asco
of varieus
as manuscripts ‘and
thd
books, an

souls are trodden’ upon when they are little. | happily epitomizes the main facts in the various
departments of the Evidences mentioned on: the
— Youth's Companiqn,
|
al

md. the boots.
Mr. Funnidog made him lose Just, sixand-thirty shillings. Mr, Macpherson made him lose sixteen

what

>

i

Tar UNION BIBLE COMPANION

\
tenuating ciroumstandis.; - and, if you learn
fered within such narrow limits.
he colorfel made him lose two pounds, * ‘| their history, it wall; fitdke you charitable
Mr. Aloes niade him lose just a pound towards countless failures, for very many where, is prepared with bainstaking and skill. 1t

true philosophy and a right interpretation of the

work that remain to be done.
A
:
° The same Publishers send us the third volume
of Oliver Optic’s “ Upward and Onward Series,”
entitled DESK AND DEBIT; or, The Catastrophes
of a Clerk. The Career of Phil Farringford is

still followed, as he plunges into new methods of
life in the west, and the young people are in little danger of losing their interest in him.
He
has plenty of spicy adventures, and he keeps his

integrity.
AGATE STORIES.
of

Flowers.”

By the authorof ‘‘ The Basket
New

York:

thor of A
lishers. 1

wfBonsie Books,”
pp. 237.

etc.

Same Pub-

we are familiar with at home, and

teach truths ~

and duties that are always in need of enforcement.—Dora’s Motto is thoroughly good. * Be
Courteous” is a precept whose meaning and 'importance are brought out in very effective ways,
and often with touching effect, by this well told

tale of domestic life,——The third volume mentioned is also a reprint, and constitutes a genuine
addition to the large Fireside Library which this
House has been making up.
Tae FOE IN THE HOUSEHOLD, by Caroline
Chesebro’, is a novel finely done up in paper cov-

ers by J. R. Osgood & Co., Boston, ' The author
wields a facile and graceful

pen.’

She

has

both

art and power, and her novels are underlain with
a good purpose and never run into unwholesomeness of tone.
This last work shows growth
toward real maturity.
RH wht

a

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.

ZELL'S inalenis

frequent, ins

ths CLOPEDIA comes in less

ents than it did, but it is still gothe end. The last Part rece v-

—— ihAf ridnteter and honk

buge of
0 rk 2,

the 1024th:

Its completion will signalize the

shige of anoble undertaking. Phila,:
T,
T. Elwood

Looking over the issues of the LIVING AGE for

April 29 and May 6, we are struck, as usual, with

the excellence and variety of the articles Which
only

they. contain,

‘proval

puts an emphatic

upon the plan Tndellyine this

and exalts the good

ap-

magazine,

ent and taste which

execution of it from
have been ivesod on
the heginning until now. Boston: Littell & gay.
ya ous. Dodd & Mo y Now ork, who
ina

Reagling.”

two elements, he would find both the explanation
of the fact,'and thé method by which the great
redeeming forces of the. gospel are to come in

Cardinal

of the

&

the ses; they exhibit the same human nature that. .

im-

the influence

Carter

THREE LITTLE SISTERS. By Emma Marshall,
author of * “Katie’s Works » etc, Same Publishers, 18mo. pp. 180
.
These enterprising publishers here furnish us
¢with dn additional installment of juvenile literature, which deserves emphatic approval. The
first of the volumes is a collection of excellent
stories, reprinted from some of the best English
publications, and though haying the trans-atian- ~~
tic stamp, and dealing with phases of life beyond

Scriptures, and a.style of speech that is as clear
with equal enterp se
a8 spring water, and as genial and vivacious as
to aus a Polume
the talk of a glad and ‘trustful child. ~ He hsserts | ar
; oahout
character, from the
the real liberty of the individual soul, and, at the lous John Jan, entitled
same time, insists upon

Robert

Brothers. 1871. 16mo. PDP. 415. Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
DoRrA’S MOTTO. By Joanna H, Mathews au-

and

discrimm

od

of a popular but religable and facile pen of

-*‘ Papers

for

Home '

e matter will be Inotily new, and

‘body loved her.”
They
will
ublish a
perfect and depraved humanity which belongs to | excellent Eua
gover from vhe pen of an
Episco
WV ergyman
“My mother !” she muttered, ‘almost. bit every nature that has its part to play: in our mor- dont
‘with the conflict between Popery and
tism. It is to be called The
American
terly; “‘ no, you didn’t know my mother; I tal affairs, And by harmoniously blending these

which he: accordingly did.
Now, how
much did the cobbler lose by the whole didn’t kiiow her myself, never did. When
‘her stubborn knees, and wept bitter-. cial one in the Holy Book? Do you know transaction? There is no sort of play dpon I was a baby, I was bound out, and beaten,
Dn
of the past, and she felt thatthe blessed lipsof the Master’ himgelf, words, or anything but a common sun in too, you may believe, and ground down and
hated. © No, you nevér knew any of my kin ;
night | might be the turning poiny have pronounced a degision in your favor” |. arithmetic.” |
“Why, it's the easiest thing in the world, i if you did, it was more than I did,”
She looked in his face, her own brown
Fo-night, Mrs. Camp #7 cheeks flushing, She did not comprehend. ejaculated House, ‘Of course the cobThere it was ; ‘trodden upon when it was
3
mie
He took her Bible and opened at the fifth bler lost just—"
little, poor soul. Every kindly emotion 6f.
“Be quiet, sir!” oried Puzzleton, “very ' my heart rushed out’ toward that poor toingen
ore.
# Pda par: chapter of Math.

. touched in the heart by what old” fashioned
call the . Spirit of God. She had

forgive

This last vlume by Dr, McCosh is such a book,
lost the boots and twenty-four shillings.”
It is every way worthy of the man and of his
‘ She puts her religion into practice,”
Mrs. Housewife and the ‘ladies bit their reputation, It fittingly supplements-the profound
she said to herself; ‘‘ that's more than we pens, but declined to commit themselves. and valuable treatises which have heretofore em-

What would'the pastor think of them ?

of boots for sixteen shillings. He put down
-a
sovereign, and the cobbler, having no
ran out

that were poured out upon her.
Her lips trembled, the tears
of her honest eyes, as she said,
Oh, dear, Sir, sometimes I sit down alwhite fingers moved ‘a Parian vase. The
once thoughtless, wicked . girl, as willing most in despair, and wonder what. shall I
fe
‘to swear and deceive and even do?”
“stea
l iv a Small way, #8 to” eat, “had
been | © “My daughter,” said the pastor, with a

ply, her eyes fascinated by the scintillant
© rays of Mrs, Camp's diamonds, as that lady’s

‘T could

because the tender little plant had been |
given no chance to grow straight and beauhad bet- tiful ; some drgpadful foot had pushed it down 3

no one good, and everybody who attendsa
do with the finest roses. I used to like mosses
good deal of harm.
My regard for your her hands hurriedly, and eame forward
when I was
a poor, crushed down Hiele pis,
health, Hannah, leads me to restrict you to with some confusion.
ly.
’
3
3
‘and
hadn’t
anything
else to like, I gue:
“Ido n't like to ask you to sit here,”
"two evenings. The other four you had
“Well, at all events, it was an easy one,
Ah
!
Iwas
getting
at the secret of Old
better spendat home and sew for yourself. she stammeréed.
and you all missed it,” returned the profes- Buke’s crookedness and oddity.
“1
have
come
to
see
you,
Hannah,
to
see
1 don't’ complain. You do your work
sor, with quiet triumph, “Now I will give:
“Then perhaps you don’t like to part with
up very faithfully; but you owe a duty to how you are getting along in the new way ; "you one more example of social arithmetic, any of them.”
yomrself, as I said before; these fanatical and I'd rather sit here than in the parlor.”
“Well, 1 reckon t ain't stingy of the
Hannah tried to tell her comforts, but the which shall be in all respeets bona fide. It
people can keep their meetings going withis a- simple quegtion in subtraction, and all I
out your help, I fancy. It is very injurious thought of the trial, and temptations to which ask. of you is—since two or three guesses Lord's things,” she retorted, almost angrily ;
‘‘them’s of the Lord's plantin,’ rot mine.
she was exposed, predominated. Little by
.to be exposedto the evening air.”

Poor Hannah ;—her sunshine. had flown,

spirit.

find. a

foolish
poor, sickly bush that was trying its best to
all,” and once more he glanced with hostili- live, though its small, tough, knotted limbs
ty at Funnidog, as much as to say, ‘‘such took the most grotesque directions, and had
as he would ask you.” “Nothing can be neither grace nor beauty.
of her new happiness, but finding it impos‘I've got a
simpler than my. question,
I thought of that saying when I met a womsible to stop the uproar, she pursued her
| niece,’ says the other. How can that be? an whom the neighbors call Aunt Suke.
work in dignified silence. It seemed as if
all give it’ up? Well, the invalid was
She lived alone, in a most forlorn ‘wreck of
the children had been transformed into imps. You
"| his daughter.”
a cottage, that had little but decay and rubSeveral times came the temptation to rout
“Oh, “I see, » said Mrs. Housewife de- bish for its surroundings.
them in one of her old fashions,and once she
|
not
us
spondingly. ‘How very stupid Gp
One day, pitying the lone creature, I.
put her arms akimbo,and looked about with
to find it out.”
thought I would give her a call. That some
flashing eyes, but their silence, and the
“Yes, indeed, ma'am,” answered the recuriosity mixed itself with my -motives, I
triumph underlying it, saved her. It seemed
morseless savant. “The failure only shows
will'not deny, but I wanted also to show a
to her once asifa ‘¢ strong man” came to
how difficult it is for prdinary minds to
neighborly interest; to make her feel, if I
her aid, and though she was cast down, she
grasp more than one idea at the same time.
could, the beauty of Christian charity ; and
was not discouraged.
The attention is solely fixed on the different
“ It's a fight, it’s a fight ;” repeated poor
% with these feelings predominating, I openvarieties of nieces.”
ed her door at the harsh. sound-of her voice.
plain Hannah ; ¢“ the minister said so. I'll
“And also,” observed Mr. Aloo. (w
* Well, who be you?” was my
first saluconquer, please God.”
was much displeased at being class
As a consequence of her trial that morn- among ‘ordinary minds,’) “‘and also;the at- tation.
¢ A friend,” was my reply.
ing the breakfast was somewhat disarrang- tention js naturally distracted from the
¢ Lain’t got no friends; Idon’t wan't no
ed. The
coffee failing to please Mr. point at issue by the brutality of the faJ
Camp, he said to ‘Hannah, with a sneer, ther's remark. Now, that is in ipselt a friends,” she said, gruffly.
« May I sit down and rest ? I asked.
that saints did n’t as a general thing make
‘catch,’ in my opinion.”
:
“Just as you've a mind to; I ain’t used
good coffee ; asked her-if she‘had settled it
“Well, sir, I will give you another simto receiving callers, I ain't! Do you want
witha psalm, instead of an egg, and added
ple exercise for the understanding, that has
any money to send to the heathen, or any
that pethaps her Bible told her to burn the
no such: distraeting element,” observed the sich? I don't have any monéy to throw
gravy. ~ The eldest son, whose eyes, young
professor, coolly. ‘‘A blind beggar. had a
away; I'm a poor, lone woman.”
as he was, were already deadened by dissibrother. The brother died. What relation
“0 no; I don’t want money ; I only came
pation, joined in the heartless merriment, were they to.one another? Come, tell ‘me
to see you. Knowing you lived so far from
making speeches remarkable for anything that.”
any neighbors, I was anxious to know if you
but wit, but which caused a general titter
“Why, they were brothers,” excisimed
were comfortable.”
jo
among the younger children.
‘the colonel, with the rapidity of a small boy

tions; they Pulled her dress; they joggled
her elbows and ‘made up comic songs.
At first the girl was almost surprised out

Hold you all the life-long while,

revile

grily, but as she thought upon ' the. poor
girl's pepsecutions, her heart grew soft.

I can’t find Him—I'm so weary ! so weary !”
Something ' very wonderful happened
i
while poor plain Hannah sat there communing with herself. A fine white light
seemed to shine into her heart, and a still

“8hould, may be, sink down and die;

shall

ent,

Camp hadgone. *‘ I wonder if there -is
any use in my trying; I can’t go t6 church;

“ You see,” said my Philip, softly,

men

At first it made her heart like flint.

poor Hannah, sinking on a low seat, and
hiding the tears in her eyes, after Mrs.

Till the thrill of a tender question
Sundered its ice apart;
* And tears and sobs and passion
Came thick as the midnight rain;
And she told such a pitiful story,
My own heart throbbed with pain.

‘Blessed are -ye- when

Mrs. Camp was turning a ring on her finger, flushed, shamed, yet haughtily indiffer¢¢ A party for every evening,” murmured

And then, with his tones like music,

y.

flounce

Hannah

* Qut of the merciless rain. 4¢ Rit down, my friend ;” and he gave her

her thick silk rustling.
“ Here I be, missis.”

my

makes you so quiet?”

He called her into the study,

was

excitement

for every evening this week.

And then, with his smile so royal,
So sweet with pity and pain,

‘Hannah

in

Won't it be delightful ? That makes a party

« Don’t let the woman go.”

plain

and

and countless flounces waltzed into the
room.
“ Dearmamma!
an invitation to Judge
Cole's; dancing, and supper at twelve!

He said, with the voice of a dreamer,

‘Poor

young,

and paler than you did.’
A brilliant. little figure in white gauze

\

From a shade that was ruby-tinted,

parlors.

to comprehend,
are

the folds of her white cashmere opera tloak,

Grand Philip sat lazily redding;
The crimson gas-light shook,

BY

thought H: An-

can write.”
;
* “Scratch -a Professor,

‘“ Read on,” said the pastor.
Hanfiah’s voice was trembling ; she began

tured

‘Write it down, will you—if you

‘Tartar,” whispered Aloes.” “You

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”

She has such a whining story
Of hunger, or celd,
or pain;

reason,”

angrily,

Slowly the girl read,—** ‘Blessed are they

“We can not always be giving:
The woman has come again ;

1 tire of her listless face.”

£7

he

with the children.”
¢ That's the true
nah.
,

Her Johnny is out of place,
Her children are sick with hunger ;—

be

“ Read, this,”
verse.

and achieve their triumph in the earth.

Itis an'|
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shakes the city.

He

that an-

gratulate themselves a$

3

, the ups
breakages, the social startin
tw
4
iy
5
life.
tic
domes
ie
8,
into smalle
i
i
suc- |
half into lar er. The past year's
r e
t
othe
way the
which
s
¢cide
re
failu
or
cess

shal

furniture-wagon

turn

all—and this fime in sober

they

like to feel

in a seed-suwing week, and they fret grim-

‘ly, and make every one about them
fortable, as il the weather was

a

uncom-

thing. to

be arranged at will, and a disappointing
_day.was the resplt of willful mismanagemut.
Lifeis a burden to them and all

about them, because the climate is.uncer-

earnest—by the

mage in Methodist.

W

ed carpet-ba § that- would rousd. J the mirth |
of the town if you dared vo carry them into
the fashion ;
the street; straw hats out of

If Peace has her victories as well as. war,
she has her armies too, While we hail the
hosts of the world’s working-men marching

have been useful; od

while they might

slips

and

loves, shoes, * coats,

fat have been the nest of rats,

of carpet

and a thou-

will,

.

day

them,

want

but

For the last few days in the old house the

fish when it is

place to sit down,
do so if you found

-

bh ib ond

| oa JERR dE

dR

Rh

EE UR a

adie Bh. JERE.

one.” The bedsteads
are down, and you roll

«

TT

withdrawn,

the

dis-

and worn the laurels she wove,

and

them

for

the

time

millenniumto these people would be intolerable dullness; and supposing them trans-'
lated into heaven, they would of a cerfainty travesty
the child's desire, and ask for a
little devil to worry,if not to play with.

Women are sad sinners in this way.

who

listen-

stay-at home

and

like them; but women, who

putter about

are pil

Men

get

nervous, and those whose lives are spent
in small things, are generally more worrying than men, at least in
daily life and at

at slaughters of mankind. Among all
e seductive influences that war has led
captive, none in times past have thrown
around its bloody history such a charm and
halo of chivalry and romance as these songs
and laurels of woman's lips and hands.

leaving

home.

Indeed, the woman

who

is more

cheerful and hopeful than easily depressed,
and who dogs

But

not

worry

ny, one,-i¥

the

into the corner at night, a self-elected pau- mark a characteristic of a new and better exception rather than the -rulb, and to be
prized as one would prize any other rarity.
- per, and all the night long have a quarrel mind, and
how waris making capital of it. Children come in for a good deal of domeswith yout pillow, which persisis in getting
's sympathy. With the suffering
out of bed, and your foot wanders out into is becoming deeper and stronger than her tic worrying, and under pretense of good
management and: careful - education, are
h of cover.
the air, feeling for
ter lei
former adghiration for the glories of military
If the children cry in the night, you will achievemgnts. Now war is followed to its used as mamma's squeaking heads, which lie
not find the matches nor the lamp nor any- bloodiest /fields by little armies of tender- ever handy for a chase. Any one who has
been in a family where the mother is of a
thing else save a trunk justin time to fall handed
gnd tender-hearted Florence Night- naturally worrying temper, and where a
over it; getting up with confused notions
who bind up the fearful wounds it child has a peculiarity, can appreciate to.
as to which is the way to bed, unless there~
ho watch over the mangled and
be some friendly voice to hail you through dying soldiers with a sister’s voice and look the full what the propensity is. With substatitial love at heart, the mother leads the
the darkness.
i
and touch and carey pouring into their.
The first of May dawns. The carts come. wounded souls the Samaritan’s oil of health wretched little creature a life worse
It threatens rain, but not a drop until you and consolation. Let me not offend by than that of a typical dog; ahd makes of its
get your best rosewood chairs out of doors, too harsh a simile; because the great . army peculigrity, whatever that may be, a perand your bedding on the top of the wagon. of temporary devils is followed by this little sonal offense, which she is justified in" reBe out at twelve o'clock you must, for an- army of angels with their alabaster boxes senting and. never leaving alone. And if
it be so with her children, much more. with
other family are on your heels, and Ther- full of heavenly sympathy, big-plumed war
mopyle was a very tame "pass compared claims a new feather to its ‘cap of glory. her husband, for whom her tenderness is
with the excitement which
rises when two The sentiment circulates in different forms naturally less; though concerning him she
families meet in the same hall—these mov- of expression, that it is a redeeniing feature evidently does not know her own mind;
ing out and those moving in. . They swear, of modern war that it calls out such a flood for when she has worried him into his
unless they have
positive principles to pro- of sympathy and such heroic activifies of be- grave, the man who all his life was such a
“hibit. A mere
theory, on the subject of nevolence for the alleviation of suffering. trial to her, such a cross, perhaps such a
swearing will be no hindrance.
Long-es- “Thus war is now making this. ‘ redeeming brute, she puts on widow's weeds of the
tablished propriety of pesch, buttressed up feature,” as it is called, a new claim to the deepest hue, and worries her sons and
etermination, is the world's admiration j=to wash ouf the red. daughters with the uncomfortable reaction’
. by the most stalwart
papa,” whose virtues
only safety. Men who. talk right the rest of foot-prints of its desolations with the tears in favor of ‘poor
the year sometimes let slip on the first of of Christian philanthropy they cause to flow, come to the front with a bound.
Infelicitous at home,
these : worryin,
May. We know a member of the church and then to claim that the world owes to its
who usgs 110 violence of speech except on bloody work the outflow of all these tender people are almost- more than flesh an
blood can bear as traveling companions
moving day, and then he frequently cries and generous sympathies and benevolent
abroad. Always sure that the train is
out: ‘* By the great’ United States ” All efforts. ‘going to start and.leave them behind; that
day long the house is full of racket: ‘ Look
But these standing armies of Florence
out how you scratch that table!” ¢ There! Nightingales are coming up to a new their landlord is a robber and in league
you haves dropped the ‘leg out of that mission. They will not content themselves with brigands; that they will: be dashed
piano!” * There goes the looking-glass !” much longer with giving this ‘‘ redéeming down the precipice which tens of thousands have passed in safety before; wor*“ Queh! you have smashed my finger !” feature ” to modern war. They
will not
‘“ Didn't you see you were pushing me satisfy their sympathies by walking behind rying about the luggage; and where is that
trunk? And are Jou sure you, saw the
against the wall ?¥ ¢“ Get ouf of the way ! its armed hosts to assuage the miseries o
ortmanteau safe? And have you the
It’s one o'clock, and your fhings are not their horrible work. The world has blesshalf moved ! Carmen ! take hold and tum- ed them for binding up the wounds made keys? And the custom-house officers will
ble these things into the street!” Our car- on the field of battle. How much more will find that bottle of eau de ¢ologne, and
«men and theirs get into a fight. Our serv- it bless them for staying the hands raised to charge both fine and duty for it; and have
you changed the money? And are you
ants on our side, their servants on theirs.
inflict such wounds ! They- can and will
And what’ are
We, opposed to anything but peace, try to earn this greater blessing. They can and sure you have enough?
quiet the strife, yet if they must go on, feel will yet put a hand on the sword arm of the fares? And you have been cheated;
we would like to
have our carmen triumph. every nation lifted for war that will stay the and what a bill for only one breakfast ‘and
Like England
dating our late war, we re- stroke. - Let them believe and feel this, and one night!—and so on. The personsewho.
main neutral, yet have our preferences as prove to the world that they claim a higher undertake a journey with a constitutional
to have nerves of iron and
to which shall beat. Now .dash comes the mission than to serve in warcamps and war worrier ought
~ rain, and the water cools off the heat of the hospitals that they can and will stand across a head of ice. They will leave nothing to
combatants, The carmen must drive fast the path of the destroyer and bar the path the care of ordinary rule, let nothing go
by faith. The luggage is always being
80 as to get the things out of the wet, but to the field of battle. .
:
lost, according to them ; accidents are cerslow so as not to rub the furniture.
It'is all very well, and like her mother’s
tain to happen half a dozen times'a day,
As our last load starts, we go in to take a nature, forthe eldest daughter of Quéen
are invariably damp. Their
farewell look at the old place. In that par- Victoria to sit up nights in her palace at and the a
lor we have been ‘gay with our friends Potsdam picking lint and making comforts mosquito bites are worse than any other
many a time, and as we glance round the and cordials for- wounded Prussian soldiers. person’s, and no one is plagued with small
beasts as they are. They worry all through
room, we seem to see the great group of It is a pleasant sight to see her walking
to
their faces.” The best furniture we ever their hospitals with a basketful of these the journey, till you-wish yourself dead
had in our parlor was a circle of well-wish- things on her arm. Her smile looks cheery twenty times at least, before the month is
out; and when they come home, they tell
ers. Here is the bedroom where Wwe slept bon
voice sounds tenderly to the maimoff the- world’s cares, and got up
as the ed, sick and dying, as shé bends over their their friends they would have enjoyed
5 immensely had they been allark when the morning sky beckons it up- pillows with her heart, hands and eyes full the
ward, Many a time this room’ has been of the sweetest ‘harities of a woman's lowed, but they were so much annoyed and
*_ full of slee from door-sill to ceiling. We symyathy. Thisis all very well, and the worried, that they lost half. the pleasure of
always did feel grandly after we had pit an blessings of bruised and broken men ready the trip.
So k will be to the end of time. As
eight-hour nap between us and lifée’s per- to perish, go up to her bending ear from
plexities. We are accustomed to divide their - pale, half-speechless. lips. But the children, fretful; as boys and girls, imour time into two parts; the first to be de- broader blessing of the wide world would patient and ill-tempered; as men and
voted to hard, blistering, consuming work, fall on her and the like of her, if they would women, worrying, interfering and" restless;
and the rest to be given to the most jubi- unite their powerful influence to put an end as old people, peevish and i
will die as they have lived, and the worl
lant fun, and sleep comes under the last forever to this terrible havoe on mankind.
head. We step into the nursery for a last Such gvomen could bring into the field about them will draw a deep breath of rethe doll-ba- againgt war millions of their sex in all lief when the day of their departure
look ! The crib is. gore, and
bles and the block lotises. but he.echoes
ristian lands. © With a holy crusade they comes, in spite of any virtues they may
ave not
yet sto
1lo
:
‘May's might organize against the destroyer ! The have had, and will feel their-atmosphere . so”
laugh, and Faith's ee bi
’s Sly
very angels that sang their song of ‘‘ Peace much the lighter for théir loss.—Saturday
as he urged the hobby-horse to its utmost on earth, good will to men,” might well Review.
speed, both heels struck into the flanks, till sing the same song over again'at the advent
out of his glass eyes the horse .seemed to of woman's influence to this
great cgnsumFather Keep's Courtship?
say: * Do that again and I will throw you mation. Does any one question the practito the other side of the trundle-bed I” Fare- cal force of that influence ? It is.
that.
While pursiing theological studies in
well, old house ! It did not suit us exactly, the bombardment of Paris was held from
Goshen,
he was a boarder in the family of
but;thanz God for the good times we had week to wéek in abeyance by the
peisonal- Judge Nathan Hale, where he became ac. init !
and earnest entreaty
of Queen Victoria. quainted with Miss Lydia Hale, whom he
Moving-day is almost gone. It is al- Just think of it. A single letter dictated by married soon after entering upon his work
most night. Tumble everything into
the her woman’s heart and permed by her womBlandford.
new house. Put up the
1 But an’s hand to the King of Prussia, hds shut at The
story of their courtship illustrates
who has the wrench, and who the screws? | the mouths of a thousand: huge mortars
simple manners of the times. Several
Packed up, ave they ? In what box?
It ready to pour a murderous tempest of fire the
boarded in the family, and the
may be any one of the half dozen.
Ah, and brimstone and red hot iron upon the be- studénts
mother being an invalid, much of the
now I know in which box you will find it; leaguered sity,
household responsibility came upon the oldin the last one you open.
Hungry, ' are
gue is not this a woman's question ? Why, est daughter; Lydia.
John
Keep, with a
you? No time to talk of food till the we were recently told that in one sortie helpful disposition, undertook
the duty of
crockery is
unpacked. True enough, here from Metz four hundred, widows and more
building the winter morning fire in the
they come !
at last jolt of the cart fin- than a thousand half-erphans were wade in kitchen
fire-place; and while the other
ished the teacups.
~The jolt before that

* fractured some of the

plates, and Bridget

now drops the’ rest of them. The Paradise
of crockery merchants is
ving day. I
think, from the results which Oa
hat

they must, about the first of May, = spend

most of their time in praying. for success in
business.
:
Seated on the boxes, you take tea, and
then down, with the carpets.
They must
be stretched, and pieced, and pulled, and
matched, The whole family are on their

knees at the work, and red in_the face, and |
before the tagks are driven all the fingers
have been
mered once, and are taking a
second bruising,

Peced to find i,

here are the

Where the

Nothing

tacks

Where

P

is where you ex-

is the hammer?-

the hatchet ?

\

“Where

nails? Where the windo

the

es? Where

is the slat to that: old bedstead?
Where
ave the rollers to that stand?
The sweet

- 0il has been emptied into the blackberr
_jam.. The pickles and the plums’ i

gone out together a swimming. = The lard
.and the butter have id as. skillfully as

Qugh a grocer

animal

in the

imifation

actions

are

not

:

subject to repent

oh

:

Be contented with thy lot.

of

a son he was
HX
Dydu
ho knew

They

king, this rascal bird exclaimed, ‘Give the
knave a
at I”
Buffon states :—*‘‘When
venders,
full expectation of an order,
cried their
oods- under a lady's window,
“Old clo,’ ¢
ttles to mend,’ “Fine fresh sal-

his

death,

and

his

words

of Christian

coun-

a

and had his face well covered with lather,
after which operation the barber went
through the customary process of stropping
his razor. Polly who had until this mo-

lance at

back for

The
vepation proved too strong for Polly, who

citing

8 M.
.)

was

contemplating.

ulin’ 8 f or

atching the critical moment for ex-

a thrilling sensation, she waited until

the
barber appro ached his client, razor in
hand, and then cried out, ‘Cut his throat!

cut'his throat!”

which

exclamation,

it is

needless to say, had the effect of making the

life we trust she is now

of eternal rest.

The

enjoying in the haven

8; tho

with other relatives and friends, to mourn

at loss.

But they

ave no hope.

.

sequently only a circle of distant

medita- | died in Buxton,

:

One evening,however, hi$ pres-

of typhoid fever, January

N. F. WEYMOUTH,

RICHARD PIKE died very

di-

+

her after life which were made

Mutual

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
Oigniisel
SETTS

'

only”

*

sage which leads from the little paved yard
L. EARL died in Plymouth,
to the garden. » They are light, airy, paper- 27; EUGENE
aged 26. The - deceased. was
an
ed with flowery, patterns. There the late | ent young man, beloved and respected
central committee

y his death

eld its meetings ; it was | large circle of friends.

.

.

their hideous heads against

a member of the Freewill Baptist church in that

am: onthe

scene

lace. She was baptized by Rev. John Swett,
er married life of a little more, than ‘seven:

rs walk up and down

laughing.

eat black wall pierced by balls,
and the crest of which is crumbling, rises
like a witness and relates the crime.
It
is against this wall that they were shot.
It seems that at the last moment General
Lecomte, till then dignified and resolute,
felt his courage fail. He tried to struggle,
to fly, he ran several Steps in the garden;

then, instantly -retaken, shaken,
of his children.

sobbing.

painful sickness

she was

knees,

She fell asleep

in Jesus, and, like

“I have

five!”

N. JONES.

MRS. DruSiLLA E. Kerra, wife of Wm.
Keith, died in Pownal, of consumptior, March
21st, aged 31 years.
Mrs. Keith never publicly
professed Christ,
but about three years ago,

| whilst drinking of the cup of afiliction, her attention was called to the importance of seeking
salvation through Christ. She then secretly
hoped

that

her

sins

were

forgiven,

that

Christ had become her Saviour; but not until a
few weeks before her death, did she obtain that
clear and full evidence of a¢ceptance with him,
hich enabled her to give up cheerfully a be-

loved husband, four small children, loving parents,” brothers and sisters, and a large

dear friends, and

pass

triamphantly

. circle

of

over the

Funeral services by

spoke | the writer.

said

and

:

D.C. B,

he,

DEA, JONATHAN MORRILL died in Athens
Village, April 26th, aged 64 years, Thirtyis
gave his heart to Christ
were fathers in years ago Bro. Morrill
voices replie with and was baptized by Eld. Call. He did not con-

The father’s heart burst through

the soldier's tunic.
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emotion to this heart-stirrthg appeal;: but

own business and bosoms,

whether it en-
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If with any church until the organiza-

tion of our church
when himself and
that composed the
od man,
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A NERVOUS INVALID has published for

the benefit of young men and others who suffer
from Nervousness, general Debility, &c., a treatise
supplying the means of self- cure. ‘Written by ome
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving a post.
paid directed envelope. a
3ms8

Clergymen,

Superintendents

and all Buyers of

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

at his plaee four years ago,
to send
wife were among the thirteen will find it for the advantage of their Schools
i
church at its organization. He _all orders direct to
his house" was a home for
Messrs: DD. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,
ns. The village and church will miss
one of the LARGEST and (BEST Ser
He leavesa wife and two children and whose Stock isUnited.
1 4
IASG
.
States,

:

J: W. CARR. |

OLIVER, died in Starks, March bod
I Bapa member of’ the
tist church in Starks, and although the médsen-

HOUSEHOLD

JAMES

Oliver was

ger came suddenly,
we trust he was
gO.
.ih

4
)

lected, in the

God comfort, them.

an aged mother.

Bro.

will

corfésponding directly with them, and all persons in-

There

that crowd, and some

since the
}

All Policies Absolutely Non - Forfeitable

Q

the

righteous, was blessed in her death, while a
small church, many relatives and friends mourn

dragged, |river to the other shore.

and

blessed

this life; but her “ sun went down while dt was

yet day.”

@%, and I fird | her.departure..

of'th

hustled, he fell on his

her

with all that kind friends could
could dido to hold her in

it’ difficult to feel its power. The weather
is mild, the sky clear.
The soldiers of
Montmartre who surround me look kindly
They sing, they play at corks.
énough.
The g
But a

in

A Dividend has been declared each year
organization of this Company.

#

in fo of Hanover, yee

patience,

at the option of the insured.

ts.

Sister C. was a Christian, and

which she bore with

Vi

7
Dividends are declared annually, aftergthe first
payment, availbble immediately as Cash, in payment
of Premium, orto increase the amount of insurance

N. B.—Active and energetic Agents are wanted in
every Countyin the State, with whom liberal and
permanent contracts will be made.
14tf

C. H. KIMBALL.
atis separated by See trellis-work, with
; i "ARABELLA E. COLBY, wife of James M. Colby
tes to which ells are attached.

years was happy, and

.

ELIZUR WRIGHT, Actuary.

Post Office Building,
;
" GREAT FALLS, N. H.

remained exposed for two days. I descend | of his son, Charles Mudgett.” The disease
which finally caused his death was consumption,
with a heavy heart the three steps which aggravated
doubt by a severe accident which
lead to the garden, in which each dweller caused the no
loss of one eve. Father Woodman
has his corner of gooseberry bushes and clem- | conducted the services at his funeral.

nothing was standing but some twenty lime |
trees, recently lopped, leafless, and raising
their hard, gray branches in the air like
vultures’ claws. = An iron railing ran behind them as a wall, and showed the valley
in the distance immense, mournful, where |
the Jong factgry chimneys smoke. - Things
0 wn as do Jie beings. Here I
soften

President.

Secretary.

GENERAL ACENT FOR N.H.,®

dled with balls were brought, and there they | the last years of his life peacefully, at the home

The [.gjoq of consumption,

B. AGER,

JAMES G. YOUNG,

the window-panes, scenting blood like wick, N. H.; Jan. 17, aged 76 years. He died in
wolves ; there, at last, the two corpses rid-| the triumphof Christian faith. Bro. .M: spent

he anger of a erowd had been there.

Law.

P. SANGER,

with

OLANDO W. MUDGETT died in Center Sand-

enclostires were down, the borders torn up ;| 29, aged 24 years.

GEORGE

Applicants,

by a
aged,

there that on the afternoon of the 18th the | widowed mother is eprived of the staff on
vhich she was leaning, and brothers and sisters
two generals were brought, and there they we
bereaved.
We trust that it was through
felt the anguish of the last hour, while the zrace that he was enabled to suy, ‘“I am "not
crowd stood in heaps in the garden, and raid to die.”
N.F. WwW.
linesmen' leant

Exponent of the “ MASSACHU-

terested in Life Insurance by a Company conducted
on‘correct principles, whether as Agent, Solicitor or

March
excel-

an

4s the

NON - FORFEITURE”

" GEORGE

‘and saw this little street, with its pebbly bythe smiles of her Saviour. During a long and
road, its gardens and houses with but few painful illness, her faith increased and triumphed,
she realized more than ever, the sustaining
stories, I fancied myself in the country in and
power of the Christian’s hope.
Such patience,’
one of those quiet suburbs where the town submission and cheerfulness as shone out in het
spreads ouwt-and dwindles to disappear at
’
ear
thie edge of the fields.
As one a
vances the street widens, becomes more
A
animated. There, tents in lines, cannons; {closed
her eyes without a struggle.
guns in stacks; then to the lefta large porMrs, HANNAH, wife of Newfon 8. Hatch, died
tico, before which" national guards smoke in Tamworth, April 2d, aged 82 years. This
Christian lady became a member of
their "pipes. The house stands back, and is amiable
our church during the pastorate of Rev. J. Emnot seen from the road. After some hesita- ery. Her religion was uniform, ever moving on
tion the sentry allowed mie to go in. « Itis a in cheerfulness and hope. Her ecstacies did not
two-storied hoyse, between a courtyard and keep pace with her well doing and submission,
‘a garden, with nothing tragic aboutit. It but her peace was ‘like a river.” *“ As a shock of
cometh in in its season,” so did thigripe age
"belongs to the heirs of M. Scribe. This corn
bend to the great reaper, leaving her friends to
cut-throat den is born of a vaudeville. The mourn for one endeared for her many Fitted
rooms of the ground floor open on the pas-

Life

Insurance Company,

BAILEY.

endurable,

COLLEGE.

JOHN HANCOCK

The street of the Rosebushes!
You may ber till death. So marked were her sad and
experiences that none who knew-her,
in vain trust to the names of streets and to joyous
doubt her love for the Saviour ahd. his
their peaceful aspect. When, having climb- could
cause.
The sudden death of a very dear father
| ed over barricades and mitrailleurs, I arriv- when she was 17 years of age, cast shadows on
ed up there,behind the mills of Montmartre,

to

6

:

- PROFINDA BLAISDELL died in Tamworth,Feb.
14, aged 69 years and 7 months.
She experienced
religion in her youthful - days, was
SP
tized by Rev. J. Woodman, united with the
chureh in-&atan, and continued a worthy mem-

The Scene of a Great Crime.

particulars, apply

ment.

~MRS. NANCY B. BLAISDELL, widow of Heze-.
kiah Blaisdell, late of Suton, died in Bradford.
March 23, aged 67 years,
7 months and 23
thinking that he had committed himself, and | ays. She was baptized by Rev. H. D. Buzzell
ctober 12, 1823, and united with the Freewill
had better apologize, called out," “Sorry I
The overpowering effect on the Baptist church of Weare, her native town.
spoke.’

A
be more easily imagined Funeral services by Rev. David A.W.
World.
2
4
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MRS. MARY J, E. ADKINSON,
Teacher of Insirus
mental Music,
!
4
Calendar for 1870-71.—Fall'term beging Sep~
tember 6, and guds November 26.
Sprirg term
ging March 7, and ends May 27.
.
Bumither term begins June 8, and ends August 18,

C ‘OM.

8. POINDEXTER.

Trust.

WILLIAM
REED, Professor.of Mathematics.
Miss JORIE SUMPTON, Teacher of Primary Depari-

sugglenly in Water-

:

For

-" RIDGEVILLE

the door with him, when the bird, perhaps

con,
tion may
a

20g

REV. J.L.COLLIER, A, M., President,
REV. LD. ADKINSON,
A.M. Professor of Ancient
:

ot as far as

and had

Special

Bpog

©. ‘A. MOOERS,
Waterbury Center, Vt., Apr. 8, 1871.

il 14, aged 83. A

boro’, Me,, April 3, aged 64 years.

‘Cheer

On this, the butler was

tained.

will commence May 4th.

31,

CARRIE L., infant datghter of Mark Ww. and

entirely forgotten, For some time he maintained a decorous silence, but at length, inrected to move him,

lace

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
The Summer Term of Green Mountain Seminary

ence happened to be unnoticed, and he was | flelen A. Thing, died in Alfred, Me., March 3.

boys, cheer.”

bv]
00
10.00

;

Anniversary Exercises, June 21st.

relatives and

take it into his head to join irrevently in the | 800d woman, wife and mother.

with

ih,

D. M. WAITT, Teacher in Commercial Department.
Length of Term, ten weeks.
2
|’ CALENDAR, 1871—Spring Term egins February 2.
Yall
“
* Amat a4,

Wipow HANNAH GARLAND died in Buxton,
of lung fever, January
29,
d 84
years. She
professed faith in Christ in the mo
of life,

assembled for prayers, for fear lest he might | in North Berwick, M¥e., a

came

ty!

MissL. MARTA SIMONS, ‘Associate. i
Mgs.J, ¥, STEERE,
of Music.

their

mourn not as those who

ed 49 years and 2 months.
She was a member
h such expressions undoubtthe
Buxton F. Baptist church, a good
ear, owing princi
, per- wife, and an indulgent mother, She leaves, to
haps, to their comical 2 Deiacipally Khe mourn their great loss, a husband and two chil‘Rev. F. O. Morris relates: *‘A parrot be-| dren, with many other relatives and friends.
:
A. G. HHL,
to some friends of mine was
:
longi
eneren out of the room when the
ally
mily
Ms, REBECCA, wife of Joshua Furbish, died

stead of ‘Amen,’ out he

; 4

I

ghar

West Lebanon, AprilMy 187,

!

edly shock

responses.

”
Vocal

W]
MAENE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
HENRY DUNNEL, died also in Buxton, of
aged 65 years and 4
~. PrersemeLo, Me, ©
guick
consumption,
Feb.
4,
months. Tni1860, under the labors'of Rev. L
EORGE
B,
FILES,
A. B., Precep
B. Cook, he sought and found the Saviour, and Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON
is ee A
became a member of the 2d Buxton F. Ba
church. * He: lpaves a wife and four children, BOHN
WADE, A
At Nororal Dep't.

vout nature, and appear somewhat. irrev-

ta

TUITION.
be
2
lessons),
‘Music,

Good boarding

friends remain to mourn over her departure.
erent to short-sigh A
* Of course,
D., wife of Mr. Charles Waterman,
they simply repeat phrases they have picked | ABIGAIL
;
wicked

;

and teacher

attention given jo Fone iting ke Gotiene
lege.

a

away down the next street. Occasionally | the people of her choice. All her near relatives
Qarsols acquire phraseology of a vulgar or passed over the river of death before her; con-

bere and there, without

Principal.

v

Common
Penmanship,
Instruction. in

sailor bolt-likea shot out of the shop, and | and indentified herself with the F. Baptists as

4p

A, B.

VaaAnguages
&
i

reward of such

‘

&e.
ACADEMY,

Miss A, V. HAYES, teacher of Wax Work.

Wipow SArAr DUNNEL diedtin Buxton, of
palsy, Nov, 17, 1810, aged 86 years. Sister D.
embraced religion when young, and lived a conn life.

+ M. NELSON,

H. FERNALD),
Rial Frscepiros,
C,

sistent Ch

"

jd

Mrs. E. J. COWELL, teacher
of Drawing.
T A STACY, teacher of Penmanship and

t who lived in a
er's
nd of Londen. One day |be sustained by the Christian’s hope.

sailor seated himself on the shop chair,

eviden!
fan. *

\ H PEARSON,

cially

He leaves twom
daughters,
ofa family of eleven members. Ma

corded of a
shop at the

dee

The Summer Term of Lebanon Academy will commence Tuesday,
. and contin
eeks,”
Fv
prt
nd
i
gen
a

© was

mon,’ her parrot used to amuse himself with |
the annoyance he
ve in answering, ‘No;
none to-day. ."
sory was reeently re- grave;

ag a

8.
suporintendent of the himse

Not more thana wis

Brevityis speciilly important.

him;

Christian; earnest, active’ and consiste

office he filled with eredit to
are celebrated by the single square can well be afforded to any single the
school,. His lose will ;
oldest writers in this respect, and by writ- obitugry.
family; ehurch,
8. sch
Verses are inadmissible,
ers of eve _ country and language; and,
porn
, the "writer 0 3
therefore, they have established their claiins
congregatio]
‘MR. JOHN B. DREW; of this city, died’at ‘the
as Linguists Henry VIL.’s parrot, it is said,
residence
of
kis)
dau
Beth
r.in
Haverhill,
Mass.
,
of
:
mself from drowning by crying out, quick consumption
saved
1871,aged 64
Academies,
and upon his and 8 months, He had. been's member 0 “the
“A boat! £20 for a boat!
benefactor-demanding that amount from the Wasitiugton St. ¥. B. church several yearsat
WEST LEBANON

voice,

+
v

:

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion

i

"

| vious to his 24th Disthalax He experienced
jf
0 last fall; was ba)
.the writer and
joined the Walcott and
ta
iL

. PARTICULAR Norce! Persons wishing objt«aries published in the Morning Star, who do

the implacable linesmen would not heara
a single Prussian regiment.
If any one members ‘of the family contihued their word. : ¢ ¥ do mot shoot him to-day,
‘doubts this is a woman's question, let him mori nap, Miss Lydia came down to ar- he will have
us. shot: to-mofrow.”
e
go and take the census of the widows and range for breakfast. There was usually was pushed against the wall. A sergeant
atherless children which bloody war has time to.spare in the long winter mornings’ of the line almost immediately advanced,
made in
France and Germany.
Let-him go and they sat and sang together the old toward him. “General,” said he, ‘if you
and ask the hundred thousand widowed church tunes, Mear and St. Martin's, with will promise—" , Suddenly ‘changin
i8
mothers in those desolate lands what they fitting conversation interspersed. It is not mind, he stepped: two aces back an
8think of this being a womans question, sitange that such fire-kindling. should .re- charged his chagsepot
11 in the od de
Let him sit down in the shadow of that sult in kindling
another flame; and when chest, ' The others had only to nish the
great sorrow that rests upon half a million the winter and spring were gone, ashe deed. Clement Thomas never showed a
of darkened and wasted homes, and ‘ask the was about to go before the Association for moment's weakness. His back against the
fatherless children that crouch wan and approval, Mr, Keép ventured to state his same wall as Lecomte, but two paces from
h
in the gloom, what they think of thoughts and wishes to Miss Lydia, askin
his corpse, he made head against death to
this being a woman's Question, a mother’s her to consider his proposal a. week, an
the end, and spoke very Darshiy, ‘When
Suestio, 4 datighter's and a sister's question. ‘then give him a definite Leply. Before the the guns were lowered he,by an ins tinctive
lessed, thrice blessed forever be the wom- week closed
ore his face;
she put. into his hand. a paper, | gesture, placed. his left arm.
“en of “this broad land, who have tested mostly blank, with per Lame Wi the
r and this old republican died in thq attitude
some of these sad experiences, if they shall tom of the
of Cassar. Above the pe e where they fell
page, an
e following pos
ve an answer to this question that shall
oe pt your, proposal, and, that against that wall, sad god naked as the
“1
-geript:
‘put them in the lead of their sex throughmark in a shooting-gallery, some branches
ou may make your “arrangements unemout the world, in a victorious’ crusade
may put above ’'my name of peach are still trained, and an sarly flowyou
arrassed,
against this terrible foe of our race. any words you may choose, expressive of er in
in whiteness which the ullets
hu Burritt.
i
“my affection for you, and I will redeem the have gpared and .the ‘ powder failed to
gu
“|
3 Religion is a personal business : and if all pledge.” ' That. pledge: was redeemed by - blacken.— Paris Letter.
the rest of the world were to forsake Christ, Tare fidelity and devotion through “almost
‘sixty years of married life. Pres.— Fairchild
We should think of ourselves in divine
it would be our duty to follow Him.
d bring home every «truth to our
in
Cong. Quarterly.
things

had
mixed them.
The
thought it would . be
rand sport to move are. satiated, and one
Good
5 f “half the city of New Yorkat the close of. ance.
ildre © who
children

than any other

man’s

without a vietim, fi would be only for a ment remained silent, cast “a sly
was thrown
time, indeed, for the exit of one would be Jack Tar, whose h
the signal for the entrance of another. The the next part of the by

ed to the songs she sung to the glory of his

find out for the first time how

sweetened. .There is no
- .and you have no time to

on whom, therefore, they revenge

from his Jacerated brow, are Song 16 the
rescue of His great inheritance and k
m
on earth, from thé power and domination of
this malignant tyrant of a Christian age
which has so
won woman’s admiration,

The teapot that we used before

coffee tastes when salted, or

whose existence puts them out of tune, and

those women who washed the thorn-prints

are only painful reminiscences of ‘ what" they

alike that you

to be

pens; but there is sure to be some one

cross and first at the sepulcher of.the Prince
of Peace; the daughters by spirit-birth of

came to you on sha
crockery, which
ds about to be thrown away, and the knives

we
got our * new set ” comes -on in time to
“ remind us how - common Wwe once were.
You can upset the coffee without soiling the
table-cloth, for there is none. The salt and
r come to you in cups looking so much
«Su

people

.or brotlfer, or friend or servant, as it hap-

another host. of softer hands and gentler
voice, ral
to our holy cause. The
daughters of
those’ who were last at the

*

accommodations approach the intolerahje.
Everything is packed up.
The dinner

once were.

never know these

cord by continual worrying. Yet they
banner in their toilshardened hands, we see | wouldbe miserable. if their grievance was

never

-

ou

without a grievance.. It may be husband

into the field against war, bearing our white

sand things that you laid away because you
might some

plains or on a table-land, they hate monotony and long for undulations,

1}

‘Woman’s Question and Work.

beavers that you pught to have. given awa

sty
4

Parrots talk, It is said that one belonging to a Cardinal learned to say the Apos; ‘but whether true or not, it iw
wronged. . The windis in the east, and tles’ Creed
they are personally injured; the rain has certain that, owing to the formation of their
x and tongne, they are more capable
come on a pleasure day, or "has not come | p

thing to complain of, and

time that moving day comes again, may tain and the elements are out of human
eir heads. . compacking
of
they have made enough money to buy a control, . They make themselves the most
before, the work
wo
wretched of martyrs,
foo, if they are ina
menced. It is astonishing how many box- house from which they will never have to country they do not like, and they never
all
contain
to
d
‘move
until
the
House
of
many
mansions
be
require
are
barrels
and
‘es
do like the country they are in,
down
your wares. You come upon a thousandto ready to receive them!—Rev, T. D. Tal- in a valley they are suffocated; if in the
forgotten, too good

“things that you had
throw away and too poor to keep: old fad-

Obituaries.

Remarkable Parrots.

3
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:
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They know the luxury of having some-

the ul thought that it

takes less time to keep a smaJl._house clean
than a big one. May they
Mave plenty of
Spaulding’s
glue with which ‘to repair
breakages !
ay “the carpets fit better
than they, expected,
and the family that
out have taken all their cockroaches
Mo
and bedbugs
with them!
‘And better than

4
5

kot. uc

t is a social earthquake

v

Wo

Ing

A

nually

“The first of Ma is to many the beginning
rom that ‘are ned he
of the year,
an

“horses of the

ste

TA.

no

gu

May all the victims, of moving day find
their new home attractive. If they have
gone into a smaller house, 'let them con-

—

ng: People.
Worryi
A

May day g to bed worn out, ‘sick, and dis- |.

Moving Day.
—
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MACAZINE

contains In évery number one complete
prize story valued at $100. Forty pages

of other matter, x anh) 1, Sold by News-dealers at
10 ots. per copy. Splendid Premiums. $500 cash to be
awarded for prize clubs, Specimen copy free. Address

N 8. WOOD,

Newburgh, N. Y.
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MARY BATES died in Athens Village, April
12th, aged 85 years, For many years
past; sister

Bytes

has suffered much

with the asthma,

Dis-

ease and old age at last cotigtiéred the body, but
home,
longed for
the soul was victorious and

and the body even rests in hope.
:

w

C3

FANNY, widow of the. late Rev.’ John Wallis,
of Freeman, died,in Concord, Me., Jan. 16th,
aged86 years.

She with

her

companion

uni

With the F. B. church in Freeman at its organi.

zation in 1843, of which sho

ained a worthy

join the
member until released by was deathan toaffecti
onate
chureh, griwinphant. She
companion, a

ki nd. and

indulgent

mother,X

and.

loved and respected by all who knew her. Her
house ‘was a welcome home for the servants of
rests from her labor, leaving a large
.

48

loss.

of relatives and friends "to: mourn - their
E. WiNsLow.

SOLON J. CONANT, son of Dea. J. F. Conant,
predied in Hardwick, Vt., April 17th, one day

The New Treatise, just revised iby order

of the General Conference, can now

",

on application, for 25 cents for. each copy.

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

2 cents each for two or more gopies.
ders are solicited.
Vim

/

ron

ai

Or-
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etc., do not fade.

Umber

makes

For window-blinds,
article.

bi

annual re-union Friday
the festival of the Society
tomac.

not

It now seems probable that a strong effort will

The

Princess

Dora

without gloss.

d’Istra is said to be the

be made in the Senate to amend the treaty of | most learned woman in the
world, reads and

‘Washington, -

A steamer left London recently
repair the broken Atlantic cable.

to

attempt

to

tons less this year than last.
The advices from Buenos Ayres state

that

of houses,

the | Hubert, with
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decorations

in

diamonds.
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Dr. Bhlich®

By the new Franco-German treaty just conclud-

~ed-at ¥Frankfort, Bismarck remits half a milliard
“#gated,and in consideration

vent wood from decay. Hefice, a paint which
does this perfectly is the best, even ifit cog€twice

as much. A

?
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In olden time

:

st material you can ‘get.

A telegraphic feat brings England aid India,

speech the disestablishment of the charch of EngMr. Glad-

London and Bombay, within whispering distance.

"stone, Disraeli, Roundell Palmer and othe
A commercial
was recently, for the first
posingit, and upon the division there was an time, sent directmessage
from England to India without
adverse majority-of 286, 1
The

© come

re-transmission; a distance of 6,000 miles. . -

affairs of the communists can hardly be-

Professo

r W. G. Brill of Utrecht is preparing
worse. General Rossel has resigned, in a | , ow edition
of the Voyage of Bt. Brandaen,’
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the central
n Sumi
tee and the of mites of public gk - Moos ”
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Coo or the node arketie remains of

sacred poetry, of the Middle Netherlands. The
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tee . ofno organizatfon has issued
proclamation
that
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only edition that has hitherto appeared of this
braid
ancient Doe,
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Sir ‘John Fredrick William Herschel, the only | one by M. Blommae »OF even an:
rt of Ghent,

son of the gredt astronomer,
and himself an as-

"tronomer of ‘world-wide repute, died
at London

Wednesday
niorhiug
at the age of 79. ed
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Many

persons can

not

help

earlier

time, is

having

slight

| qualms of disgust at the thought of tracing
their
descent back
D
to the monkey, y. How much more

eammibale?

| And yet is a pretty well established fact that the

earliest inhabitants of Europe were such. With
the aneient Irish, it is said, it was.a matter of re-

of the palaces of the
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A correspondentof T'ilton’s Jousnal of Hor

cure gives his mode of raising ‘Lima beans,
a8 to have them for more. than two months,
beginning before the middle of August, as fol
lows:
‘

As Thad inmy garden Limas in perfection for

more than two months,

and

on

exhibition

and
take
ure,
teur

August

in
13th,

September 10th received the first prize, 1
the liberty to communicate my mode of cultbelieving it will be of some interest to amacultivators, if'-notto others. The beans were

planted in box

frames

(“ cucumber

boxes,”

so

called by market gardeners) about the 1st of May,
in the cold grapery, transplanted in open ground

May 80th. “ Cucumber boxes” are simply sidés

of a box seven inches widé at the top, eight inch- |

taine; Franee, some very cutfous, engravings of es ‘at bottom, and six inchés high.
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of which is unequaléd by the publications of any other
house

herd of twenty-six camels, all but two of which
were born and raised in this state. But two of
the old herd of nine or ten brought here some

now

632,000

Don’t purchase until you have ezamined “PURE GOLD,”
“BRIGHT JEWELS,” “FRESH LAUR&LS,” “GOLDEN CEN-

The succinct facts in reference to this terrible

Massachusetts Horticultural Hall,

The sugar crop of British Guinea 18 the largest | futtering is-itto'
bo-Aefeondod trom

of Favre and Thiers have been

the ochres,

or household colors. These save him much labor in mixing and tinting. But he should by all
means afoid paints called chemical, as they have
water m ed with their oil, and can not necessa~
rily be as good as the others mentioned, which
are mixed with oil alon e.—New York World.

advocated in a | month, April 23.

‘The motion wis overwhelmed,

of the farm

somegf

if he chooses, so great have been the improvements ii the trade, buy his paints mixed up,
ready for use, under the name of house and villa

In the House of Commons,Mr. Miall, membef | and. Shakespeare died on the same day of the
for Bradford, moved for

land.

the

vise

generally remembered, by the by, that Cervantes

and

general

in

the best paint; tint it if you wanticolA movement is said to be on foot in Madrid te or; onusing
the iron or steel red lead is, perhaps, the
observe the anniversary

and Peru are

making dangerous headtvay. They are threaten- |
of the birth-day of Cering Panama, and have notified -the United States vantes, and next October an effort
will be made
consul that he had better not send the Resaca aft- | to celebrate the occasion by a dinner
of the literer the Montijo. In Peru the rebels have captured | ary men and journalists
of the capital. It is not

Lima.

sych

thing nice, use as pure linseed as you can buy.
For farm utensils, on wood work, we would ad-

suggest splendid gifts to
:

Over

‘img

On a ranch on the Carson river, eight miles be-

Frenchmen,

a
SCHOOL

"By Rev't Rob’t Lowry and W. Howard Doane,

“PURE

low the mouth of Six-mile Canon, and about
seventeen miles east of the city, is to be seen a

are

SUNDAY

Will be the Leading Sunday School Sing -

to be acclimated vo Nevada. The owners of the
herd find no more difficulty to breed and rear
by a greatdeal.
Porgie or Menhaden oil is good ‘them than would be experienced with the same
for very eommon work; but ‘on houses; or any- number -of goats or donkey
“: The ranch
s.
upon

ties the Mace-Coburn fight has been indefinitely | that dealers in drink occasionally have qualms as
postpon
The insurgents
in New Granada

for the

indicated

BEST

The fact that

acclimation and use of'camels in

In oils always get the best
Ynseed you can.
Never use petroleum. It does it pay in the end

"Through the vigilance of the Canadian authori- | founded abbeys by way of atonement; canpeople
it be-

ed,
the whole party having been routed | to their calling which
by the militia.
God?.,

but

have

mineral or metallic paints would if of great use.

lionaire distiller

‘burch.

so good as a paint that costs more but

we ‘think its mixture with

offers to spend anything that
the control of the Tailwaysin the ceded territory | mayhe needed in Jostoring
the other cathedral in
is givento Prussia.
that city—CHiist,

lead,

but when the question of renew-
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were ordered in advance of publication, and that

years ago are now living.

cheap mineral or earth paint maj
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indicates that

formerly some experience with camels in Europe.

or

.

is an acceptable substitute for

lasts longer. ‘We
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A

good,
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Peas need only salt and but-

ing is taken into consideration it may not be so

very

“IN THE

A Nevada paper gives the following interesting
of the

Go

XCELLENT,

When the peas are done,

Camels in Washoe.
accdunt

FIND THEM

REND,

skim them from the water or drain in a colander,

the delicate flavor.

WILL

SEFUL,

Peas that

the. original lot fell into the hands of Mexicans,
who treated them very badly, over-loading and
‘abusing them. The men who have them now.

| be

YOU

Pre

and ‘place them ina vegetable dish with a good
lump. of butter. The English frequently cook
mint with their peas, and the French stew them
with onions, butter and parsley. These disguise

ter; sweet cream
butter.—4m. Ag.

~

ter

For the Sunday School.

do not have this gloss

best is in the end the cheapest. The object of
painting is to keep out moisture, and thus pre-

: plight, at an expense of $750,000, and now a mil-

of a further reduction

sidered as green peas.

appearance of the

veniently to the farmer than to get the tinge himself. Umber is generally used.
/ For fences and the lower class of farm buildings the idea of the farmer is generally to get
something cheap. ‘We have always seen that the

few years ago a great brewer restored St. Pitrick’s Cathedral, which had long been in a sorry

+-of the indemnity, the commercial treaty is-abro-

which

minutes.

HIDES AND SKINS,
Calcutta Cow—

NEW HYMNS AND TONES

require longer boiling, or need the aid ot a lump

mixed for use (called training colors) more con- |

No

Dublin is fortunate in some of her citizens.

To paints

twenty-five

¥ T

you when she is ready for the seed,

the

of soda to make them tender, are not to be con-

This, for the inside

the

ing.

The ship City of Quebec, from London for | deburg,the birth-place of the poet. A bust
of the
Quebec, was wrecked on Dead Island, off the | poet was publicly uncovered, and a discourse
on
coast of Newfoundland, on the night of the 8th. | the Jife of the illustrious writer
tvas delivered by
She is a total loss, and all the crew
ed.

to

fifteen to

property in themselves, it is imparted by mixing

A grateful country -gives him $750,000, and the
Kingof Bavaria has sent himthe order of St.

drown-

much

a little varnish. Doors are usually painted oak
or walnut color. This may - be bought already

average deathifrate from the vomito is 250 daily. | doubt something nice will come from St. PetersFive thousand persons died in five weeks, and | burg, as the Czar knows how to give presents.
60,000 fled from the city. The vomito is making
The
hundredth
anniversary of Heinrich
frightful ravages at Valparaiso.
Zschokke’s birth-day has been celebrated at Mag-

were

adds

paint.

Showers of good things are falling on Bismarck.

The sugar crop on the island of Cuba is * 90,000

from

h' zine

speaks fifteen languages, has written novels, his-

torical.philosophical and philological works,is an
honorary member of ten academies and learned
societies, and is still said to be quite good-look-

FOREIGN.

Oil alone, especially

lead, gives a rich satin gloss.

between

put in. Allow them to ‘boil uncovered.
The
time required varies with the age of the peas, |

colors, whether pure white or a tint.
The interior of houses may be painted a pure
white or tinted. In painting inside, to make
a
flat zine color, use all spirits of turpentine.
In
fact: many use more ofit on outside work now,
especially when they wish to maka e
flat
olor

And afterward united in Terrible Temptation” they discover many
points
of the Army of the Po- | of resemblance to the character and career
yf
Adah Isaacs Menken.

pssses

be boiled in just water enough to cover them.
It should be salted and boiling when the peas are

The third annual re-union of the Society of the mirably adapted for plastering walls and roofs in
:
‘have "happened from it that but few now use
it.
Army of the Potomac was held in Boston Fri-j. | damp localities, ’ by miixing freshly slaked lime > Green
may be shaded lighter by using a little
day. A business-meeting and literary exercises | 8d saw-dust made from ver'y soft wood, using zine
lead
in it. It contrasts well with almostall
r during the day, | ©01Y enough lime to permit the mass to attach itwere held in the Globe Th
and in the evening there Was a banquet at the | Self readily to the wall.
Revere House. The Cavfiry
Corps Association
Some of the London critics are convinced that
and the Society of the Sixth
Corps also held their | in the courtesan in Charles Reade’s story of “ A

that

who raise them have only themselves to blame if
they do not enjoy them at their best. Peas should

poisonous and has a bright rich tint.
Parisgreen was formerly used, but so many accidénts

prepared, ad-

hour

peas must submit to having them stale, but those

copings, use’

It is

Every

picking and the cooking of peas is attended with
a deterioration in their quality. Those who bday

a pretty tint,

everywhere.

which many treat ongiof the most delicate of veg-

fine particles as it .falls from the plow or the
‘spade. Another thing, there is nothing gained
by committing seed to the earth before the ground
becomes" warm and the weather is propitious.
You can not hurry dame Nature. Let her tell

etables.

emerald green is the best,

It is known

tinue so through®the season. Be careful then,
and. wait till the upturned soil will break into

er. Put the shelled
peas into a large kettle of
water with a piece of pork, and let them cook
until they are boiled out of their skins.—That is
how not to treat peas, and yet it is the st

The best ochre

but is apt to fade in the sun.
For
one of the brown metallic paints.

if not convenient to shell them, until the day aft-

Cassia, ¥ B gold

Eastern and No!

my when it is stirred, it will stick together like
putty and soon become hard by drying, and con-

Pick the peas in the afternoon, let them stand
until time to prepare the next day’s dinner, or,

& South. 1

single copy, 10 ots.; one dozen

hundred copies, $7.00,
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lead, and it holds the tint better.

In this case; it will re-

main light all summer for the roots of plants to
penetrate readily; but if it is at all wet or clam-

to Cook Green Peas.

West

Se

as it is turned and falls.

How

the

vd

Caution. -

Bee

add

with

-
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black

from the stalls.”

nearly

»288T gens

‘a little

thorough breaking and

8:

using

of the soil and of the fertilizing jgents

88

is madeby

mingling

vegetables, by the whole community, would in |,
duce more fatal sickness than the most unlimited
Don’t stir the ground with plow or spade, in
ihdulgence in them.
field or garden, till the soil will crumble up fine

comes from France; it gives a tint that does
not
fade, but shades from chrome yellow will fade.
Tintsy, made from metallic paints, as Prince’s
,

him at Montevideo, and now shares his exile.
best scientific thought of the day,remain * in the
The Senate has appointed ‘a committee to in- | clouds.”
i
vestigate the premature publigation of the treaty
Some will be gladto kifow thatia kind of mortar, for use in damp places, can be

then

that

a more

88%%

and Mr. Lounsberry, Anglo-Saxon.
will open September 14.
in the startling disclosures of modern
more marvelous than the increased.

ing the sun’s eclipse; yet some of the great solar

Mr. Carpenter is chairman.

thoroughly,

gallons

For a drab, use a little lamp or drop black.
instead of yellow ochre.
Pretty tints may be
made by using umber or metallic brown paints,
It takes léss color to tint zine lead than white

The wife of ex-Collector Bailey lately joined | problems, which are tasking a good deal of the

of Washington.

Mix

complaints;

by

The way, then, to increase the

is

5

tint

ochre.

thing was gained by the recent obser¥ations dur-

‘

turpentine.

two

summer

in the mortality

cf plants.

manure,

who do not eat fruits and vegetables, and that in
all probability total abstinence from fruit and

100 pounds of zine lead

boiled oil, and

use chrome yellow. The same color will give
a
canary tint to the buff. A very much admired

knowledge which men now have of the sun—its
substance, photosphere,chromosphere
&e. Some-

ac-,

take

reported from

whatever

roots

all the deaths occur among very young children,

board, as a paint looks differently in a body
from
when applied. If a canary yellow is require
d,

Sanskrit;

Romanie; Prof. Day, the Hebrew and other Semitic branches; Mr. Van Name, Chinese and

has decided to visit the Pacific

Providence,R. I., a noted collector of vital &tatistics, declares that fruit and vegetables have

yellow-stone ochre ground in oil until the desired shade is reached. Try a little occasionally on a

branches not included in the college course, and
the Gothic: (of Ulfilas); Prof. Coe, the Modern
Japanese,
The school
Nothing
science is

a buff,

gallons

must come from matter dissolved from innumer-

dble ‘small particles which are lying about the

ecnnennn

languages “and

proper times—the morning is the best—and in
reasonable quantities, Nature supplies fruit in
summer to be eaten in summer. Dr. Snow, of

almost no influence

substances in solid

form as cattle do upon hay o r roots, but upon
nutriment in the form of a liquid; and this liquid

fruit at

SRCABRS EIT
secant

Indo-European

‘make

three

spirits

Profs. Hadley and Packard thé more advanced
branches of Greek; Prof. Thatcher, the Latin

once.

:

and

ripe

et ot

the

Another militia company is on the scene.
The
Pittson miners are also anxious
te resume at

- company him.

To

has been

perfectly

-.
PB

|

Plants do not feed upon
id to eat

all other paints now it canbe bought ground in
oil, under the name of Zinc Lead or Bartlet
t
Lead.
.
:

and Surgeon-General J. V.

‘A course of instruction in philology

and the Roman Catholic laborers are determined
to protect themselves against the Welsh miners.

coast this fall, and the Prussian Prince may

Stanton

pounds lying in lumps.

It has as much body and more cover

ing power than the best white lead. At the same
time it is one-third cheaper in price. Jt
is not
poisonous to use, and when mixed in
oil it does
not settle, which fact is a great convenience
to
farmers.
Hence, for these reasons we recommend it in preference to any other paint.
Like

established at Yale, embricing two years’ study,
under the department of Philosophy and Fine
Arts. Prof. Whigmey will teach the principles of
linguistic science, the comparative. philology of

fommittee is organizing at Scranton, °

Grant

M.

white lead, nor crack and peel off like com-

mom zinc.

& asas
£ geese

Edwin

Barnes,

well, by a committee of the Miners’ and Laborers’ Association and the Anthracite Board: of
Trade. Work
is expected to begin on Monday.’

General

like

who presented to her personally a beautiful certificate for four and a half years’ gratuitous labor
in rendering the above service,signed by himself,

The coal miner’s difficulties are now in a fair
way for settlement.
An agreement his been
drawn up, which is to be submitted to Judge El-

A vigilance

these machines

‘

Mrs. Dr. Edward Vanderpool, who, during the

It is alleged that after the mur-

on

undaffwhich

late war, supported and sustained the relief fund
of the Ladies’ Home for Sick and Wounded Soldiers, and is called the
lorence Nightingale of
New York, is dead. She was especially distinguished and recognized
President Lincoln,

der hé returned
to IMhois and married
his vie-

murdered man’s feet.

in winter

NT am
«oe

French invention
are operated.

arrest for killing a

tim’s sister, standing at the very moment of the
ceremony in the boots he had taken from the

entombed
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" friend in Texas.

of summer

colors

‘the ice.

was produced by the Care-ammonia process, a

:

Tllinois man is under

of the

£283

An

the brilliancy

-

This specimen

Burnside was elected commanderin-chief to succeed General Logan.
"The people of Arizona have determined to protect themselves against’ the Indiaps, and after
the massacre at Camp Grant they started in
pursuit, Soon after they,came upon them encamped, and killed eighty-hve of the party.
A despatch from Fort Laramie reports a battle
between several thousand Indians and the United States troops in thé Wind River District, Monday, in which the Indians were defeated with severe loss.

while

was enhanced by the refraction through

The Grand Army of the Republic closed its annual convention in Boston, Thursday.
General
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fectly visible,

vent its increase in any way.
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This was a cake of manufactured

convention | ice,in the center of Which, completely enclosed
Rigg
wie
arrangement | by the translucent material, was a bouquet of
for the payment of the state debt and also to pre- fresh flowers. Every leaf and flower was per
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around Washington.
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‘Carolina
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A curious. and beautiful effect was produced

bia proposes to make many improvements in and | one- of the ice-making machines built lately byin
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Mess,

“88
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ed all the important railroads of New Jersey.

NH

law. .
The new government of the District of Colum-

66

Itnot only controls a line straight

The Rev. Mr. Decamp of Chicoville, Arkansas, | 54h from Philadelphia to Salt Lake city, via
was recently murdered in his pulpit by un out- | Chicago, and various feeders, but has lately leas-

nggsseEy’

all others,

leads
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Ku-Klux bill,

The

however,
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Pennsylvania Ceptral company,

BEVERLY

nel under the river at Detroit immediately.

counts under the

3:

the

a ees

their entire earnings into a. common fund and
then dividing pro rata. They will build a tun-
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price of a good horse in Los Angelos, California,

is $13.
A‘Chinese dector in San Francisco proposes to

®s: i

The Michigan Centtal and Great Wes-'

tern have practically consolidated by entering
into"a twenty years’ arrangement for putting

1A

that fhe‘ average

gis

The great railway monopolies are striding for-

ward.

83888

of tobacco have been inspaeted in Richmond, Vir-

and, as they increase in vigor,

Loos

pamphlet

Since the ‘Ist of October last 12,763 hogsheads | which proved so successful in England.

have many roots;

Its use on farm-houses and

8252583:

the

to block up the rivers and impede navigation,
now brings three cents a bushél, and is brought.

or fashion has

—

- The Massachusetts Ploughman says, in con
nection with this subject that “growing plants

Feces
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so great
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Spreading Manure. .

wher, “before you get any of mine;” and this
cle, which was

\

RC

tion

)

from Wiscasset and other ends of the earth by are constantly throwing out new fibers in every
hundreds of thousands of bushels, greatly to the direction. ‘These fibers are in seakch of food.
farm utensils is a matter of self-preservation,
Low Middling. 14}
If the farmer would add to his store of finds by profit of the saw-mills. About one-fifth of every If the food lies in masses, only a few of the roots
log, I believe, becomes dust; and if the price risSheetings and Shi
taking a few summer boarders, he must make
es, it will become profitable to saw up the whole find it, and the plant does not grow. But if the ‘Heavy 44..... I? @..
his house attractive, pleasant,
food
18
scattered
about
and
thoroughly
minand neat.
He ean
Medium 4-4....,10
log, and done with it. By and by, I fancy, everynot do this without paint. Hence, how dnd with.
-thing is to be atilized in just this sortof a way. gled with the soil in a finely pulverized condiwhat shall the farmer ‘paint his house? If his
was an article in one of the English quar- tion, the.roots will find it wherever they may go.
house is in a grove of green trees, a light buff ‘is There
terlies
a while ago, showing what. progress had A. peck of ashes may lie in the center of a square
best; if exposed, a drab, or French gray. This
been
made
in late years in making use of “rof- rod of ground, and a few plants near it may be
for the body of the house, with window-blinds use.”
The “millennium” peans the time when ‘much improved, while those on the outer por- |.
green, cornices and copings brown, light or dark,
tions of the square would receive no benefit atall.
the
“refuse”
of everything we .eat or, drink or
as may suit the taste. We state these shades on
wear, or use in any way, will be used ovet again, ‘Scatter the peck of ashés over the whole square
general principles, and the farmer who “uses
and mix thoroughly with the soil, and the probthem will seldom fail to have a house that will without loss, so that it will cost ‘nbthing to live, ability is that every plant on the square is beneand the poor man being no longer poor but as.
be admired.
independent as#@nybody, the rich man will be as fited by it. ‘Working and mingling thd%eil, isabTo get these sMpdes/ White is the base upon contemptible
as he deserves to be. Mr. Hale in |r solutlly manuring it; because, first it enables
Which all tints are
roots to find the'food; and secondly, because it
founded. There are three one of his stories has told us how to get rich
by
kinds. of white paints; white lead, oxide of zine, saving up all the envelopes
of our newspapers, places the soil in a condition to be fed by the atand zine lead, sometinies called Bartlett lead.
all the circulars that get poked under our doors, mosphere, If three-fourths of all the substance
“White lead is the most costly, and, although very and so on, This ds only a prophecy
of plants comes from the air, as is asserted by
of what is
generally used and, until the introduction of coming. I donlt expect to see
the day when many scientific men, it can readily be seen how
zine-lead, considered the best, is really a very. hosquitos and house flies will be utilized, but
I imporfant it is that the sof be free from standpoor stuff, as well as very dangerous asa poison, “hope the day
is not far distant when rail road cin- ing water, is fine, and all fingléd together.
It chalks from action of thé atmosphere, and ‘ders will be caught-up
The next point greatly overlooked,is the imbefore they get far from
very rapidly turns yellow. Oxide of zineis very the engine, and be
perfect condition in which manure is applied to
made of some profit to others
seldom used for out-door work, as it is unfit for besides the
oculists and the soap-makers.— the soil. It -is altogether too coarse and too unsuch use, because it cracks and peels off, Zine- Sp ringfield Republican.
evenly distributed. A mass of one pound weight,
lead is an original pigment containing zine and
finely -divided and mingled with the soil, would
lead oxides.
probably exert more influence than two or three
It does not chalk or turn yellow

made it { necessity.
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can:

Dumpy

having

the time, or the matter was at two great
a re-

They tell me that men are making fortunes on
sawdust, “ “Down with your dust,” says the

Paint on the farm is no longer a luxury; it is
and custom

after

| move from the origingl source, the cow,

E. Colton, a gentleman skilled

of economy,

varioloid

vaccinated once, suffer because it did not take |
well, or some other disease was in the system at

Utilizing Refuse.

iA,

a matter

lately beén at werk on some sketches for an edi-.

governor.

testify in

H.

have

oe

ation:

The Cotinecticut senate has concurred with the | Almanac also proved very profitable, and he has

to

Professor

who

pu

by
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' BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES, ,

health at the ‘time, suffers from varioloid,

Those

a 1s

illus‘rations of Humpy

8
rshall Jewell tobe elected
House and declared
Harsha

test his right

|

ticle on’ paints for farmers, carefully prepared

His

of work.

price ever paid fora similar piece

' meeting -and voted to adhere to the November
prices and stiok it out to the bitter end.
»
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announceme ‘nt is made

net

good

mellons,
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cucumbers, squashes, etc.

We present below a timely and exhaustive
ar-

The Seranton coal miners have’ held amass | o,yo00 some time: since, which is the highest

ginia.
The

for Farmgrs. »

useful
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Paints

many years, and be equally

Mar

smeuss

*

he

tone

paid

of Chicago

4"

ron.

inanufacturers

“©

ber boxes,” purcased at the box
for six dollars and a half per hundred, will last

by

in the literature and practical use of paints of
all sorts,
* His directions will be found entirely
Nast is an industrious worker, and makes a
good deal of money. He was paid $350 for one reliable, and his suggestions worthy of consider

$288,824.82 tax during the quarter just ended.

a

six week | ters pertaining to health and disease.
* Cucum8. It is a very rare oceurrence that any pefson
manufacturers who has once been well vaccinated, and was in

harpoon;

which have been gonsidered the oldest instance
of the tonifera, have, it is stated, beenproved to
be stems of huge alga, and not wood at all.

The new treaty between England and She uke
‘od States is known as the Treaty of Washington.
tobacco

by the

The total population of the United States, according to the new census, is a trifle ovér thirtyeight. and a half millions,
Certain specimens of suppesed fossil wood,

receiving the treaty submitted it to the Commit
tee on Foreign Relations and adjourned till Mondays
}
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The
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explosive substances are now fired into them

«The U. 8. Senate met on Wednesday, and after
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being gained by this mode of ¢ulture,
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